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INTRODUCTION

On November 28th and 29th, 1979, the Michigan Department of COmmerce,
Energy AdministrOion and Department of Education sponsored the Midwest :School

Transportation Fleet Management Seminar, Focus on Energy.

Approximately 30

representatives from six states, Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, WiscOrisin, Minnesota

and Indiana were in attendance.

Speakers from both the public and private sectors

discussed a wide variety of school bus energy-ManageMent topics, including new
teOhnical improvements, energy feasibility studies and-the use of 'programmed

.

inforMation systems in energy fleet management:
The school.transportation officials wttoattended Were asked to submit'

written reports on what they have done in school bus energy management together
with the results of such applications.

These reports, along with edited tran-

ripts of the s9ssions, are included in this-handbook.
The seminar's goals were to both--gather and disseminate information on
e ergy fleet Management, so the _group was comprised of school transportation

officialg'who have demonstrated previous expertise in this area.

They came together

in Lansing to lear6 from each other and to. share information through-this-handbook.
'

The limited number of participants encouraged group discussion.

Those on hand

agreed more emphasis needs to be put on school transportation energy management..

The seminar and this hangbOok are initial steps in this direction:

c

r.
t.

e

.

.

'OVERVIEW

.

This overview is designed

quickly give the reader an idea of what
-

each speaker discussed.

.

-Dr. Robert Muth, Executive Secretary of the, Michtgall-SaTO61 Business

Officials (517-355-1720) spoke on the scope and depth of the energy problem facing
school transportation offiCials.

Members of his staff also moderated a group dis-

,cassion on school bus,fleet energy m anagement.

The proposals generated by this

discussion appear'as Appendix One.

William Myatt of.DetroitDiesel Allison (313-565-0411) gave a presen1ation
on a new fUel-efficient diesel engine, now available"through chassis manufacturers;
including General Motors. Corporation, International -Harvester and Ford.'

Hanford Combes of School Transportation systems, Inc., (614,891-6696)

4

dismissed methods of performing effective energy management feasibility studies.
His "102 Ways tO Conserve Energy" and "Fuel Economy through Teamwork" appear as
Appendix Two and Appendix Three.
John Rankin of the Mainstem Corporation (614-237-9710) discussed the use
of programmed informationto heliVehicle fleets contain costs. An article from
"School Bus Fleet Magazine" oh Mainstem appears as Appendix-Four:Larry Lobderback of the Michigan Department of Education, School Support_

Servites Division (517-373-3314) described problems encountered and solutions pro-,
posed by his office for Michigan school transportation systems..
William Sulak of the U.S. Department of Transportation's Volmntary Truck
and Bus. Fuel Economy
Program (202-426-9502) described possible Aechnical,improve.
ments in buses and discussed effective purchasing techniques and driver motivation..
Fie showed a film on bus driver motivation entitled, "Who,Cares?"

A leaflet on the

movie appears as Appendix Five.

U. _Department of energy Region V official Kenneth Johnson cave the
concluding remarks, describing what DOE has done in the past and hopes to do in the
future regarding school transportation.

reports

.

Parti6ipating school transportation officials were asked to submit writte n
describing what they have done to date in energy fleet management.' These

.

reports appear as,Appendix Six.

Moderator for the seminar was Hank Dderr of the Energy Administration,
Conservation_ Consumer Assistance'Division.

This handbook wasc.;,edited by Hank

Doerr and Joe McElroy of the Energy Administration.
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''..
THE ROLE OF SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS IN ENERGY CONSERVATION
:.."
.
Dr. C. Robert Muth
-

Michigan State University
.

,

This is a-gathering uf experts in school transportation and experts in
the conservation of energy in transportation.

I am pot going to,belabpr already

-known procedures'-or actions that result in-'energy savings -- everyone here As

aware of the economics of efficient routing, or optimizing vehicle size with need,
the advantages of diesel engines,-the mileage 'benefits from radial tires, the
driving pattefts and operational proCedures thgt extend each gallon of gas orlhe
.

effectiveness of consistent and efficient maintenance-programs.

the tr1L%1
Rather, I wouldlike to talk-with yau about:the magnitude-of
.
,

problem of which

conservation

Then I

in school transportation is but a part.
,

,

will want to'dirJ ett your attention to three. issues:
1.

\

The contribution of the school transportatimprogram to attitude°
development for understanding and accepting the challenge of ,a
world short of fossil fuels--=the contribution toward energy ....
awareness and aftionr.
_

2.

The part that a persistent transportation conservation prOgram
should play in a totarehergy management plan for the school
district.

3.

The geed far a management program that will.ensure that conservation
knowledge 'arid programs are welded into a system that will provide
data for day to day decisions and long ranbe planning.
'

And finally, I will ask you.tp:participate.in identifying, the mostsig.'nifICant problems deterr'ing further progress' in conservation in transpo;1Wcion
,

the organizational or-Other inhtjtors to greater pro9ress' --- and.to m#Aecommenda-..
Our job'

tions for polity changes -that would .eliminate' or mitigate the inhibitors.

will be to seek out,'organize, summarize, emphasize and disseminate the knuwledge,
experience and judgeMent that you bring to the overall question'of how to improve
sand maintain optimum fuel economy in'transparting.children and how to contribute in
creating a.greater sense, of urgency and commitment to energy y-ihdependence in' America?

We will explainethe process more'fully a little later, but I ask now foeyour sincere
ti

partitipation.

There is a broadening consensus among scholars, government palicymakers,
and industry forecasters that the-era of plentiful and inexpensive energy -- part
,

icularly-oil -- is drawilig rapidly to a_close, :But, even though the "Age of Oil"'

is a mere blip on the graph of human history, it is the era-we have grawh upin and
in which our world view has been formed.

Our highly Technological industrial soc-,
,

iety has been built in less than a century on a foundation of liquid fossil fuels-.

.

.

.

The structure of a society is determined in large Measure by its,:energy foundation,.

Technologies ,- incldding energy sys,,tems 7-are never value neutral;. rather they,

.

specific_pat
are Ofmary determinants pf culture and predispose a society toward
.,
terns of llvTng and thihking.

The ,way we farm, develop resources, manufacture,

distribute products, and even spend our leigure time are all based onzour century's

experience of cheap, plentifulenergy.

Our belief that,progi'es.g is synonymous with

technical ,and'ecoetioMic'grOkh,and that solutions ta.sociaproblems are -a natural

by,product of that growt

is foundedin our past ability,tO'bring into use unore

,

Cedented and expanding a ounts of energy.

Kow, this erais nearly over and most of us can barely imagine the trans.

formation moden civilizatfbn.faces,

Pessimistic scenarios depict global famine

as the world's burgeoning population approaches the 1Amits imposed by' declining

energy resources and environmental degradatioDomettie anarchy and international

conflict ---,wars of "expropriatioeby the rich nations and of "redistributive
Even ifsthrough extraordi

justice' by poor ones -- seem to loom on the horizon.

nary adaptability and good luck we avoid' the worst of these disasters our society

will be dramatically changed by the newenergy realitie

Unfortunately, avery human but tragic resp
The first.widely publicized projettions of our fi

se is to deny the problem.

oil supplies, those by

geologist King Hubbert in the 1950's, were disthissedmith scorn by the oil com,

,panies.
cliisions.

Though his data. have proved correct, some still seek to discredit the.con-

The disforton of energy realities is dangerous in that it implies that

existing social institutions may find it very-difficult_to adapt to the energy
challenge.that faces'.us.

In the fifty years'pHor, to.1974-775 we used.-more,and.more

.

energy per capita while, its real cost in hours of work decreased.' In the last-five

years the real cost of energy-in relation-to hourly wages-has increased and will
Continue 'to increase.

The,price per gallon'is directly related to conservati

Our inability or unwillingness to recognize. the forewarnings of the 70's-increases

the need for Major adjustments in the.80Ls and beyond.

Yes; the global energy supply is finite and diminishing.in relation to
demand anci.there are no magic sources of replacement.

Most alternative sources of,

energy require such great ,energy input that the. net energrproduced is a:small per,

oentage of the.inert energy within ,the natural resource.

gompared to Oil, alter-

native gop-ces a-e a long way off and mill be' more costly.

In addition, half Of our oil supply is foreign produced and we use :twice
as much energy per capita as-:Germany, the most comparable nation in terms of inSome experts say that\we could save

dustrial production and standard of
-4-

without effect fiig

halfof our energy consumption through aggressive conservation
Our:administration,,throughstatements of President
our real standard of living.
Secretary
,Carter and Secretary of Energy Duncan, has redisdovered Conservation.

Duncan, ih a recent speech in Detroit, said.that:conservation was the only cur rent alternatije to lower standards,of living. Indeed, other experts have stated

-

starting
that if we.don't achieve an annual arA reduction in energY:consumption,
political structures
now, the cost and scarcity of-energy will disrupt our socialand
tothe point of domestic and international .crisis. The,sadsirdny of the sitUation
oil'apd coal

is'that we are still a favored nation in terms of energy resources

rf,we
-- and in the ..other essential resources of water and agricultural ;land.
don't survive Ss a demodratid ration and as a'world powercit will be due to our

C..

laCk of wisdom.

The.Iranian situation has broughtlOnto:focus the implications of en
interdependent World of trade, lubricated with oil. The world noui seem d divided
between industrial nations, OPEC"nations, and' underdeveloped emerging nations:

,

Global population growth and the threat of increasing competition for locally
c
available-food, water,, fuel-, and other resources to achieve and maintain"satis-

Aich attempt -,
,factory levels of health and well being set-the stage for,orceS
The-widespread recogniCn of a\change in America's
to tiring new adjustments.
,
relative political and economic leadership .positi n has dynamic implication for our

,

,

.

\.

.

1

nation and to us as _Citizens:

.

If, in fact, the United Statesis,at a ocial, economic, political and
international crossroads which issi(eyed to ourica gity to. gain energy independence
0

government
within a critical' time frame; what:is the responsi ility and role-of

education and what is the role of tfiose concerned w
froM sdnOol?

What is our responsibility for dontribut

and commitment to conservation, to lodal comMitment,',to
,

partidipation?

Now, certain]; the transportation prog

transporting children to and._

g.t6 national awareness

ommunitylcomthment and
m of any single school Os-

trict is not going to,impact the nation or state; But the school transportation
service is one of the most if not the most visible a d recognizable seri/ice in
the local community.
.

Inmoty 'communities across this nation edudation is the lar,

A

,

with thereatest corn-gest enterprise and, _M all communities, the organization
of the-Itommunity's
mUnity participarion. TranSportation as the most visible service
leading role'in:enec-gy tonser aon
most encompassing enterprise can,Play
'district,
awareness and education.-- itcan-provide leadership-within the s
and the school district 'can. provide leadership to the community.'

As stated earlier, r have three general concerns to present:
-5-
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-

le

belleVe our school ..ransportatioh program needs 'improved7M6Kage7.
I think it needs highly trained personnel, better management;
ment..
data and better:management systems. The'supervisor of transportation
is:too often a part-time function performed by a person placed :on the
job without specialized/training. Many, many_school-transpOrtation

systems inllichigam, and i'mPsure in OtherGreat Lake StateS, involve
more than forty buses and drivers, andtransportation budgets of over.
Its time to, give 'this growing, costly and
$1,000,000 per year.
community sensitive service. better management. Data for day to day
and'week to week'operations and long range planning are extremely
We need a better data base, we need personnel capable of
limited:
making the system work.

I believe students should bOnformed"about and involved in the
_..conservation.prograC The transportation system can become a part
.orthe total "edutational program Of energy conserVation. .Why,dpn't
W e take children more seriously as opinion setters ?. 'Children are
the best:teachers of parents, and-they will become adults. How do
you think.thetransportation programi,can,invoT\ie students and -contribUte to the. development of their sense of energy. ethics?
3.

4

I Uelie:/e the tranSportatimprogram:and the e-personnel who manage
it can drailiatize and dIsseminate.their-effcrts and' achievements..
within the school staff\and the, community. Conservation achievements
In ,
should be presented in an Ongoing 'public information program.
most communities across this nation the school system.is the leader
Now,. I belieVe, they must extend :
in energy Conservation efforts.
their-leadership'to the,entire community through demonstration of

their owsuccess and through.the develoPmentof.curricUluM that
encpuregeS.individual family awareness:and Cooperation..

Conservation is essentialA0 our very survival, and it 4.ust beachieved
through indiVidua'Lknowledge and acceptance: Knowledge, awareness, and social
sensitivity is our business, and every segment of our business must Participate
,

in this-gigantic, but oh so importint, endeavor.

ThiS'nation is made up. of

15,000 School districts -- we can make a difference!

o

.4"
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LANSING, MICHIGAN

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1979
u

PROCEEDINGS

MR. DOERR:

This is the Midwest School Transportation'Fleet Management'
I would like to introduce Nancy Baerwal, the Acting'.

Seminar - Focus On Energy.

She will give the Opening introduction.

Director of the Energy Adminiitration:
11S. BAERWALDT

I must say we're here today because of a real concern to

this increasingly important subject.

I certainly don't need to take up your time

I'm sure all of--° trying\to convince-yoU of the severity of the. petroleum\situation.
budgets, not to speak of
you know the havoc that rising costs have plagued on your
A
\
,

.

t he precarious situation of supply..

'Why is the knowledge that we are going °to gain in the next couple of days
School transportation fleet
The answer, I think, is quite simple

so important'?

amount of money.
manageMent tertainly can. save school districts an awfully large
they saved
The facts are evident. .One school district in'Ohio indicatedsto us that

about 40 percent through fleet management techniques.AA prWate trucking company reduced costs by.About 20 percent.

47'

couple of
Fleet management techniques; as will becoenb abvious in the next
to the
Aays, vary from the obious,to the subtlet from the use of simple common sense
Let's put the utiliteltionof
adoption and understanding of.complex 'new tecunology:
that schobl buses conKime
energy by school buses in perspective. Our data iuggests

and use about seven
about 350 million gallons of petroleum Product or fuel a year
running,for
and a half million barrets.. That's enough to keep the state of Michigan

.

So, the t.Ase by school buses issubstantial and the potential for

about a r'onth.

savings is huge.

Of course, diffe-ent transportation systems around the country need to use
.

However, all district: need to take hard looksatpurtoo'
chasing, maintenance and tperation of their bus fleets. A district might find it
sfill.keep a .close
expensive to undergo expensive equipment retrofitting, but it can
different fleet techniques..

habits. -.
eye on preventive maintenance and promote good driving
spark
Let's just look at one'fact to bring this home, if you will. .Two
.

plugs which misfire at one time in a' V-8.can reduce mileage by up to'20 percent.
simply-because-of_your_own_interest,_have been
sure-that-most-of-you-here-today,Almost everyone who has even worked
practicing energy saving fleet-Management habits.
Saving fuel is
cut.down on cost.
a little bit with an engine has some ideas on bow to
hunch-baSis,.however.
now-ton important to be approached on the common-sense personal
t5

-7-

School transportation officials now need to approach it as a management science,*a
professional task just like the precision used to balance a school district's budget.

Management cost effective techniques and modern technology are.certainly available.
The average School bus in American consumes about 950 gallons of gasoline
'a year and gets seven and a half miles per gallon.

Our goal here today is to help

contain those costs and reduce energy consumption.
Since many school districts are being allocated less fuel this year than
last this goal should, of course, have high priority.
smoothly.

Don't expect everything to go

Any new ptogram or efforts to improve operations that change something are

bound ,to run into a few obttacles and problems, but please don't become discouraged.

It's not easy to convince a veteran driver to change some of his/her habits.

Routing

changes' may force children to walk further and, of course, this will be opposed by
some parents.

I just want to say again welcome and thank you for participating in this
two-day-long seminar,
MR. DOERR:

Thank you.

Welcoming remarks will be concluded by Phillip

.O'Leary from the Michigan Department of Education.
DR. O'LEARY:

Since 1974 the public school districts in the state of

Michigan ha/e decreased 250 thousand students.
we have increased in transportation.

That's exactly the same number that

As I told the State Board of Education we

haven't lost them, we're just riding them around in buses all day long.
We at one time in 1974 were transporting about 41 or 42 percent of the kids
to school.

Those of you in the other states,-

We're about.62 percent right now.

those that haven't had the mandatory special education implementation, Ahis is going
to take a chunk.out of your budgets.

We're finding nowthat as far as costs are

concerned it costs approximately $1,200 to transport a special education youngster as
opposed to $100 for a regular student.
I heard of an extreme case of $20,000:for one student to be transported to
school.

We' -ve only gone as, high as $12,000 for some student to be transported 40

school.

Granted, some of these-are cabs and some of these are small vehicles, but
0

they still require gasoline.

With the. prOgrams.and services being scheduled based

on an empty room rather than the needs of the children, we are, cOhtinually asked to
transport more.

.

.11

We're in situation where we have schools closing, and 'as theschools close
now pupils live more than a mile and a. half, so now we are required'tp transport.

School districts that-haVeWerienced decreasing-enrollment have !lad
intreasing transportation.

And just,because you lose 7,000 students in one distritt,

You don't cut down on the buses by that percentage; itrs alhost remaining the same..
-8-

a

As Nancy indicated, we are .1 large user of gasoline in this state.

We are

a 'larger user of fuel oil, and, of course, electricity.and the_other energy source§.
'I'm hoping that we can do something to take care of tome of these'problems

that were having.
it.

Even though there might be quantity I'm not sure we can afford

68.8 cents per gallon was the cost of gasoline in the state of Michigan on May.

28, 1979.

I did a check this morning with AAA and it is a $1.05 per gallon for

It had gone up 39 cents, a 50 percent increase since the end of May, and
the schools are in the same situation. Schools paid 11 cents a gallon fo gasoline
It costs the school district somewhere around 76 cents a gallon today, a 600
1972.
regular.

i

n

percent increase.

SOool budgets used to talk about the utilities being 2.4 percent of the
budget.

Now they are up to about 6.7 and 7.2 percent.

I'm happy to see that we have people who are experts in this field who are
meeting with/
going to give us some suggestions. I hope that what we come out of this
will be very useful to all of us involved and I would sure like to reduce that 35

million by about 10 million at least the first year.
Thank you. Our first presentation has a little story
MR. DOERR:

to it. ,

Diesel
We did invite Ford, GMC, and International Harvester, as well as Detroit
Unfortunately
Allison to participate and give a presentation on fuel economy.

GMC, Ford and International Harvester could not make it. We have Bill Myatt fromDetroit Diesel Allison who will be giving us a fuel pincher presentation:,
.

4

MR. MyATT: - In order to properly introduce the neW General Motors Diesel
engine which has been designed for medium duty vehicles, it's necessary to go/back
gasoline cost
in historY sj.x or seven years. At that time, in the good old days,

less thgn 30 cents a gallon.

Diesel fuel,cost 15 to 20'cents a galions':- And to bet"

,quite.tionest,"people were not concerned With either fuel availability or the opetattng.
-cost per mile.

I6iisn't.economicaf to either build a diesel engirie for Medium. size

to 'pay for
trucks or ilio[Serate'one when you had to consider how long'it would take
than,3% of medium size'
thg over-cost of the engine itself. And at that time, less

_ chassis were operating with diesel engines.
,Q*

Since then, the world has been Oaken by events relating to both fuel
But many economists Were predicting what, in
availabyljty and skyrocketina costs.
Six years
fuel..
fact, would take place in the supply and<cost of gasoline and diese]
and manufacture a,diesel
_ago is when General Motors made the decision to design
Detroit Diesel Allison_began to design
engine specifically for medium size'chassis.
refer to as
both an engine and a manufacturing facility, frpm what-we would like to
a clean Sheet of paper -- no holds barred.
.

It had to be a ,diesel engine which would

-9-

15.*

be economical for the customers to purchase in the early 1980, comply with all
.the taderal and local noise and emission regulations, and provide the kind of

fuel economy that would allow the typical medium chassis operator who was using
gasoline power to pay for that overcost in a relatively short amount of time-..
about two years.

Several different engine configurations and concepts were explored and

every possible engineering innovation was thoroughly pursued and weighed as to its
advantages and disadvantagei.

What finally emerged is a four-cycle diesel engine

that incorporates all.the proven advantages of the two -cycle diesel engines that

general motors has built by the virtual millions.

All the modern innovations make

it an engine as current in the state of the art as possible.

Conc,irrently, the.

manufacturing facility was constructed to produce the engine to u high quality'
standard and yet at a price that would meet the original program objectives.
I would like to share with you a'slide presentation which we have con-'

densed.so as not to bore you with all the nuts and bolts that it necessarily-takes
to build a modern diesel engine, but still enough to give you a feel for an engine

which will set the pace in dieselizing America's medium size chassis.
The criteria for this engine was that:

1) It. should have the durability
..

to last as long as the average medium duty chassis lasts which, in tWO.S. and
Canada, is abobt 125,000 ffiiles, and the averagechassis operates about 17,500 miles

'a year during its seven year life.,-2) The engine should be about the,same-physical
size'as the gasoline,engine whiCh it has been designed to replace, and, in order to
keep the cost of 'the total. vehicle as, low as poSsible, the engine should use the

-same size cooling package that gasoline engine.' 3) We wanted the engine to be'as
quiet as possible so that the' chassis manufacturers wouldn't have to spend a. great,

deal of additional money making it quiet enough to meet the regulations-that we know
are becoming a part of thisbuiiness,
It also had tc be affordable in its initial.....purchase price and provide the'

kind of fuel economy that would alloWthat initial purchase price to be returned to
the operator Within about two years of operation.

And that return would-be based

only on fuel economy, and all the other-inherent advantages that a diesel offers,.
loWer maintenance and longer life would be pluses.

And the engine had to have a warranty that, in fact, stood behind the
quality that was being built into the.engine,.

Let me share with you the specificationS of the engine.

There aretwo

basic models -- A naturally aspirated.at 165 horsePower, and.a turbocharged at 205
horsepower, .,The naturally aspirated has peak torque of 350 pound feet, and the
turbocharged 430 pound feet.

Both' engines are 90 degree V-8 with a 4.25 inch bore

r
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They are 500 cubic inch displacement engines which equates

and a 4.41 inch stroke.
6.2 liters.

The naturally aspirated engine weighs 1,096 pounds and the turbo-

charged 1,121 pounds.

Both of these weights are approximately 300 pounds' less than

any other comparable horsepower diesel engines available for meditim sere chastis.
.

Let me show you just a few of the design features of this engine.
One of its important features is its unit fuel injection system.

This is

a patented design with an injector that performs all the functions of measuring,
timing, pressurizing, and atoMizipg the fuel:, This system eliminates the need for
a high pressure fuel pump and aii the associated high pressure fuel lines.

And

the injection system plays a major role in the-engine's excellent fuel economy and
its ease of maintenance.

More than two million Detroit'diesel engines prove the

value of unit-injectors everyday.

Using this principle as a basis, a new injector was detigned specifically
fot this'eneine,'and it incorporates some even further improvements.
fact

Such,as the

_fuel passages'are now within the cylindO,head, eliminating all- outside

plumbing and,- obviously,teliminating the'potentiil for leaks.

Inlhis slide, you're looking down at the top of one cylinder bank of the
blOck.

Notice the cylinder bore walls ate-Free standing and not connected to the

top deck of the block.

This design does two things., First,-it prevents vibration-

noise from being transferred from the bore wall to-the outside of the engine.. And,
secondly, it provides full length cylinder cooling top to bottom.

.

-

The cylinder block ends at the crankshaft centerline, eliminating'a Skirt

Whichmould tend to radiate vibration and noise.

,

In its place, a high rise double wall oil pan surrounds more of the, crank-- Oiaf.L

The sound dampening qualitiesjof,the double wall construction further help

to.reduce.engine noise.

Another unique. ;feature is. the Oil pump located within the

block at the front of the engine.

This also helps reduce the new fuel pincher's

noise ievel.

All fuel pincher engines come equipped with a premium plate type oil cooler
to reduce engine oil temperature and provide extended oil life.
This slide shows the side of the engine with the exhaust manifold removed
from the cylinder head.,. Focus your attention on the exhaust port indicated by the
pencil.

It incorporates ailigh technology stainless steel exhaust port shield.,
This shield-produces an air gap between the exhatist port and the 'cooling

passes within the cylinder head.

This reduces the exhaust heat being transferred to

the cooling system._ and is one of the. features' that enables the fuel pincher tL use

the same type, of cooling systeM as the popular gasoline engine and helps keep that

initial cost down when compared to,other'dieSels.,

.The piston dome incorporates a'toroid,al-Thaped=combustion chamber.

This

combines with a unit fuel injection system 'and heliCal-shaped air intake passages

in the cylinder head.to produce "SWirl Fire bombuStion".

Swirl fire combustion is

.

Swirl fire combustion allows the,fuel pincher to

unique to the fuel pincher.

achieve excellent fuel economy.
Swirl fire combuition is also responsible for the engine's excellent cold

The fuel pincher provides quick cold starting at temperatures

starting capabilities.
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down to 10 degrees without the use of any starting aids.

For those areas that do

require starting aids, of course, they are offered by the chassis ClufacturerS.Now, let's talk about what is probably the engine's most-important ad;
vantage..

And that is its fuel economy.

slides show the results of various

Theie

tests which were conducted comparing the 'fuel .pincher to popuTar, gasoline engines.

From thes6,you.ca'n iee we have achieved our goal of approximately twice_as many
miles per gallon of fuel as a gasoline engine doing the same jobA,Based on this,
the calculations would show the fuel pincher engine will return its-investment cost
in approximately two years.

From this testing, we have also been able to demonstrate that the engine

willoperateforabout125,000milesAich,asyourecall,isnelifeof the average
And, for those operators

medium sicze vehicle,, before wear-out of, major components.

who might have a need for higher mileage,.,the engine is rebuildable when it does wear.
out.

The block can. be rebored,the crank can be reground, and all of the major

components can be rebuilt.

Another aspect of the fuel pincher engine'that I think is extremely
important, expecially to'school bus operators, is the. fact that both the.naturally

aspirated'and the turbocharged fuel pinchers_are compatible with Alliion automatic
transmissions.

.

-

To be quite honest, a school%bus equipped with this diesel engine and an
automatic transmission will not present different problems to the driver that he's
.

currently experiencing-in.driving his own' car.
With the kind of reliability being build into the new' fuel pincher, it

will have a fuel coverage warranty of 24 months or 50,000 miles, whichever comes1
first, with 100% coverage on,parts and labor, including removal and-reinstallation
and the consumables that might be lost due to 'a failure.

This Compares to the-.

typiEal 12 month, 12,000 mile warranty On gasoline engines..
.

.

.

,

Based on this, I'm sure you can see that we have, in fact; built a diesel

engine which meets the criteria-necessary for a medium duty vehicle.
-12-

1).

It demOnstrates the reliability that is needed.

2).

It is the same size as a gasoline engine to fit in the same

size chassis and uses the same type cooling system.
3).

It is quiet enough to meet all of the regulations.

4).

It provides the ''fuel economy-that will offset the additional'

investment in-this engine in about two yeai.s.

The balance of

the years of operatton are'all savings.
5).

The warranty does_ support theproduct fgr a .1Dnger. Wriod of

time_Illan gasoline engines wliicare currently operating in

'

school buses.;

O

.

MR. DOERR:

Our next speaker is "Mr. School Bus," and from the materials

he has forwarded to us there is good reason for, that title.

Mr. Combes has a long, impressive list of experiences.
recognized as, an expert in the field of pupil transportation.

Heis nationally

Pricir to becoming the

president of School Tranpoktation Systems, Incorporated, he served one year 4s Vice

President and Director of the Schoe4rT4anportation SafetyfDivisioe,Institute for
Safety Analysis in Washing"ton, D:C. and ten years as Chief of Pupil Transportation

in the-.Stte of Ohio, Department of Education.
In recent years he has conducted in excess of 40 university workshops and

taught pupil transportation, management technology and.transprtation law; and servedas special consultant to the Department of Health, Education and.Welfare Regional
Conferences.

He hataught several transportation management law courses at the

University of Cincinnati and Ohio University.

Mr.' Combes will speak on, "How to do

an energy management feasibility study on school transportation systems."
MR. COMBES:

It became obvious in the middle 50's when suburbia started to

grow and the World War II baby boom hit our schools that there was going to be a lot
of growth in the schools.

School boards looked for raw property, outlying property,

the cheapest property to construct buildings, not realizing this also presented a
logistical problem, and-they didn't realize in what magnitude.
School transportation suddenly was hei.e.

I Would like to reporeto you that

even toda, in spite of the fact that this is'the-largest'mass transportation system
in -the world, that we still find very, very feiq universities-offering...any course of

instruction, any training in the management of this.monster.

$4.2 billion

expended_this year in school transportation.
Ne've got a'problem, friends..

certain

The energy shortage is real.

Now, I'm not

real because of supply, but ft is real because of-politics, availability

-Of-light oils and a lot of other factors that exist:

Pricing, price structures,"

transportation of supply and so forth have all added to the dilemma that we :are in
now.

We're going to try to target in on a couple of specifics.:

school transportation and what we can doabout it

Where we are in

What steps ye can,take now'?

We'll got into the feasibility study and,how it can behelpful to us.
One of our primary problems in dealing with school people and, I guess,
it's true of most Americans today, isithat we have been spoiled in this country.

The

average American still uses 30 times the energy of the citizen from most-other
countries.

Now,-I'm not saying thaes necessarily bad; but it 'has been convenient,

it has been economical, no cost problem in thg past, and all of these things were
changed.
-14-

The attitude I'm running into now is, "Nov I can continue doing what I am
I'm not really talking.about
supply, al,

doing within a dollar constriction?"

though-we keep hearing this thing cdMing.in from the background.
.:

4

The attitude hOito,bk chabged-Af we're going to do anything about-it.
-

And i-01'not.goig to be your aititudeindfedually that is:§oihOo get the job
dcfne.

It has to be a.colledtive effort.

That means re-education.

If we look at the logic of this thing, it simply ,isn't right to waste.
Sa that's the first thing we have to get across to people.

Why use up fuels that are finite

We have to conserve.

_n resource and quantities?

We know that, fossil

We haven't nearly even reached those ends.

fuels have an end to them someday.

We

haven't even reached the ends in light oils, but the availability and the access is
becoming a problem, and the price is going to be high.
We know that ten years downstream an

perhaps even before that_there are

some solutions on the horizon; not cost solutions but supply solutions.

We have

more heavy crude locked in the tar sands of. Canada and twenty-two states in this
country and all over the world than all the light oil reserves that we know of or
have ever used in this world, but they are hard to get out of the sands and the
shale -and so forth:and they are hard to refine. AUSt now the cost has reached a
point to make it feasible to look at these sources.

So the fossil fuel supply in

the world hold's a lot of promise for the future if that's the way we want to go.

There are other technologies opening up.9Any student in high schoal
physics can tell you about the energy locked up in every atom and Molecule- on this
Those offer
earth and releasing those things. We hal'ie'started in this field.

sources of energy for Whatever -Uses-''we want ,to Tut it to.
Some.9f the ,sad commentary:. If we stopped generating electricity by

oil burning now, we could stop the imports from the Middle EaSt tomorrow, and yet
we.are:caught up in regulation and all kinds ofthings, some good, some impossible
to understand, that dictate that we're .going to continue burning vast amounts of
ail to generate electricity even though we're. sitting on probablythe world's.
largest coal supply.

The GerMans in World War II produced petrolgasoline fuels almost
dOcuments to_see how
entirely fro their coal, and-we're just now restudying. those
they did it.

So

here are a lot of.potential answers to supply.

I can't fi

any potential answer, to high price.

It is here to stay.

The president of Exxon s. d recently, .",'No, a dollar a gall& is nit what we need.

We need a dollar and a halfacross. the dollar mark.

gallon."

By ear

In Michigan and other. areas It is right

spring::they are predicting $i.20. per gallon;- by

riekt.fall don't be surprised if you

ee $1.50 a gallOn,,.So you better plan in that
5 -

-

:

direction in your school budgets.
dollars; i4.50 in Italy, it's been-that way.

Euroresja,paying two,,
,

.,.

.

.

So ifAyoa try 6---go along With the eJogic that it is,gOing tq regulate

for yeai-s.

itself when the price gets to a certain point, we haven't reached that point yet.

Where is that point

When are you willing to give up the trip to get the family

together'on ThanksgiOng?
Well, how about our vacation every year, our trips?
blem we have to identify the problem, define it and the
it.

And again, it,is a total effort.

If we have a pro-

start doing things about

It's not what we're going to do in school

.

transportation; ft's not what we're going to do individually; it is a collective,
definable effort of listing priorities if this is a problem.
The unfortunat ,:.

part is that .the figures on totarsuppliand transport-

ation-and availability and whereit is stored and how much is refined do not belong
to the federal government or state government; they belong to the international oil
companies.

Wasn't it interesting-that after the international oil companies talked

about their excessive profits this laSt report, they quickly pointed out; "Well
In'other words, they sold to the European

most of those were made overseas."

markets and the other markets' where they are getting 3, 4, 5 dollars a gallon, oil

being refined in this-country and shipped right out to those markets.:
I don't know how you feel about it.

people and study it the more confusing it gets.

The more I read on it and talk to

.

No wonder we can't get straight"

answers from the government: they don't know any mpre,than you or I do.
1.1n kind of amused,whens,Bill was talking about the energy efficiency of

this engine and somebody else was talking about things you can.do to conserve
energy.

I figured out one time that if yodid all of the thingS that were
r

possible to save energy you would have to find a pla6eto sell fue4,because,it
would ,be 120 percent,effIcient.

What ,we have-to say..4sAhatif everything is

operating at peak performance, this is a.Saving:potential,\and anything Under that

you are wasting fuel.
Well, let "s start where part of the problem eXists.
in its law:
ation."

One state says

"A school district is not obligatedto.provide.any schooltransport-

And another state says elementary kids over two miles,. and so on and so on

from every state level.

The.state'legislature is the-,big school board'in every

state; _they pass the laws that operate the schools, and yet they say, "Let's keep

that r6cal autonomy.' Let's keep that identification" and so fOrth. ,And then people.from neighboring districts, go. to, church together alicrshop together Say,. "Well,
.

your school board hauls high school-kids; mine doesn.'.t do that.
-16-

Your, school board

.

.

has a mile and a:half .--,.anything over a mile and a half, elementary,

and;Mine is

over a mile elementary," and then the state comes along and says, Neil, if you

transport anything over a mile we'llreimburse you, at least a part of it or a,
percent age of it."
4

Number one, oar -state legislatures

We have all kinds of conflict here.

ought t o pass laws that define school transportation and the limits.

I don't want

them-tojtake over local operations, but I don't think it is fair-to pass permissive
legislation that :7.hoves the final decision off on local boards that are having a

tough time raising money to educate kids.
I think -we ought to define very carefully who is eligible.

It ought to

be realistic, it ought, to be practical and something we ,can live with, and then.we

ought to fund this.onthat basis partially; I' mot saying total _funds.
The philosophy that we will give-yo6 a percent reimbursement because that's.
an incentive to save'is not true.

That's an incentive to fight a harder battle At

the local lAvel to raise the funds.

How far should kyoungster-be required to walk, or how far can you walk
them to get.a school bus?

It shOuld be defined by law or by regulation.

.

Kentucky almost passed a law a number of years ago that said, "No more
than three school bus stops per mile."

It didn't pass.

Some states have pushed

very strongly to regulate to hold down,,the number of bus stops.

Well, they have

not-successfully proven to-me-thateliminating bus stops is really fuel efficient.
If

A

have to walk 30 kids to a location, and the bus sits there and idles while we

are collecting them and while they are getting on the bus, we are burning u

the

same amount of gas itwould'take to make an extra stop to more efficiently get-them
,

.

on the bus.

We have not thought a lot of these problems through throughly.

All we do

is sit back 'and look at the situations and say, "It is going to go away" or "Somebody

else.is going to solve it" or "There has to be an obvious answer."
the dilemma is on us.

We will . have spot ihortages:

But, my friends,

We know the pricesare going to

be outrageous, and it costs money to operate those big monsters, alot,of money, not.
only fuel but everything else. -Contractors are getting out .of the business because

of these operational costs and because it is tough to find drivers and pay them what
they need to drive a bus.

School boards are now looking for contractors to take over,

because the fringe benefits are eating up the money and they'can't afford to employ
'people to do. the job anymore.

So we have to live With this cost thing, and fuel .is

going to be a big impact on cost.

It is going to be oneof those uncontrollable

things to a great extent:

Let's start with a state legislative body, a group Mose laws or regulations
,17-
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help us'set uhf guidelines, limits and help us,define the amount' of service that we

really are responsible for out here.

Then let!s realistically reimburse to-that

level.

Then let's go to the local school board, which is also a policy-body,
and.then we get into the feasibility study.

Who is-eligible to ride?

Grade level,

Then-somebody throws iii a real cute exPressidn:

distance factors are considered.

"How about hazardous walking area?"

Somebody define'"hazardous walking" for me.

I,ami a parent and that is'my kid out on the road that is hazardous walking.

just hazardous in the winter time?

If

Or isit

And all the other variables and factors that come

into this service.

'%

Hey, I think in the local district there's a lot of things we could do as
far as sidewalks, getting community help with that, not only to build the sidewalks

but see that they are cleared in the wintertime so kids Can walk on them and not have'
We're involving

to walk out in the street if the snow is heaped on the sidewalk:

manpower and more money here, but we're talki-ng about Cutting- don,dn transportation
realistically.

Districts are doing this in some areas and it is working very suc-

cessfully.

Building organization, You have a K through 3 school here, and elementary
here and ajunior high and a high school there and a vocational unit here, and I
have got special units here for handicapped, et cetera, et cetera.

"'

Everytime-we

organize or.structure- our district along these organizational lines and building.
lines, what are we saying?

More logistics, more' transportation.

If all K through

3 kids are in one building, you must cover the whole district to get them to that
-building.

Now we get into internal shuttles, transfers, and these are monsters and

they are inefficient.

They eat up fuel.

Any type of internal shuttling or dead-

heading is fuel inefficient.

0 one time I would have argued with anyone in this room that transportation should never dictate anything that affects our educational program:
always support every objective.

It should

But we're reaching a point now where we have to take

a hard look at the practicability of that theory and that

idea.

Transportation is

something we need to make,our district work properly.

The first thing I do when I do a management study for a district is ask
.

the people, '" Hey, .is' transportation really necessary?"

the end of the project.

If they say, "No," that's

I.can go home.

We ought to ask ourselves, "Is this school transpOrtation really necessary?
.

When is it necessary?
going to throw you a curve ball in a minute.
is that we cut back by defining structuring and time.

a far all Lhave implied

There are building'

administrators who will sit and argue with you

"We've got six eementaryNscbools

/

We want all of the

and two middle schools in our district and one high school.

elementary schoolS.to start and dismiss at the-same time; absolutely no deviation."
°And the,superintendent says, "Yes, hat's a good Idea," if he.is waiting a couple
of years-to retire and he doesn't want fo stir up the water any.

sure the people want that

I'm not really/

I'm not sure that a 15 or 20 minute or even a half hour

difference in schedule that would permit greater utilization of buses and reduce
the number of __.inits couldn't he'sold to a group if it wasn't unreasonable,, These
//are

the things we're going to have to say, "Hey, folks, let's reconsider each of

these points."Through this whole feasibility approach, this management approach, 11-lie

got 350 questions involved, at all different levels of administrltion and supervisors
o

and drivers and mechanics and so forth to get some of the answers here.
know the superfntendent's philosophy.

Boys that's dangerous.

I want to

When you ask a school

man his philosophy, you better be prepared to listen for awhile, unless he thinks
you're trying to give him a trick question, then he won't respond at all.

What role should it play,

your philosophy on support services like transportation?

You knOw what I am

and what are your objectfves'for your transportation system?
:trying to do?

This is 'something we're

I'm trying to focus attention on our problem.

not doing successfully.

What's

We're not getting enough people thinking about this.

We go from the superintendent now and usually to the business manager or,
the clerk treasurer or some fiscal agent.

We start asking them questions along the

.line,of "How do you know from week to week ,nd month to month how efficiently_ your

system is operating?"
Devie have the records to document the fuel 'efficiency of every bus in
the fleet?

I've seen some good ones, but most people do not.

And if there is'a

change in the miles per gallon that's not related to a change in seasons, does our
maintenance shop pick that up and tune-up that engine?

Do we !vow the practical

time, the- real time to tune that engine'up?. I'mjalking to the busineis manager
now.

What documents does he have in front of -Kim on a regular reported basis to

help let the board, or the superintendent make good management detisions based on

-things that are changing or things that are not going the way they should be,going?
This is critical, and this is something I find sorely,; lacking across thecountry:

Good documentation, good'record systems in transportation.

If you don't have re-

cords on the cost you're out of the ball park, and I don't mean deficit budgets-..
all,the time or transferring of funds.
realistically.

I mean being able to pl'an an annual budget

What changes can we make in transportation services, training,

_procedures, equipment, or how we're maintaining the 'vehicles?

When1 say; "savings,",

-*;

I can go right back and trace every one of.these.thins back toou and say "fuel
savings."

The amount,of transportation I offer is going to directly, relate to the

of fuel I'm,going to uSe.:.

amou

Cost and so forth,are all ibterrelated.'

I want the businessman to be able to project.

.

I want him to be able-to

go back 4 to 5 years in actual operational records.. The best cost comparisons and
pebjections you have are within your own system.

Its all right to average it out.

and compare it to state averages or regional averages!or similar district averages;n
,

.

these are five.

But I want to go back'to 1972 and '73-at the last fuel embargo and..

see thimpact the energy curtailment had, and then .the price started to climb back
there, and be able to project that on a cost per pupil cr cOst.per mile or cost. per

I,wantall

vehiCle-or-cost per assigned vehiCle.Or total cost or operational cost

the analysis' capability there -- that's. the. tool yourhaVetp work with -- and' then
d

00tipse costs projected from '72, 73; '..74 right upt to '79 and be able to saytO.

your bOardf the present' trendcontinues, if all Operational thigns continue the
'82, 183,

way they are:here, here'is where we are going to be in
Now, here's a real tool to helpmake.tOme decisions-.
my chart and my flow, I see a. downtrend..

All ofa sudden in

I go.back to my board minutes and find:

out what causes. that to happen. .Did we redUce service?
What'hapif.lened-to reflect that savings?

engines?

'84'.

Did we go toall-diesel

And use that as a key for manage-

ment decisions.

Now I leave the central office after I haye_talked:to:the fiscal officer

and the superintendent ancLlookeCafthe,board,Oolicy, lOoked at the insurance
,polich, which weAont talk too much about heee_today,:and get out into the oper
tional areas.,-,I talk tO that Supervisor; Veis the key.

Hess. -the guythathas not

hadtheadvantage-in most cases of: a.lot of formalized education.

He is not an

0-

engineer.i__He-iSnot am industrial, manager. .He.was-:.a school

bus- driver.

.before that he worked in a service station; nothing wrong with, that,
-

come up the hard way.

Maybe

The guy has

Maybe he ran a paper route and owned a farm and he.was a

little smarter than, the average, guy, and he was.at the right at the°righttime-and.
Tidy./ he is supervising it;

Running 35, 40, 50 buses.

He gets along, with people

,well or fights withthem like:cats and dogs, they are all humanbeings, _
..He has a garage he operates. He has a head_mechanic,and two-assitants.
.

or.orie assistant and maybe a helper. 'He-has soMe:people in there. who he has to

show how to find the front door, and they afe-usually underfoot and doing more harm
than they are good. ., I'm talking.about a typiCal cross section of what is .happening.
7
13, 14
He has a fleet-jif buses that sometimes will' go back 10, 11,

years;

In'Ohlo we haven't beensable to replace buses to keep Up With the ten-year'

rotation.

°,

Well, are old buses. necessarily,inefficient buSes, fuel wise? Nonot
necessarily, becaLse it depAds on the engine, it depends. on the:amount of work

you give them, the condition they are in,, ,the dfiverand-themaintenanceprogram.
lhere are many oays available tcrus if. we take time to analYze,them and put them
into .practice and have everybody pull- together.

Well, the supervisor has his hands full..

If he has got 40 drivers, if he
One of

- spent five mi'ntues today talking. to every' driver, well ,. there goes his day:
.

the things I find- unfortunately is amawful lot
,,to manage their time.

.

our supervisors don't know how

'Even if we gaverthem 300 ways to save energy they couldn't

implement them.

We really must

We have more than a simplisticprogram ahead of us.
edUcate people.

I think it's An edUcation for survival, I really do.. We have many-

.districts that are

a.dollamClemma right now. .1 don't see a lot of people
n any.government level to stop this.'

rushing forward with programs

you.g6 to one state that-'ias had some problems passinOssues and levies,
and another_where the state legiSlature does everything and they are sitting onthe
money and won't. release it.

State.by'state, different problems, fiscal problems.

But good management ortransportatiOn is what we're after.

Again, it has to be .a

collective effort-with-all people, and not Only in the.transpOrtation program,

school transpartation program,but their own transportation program.
When-Sputnik went into the air, I was teaching in a science clasS'in an

elementary.juniorhigh school.

I had gone to our board the.monh before and said,,

1 really could use about 80 bucks -for some lab equipment."
AWere going to have to put it off..

it but of our budget."

And ,they said,

We dOn't have the money right

"Well,

We don'.t get

Eighty dollars at that time was quite a bit of money.

within the next 3a.days the Russians sent their satellite up!
meeting I had $300 to Spend on science equipment.

Then

And,the next board

That'sthe logic.

That's the

type of thinking thot we have if you could as a science teacher-prove'that you have

a couple of brigpkds who are going to solve the energy problem; -you wouldn't
'have any.probleM getting money.

.

But it is not quite that easy.

If We get past the. supervisor, who is responsible for maintenance; driver

seleCtion and training, vehicle speciftdations, general condition of the fleet,
carrying' on day -to -day operations and 'so forth, we could spend anOther three hours

just talking about all the different things and knowledge that.he should'have,that
can contribute toward energy conservation.

He has tote a pretty sharp cookie.

Let's-get down. to some drivers now.

'Everybody will say to you when you

' talk to them "Well, the driver is the key to the whole thing.
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They can save you'a

lot.of energy and fuel."
Well, recently I developed a little energy evaluator.

I'm just going

to review its-purposes, with You.

`InPthe.first place, all of.the responses, all of the answers we asked the
'drivers to give on here should be "Yes".answers, because the purpose is really to

train or educate that driver in good driving skill habitiand explain to him in
the back part of this thing what those are, and also indicate to the supervisor who
gives the test, "Boy, here are.some people whip need some retraining.'

And to design

ayetraining package, an in:service package, then to accomplish that, and-then stay
on, top of it.

the first phase is tootest an attitude. 'I had an attitude evaluation
.document ,or documents for a school board.

energy shortage?
prices?

Questions: "Do you think there.is a real

Or do you think the energy shortage was a contrivance to,reise

Do you think governmental regulations are too restrictive against oil pro=

ducers and oil refiners?" and so forth and soon.

From their reading, from their

media' exposure, from their talking to other people -- the guy who delivers the oil

to the lotal service station man or the guy at the gas station who has an opinion
about.ellerything -- What kind of an attitude have you developed?

Because all of

,

the exposure influences how you. think.

.So what makes up this attitude? I have never met so many experts since
I'have been asking people abouX energy.

Everybody knows the answer.

Please,

I want

yOU 'if you are not alredy doing it to develop a.very skeptical attitude about
everything you read. and hear on energy and start logically putting together some

thing§ that now lead to what you should do in your life and what we can do collectively and the people that are around us and with us to solve this problem.

So the 15 or 16 attitude questions to.the bus drivers just-pursUe that
same approach.

.

What do you really think about this thing?

Dn you think we

seen the end.of prices?), When I asked this-question about three years ago -- "Do

you think-there is a real energy shortage?"
Today, it has almost turned around.

85 percent Of the response..was "No."

What has made the Aiffernce?. The things that

have happened around us and.the media exposure and what everybody is telling us.

Yet, my friends, when you get out there to find the real expert in this field there
dren't any.

Now we're getting desperate.

Now we're getting so negative about this

thing that we worry we're going to run out of fuel, and this isn't true.
.run out of money but you: are not going-to run out of fuel.

you're going to be able to'get it.

You may-

If you have the money

That doesn't mean that we shouldn't make every
-22-
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ThWs the logic that we haveThr-sell peo-

effort to conserve it and not waste it.

Nobody wants to waste anything.

ple and convince them because it is a true logic.
.

I don't think we're going to have:to glve'up family days and vacations

and things like this:

'

.

I think we can save a lot of energy that doesn't evep.com-

pare with the pittance that we use forthings like that.
nation,. it (1S quite an amount.

Collectively, across the

But it is nothing to what we waste through the week

Running to the store to get a loaf of bread in the car, and then'

in many cases:

you get there and find out that the bread is 90 cents a loaf.
LI little slower.

So' that's' the age we live in.

It Makes-you go home

All the prices are interrelated, and

ail of them are affected.

The next thing I want to do in our energy evaluator is to see the driving
skills of each driver.

We have several driver trainers in the room here, and you

fellows may agree with me or may not.

We don't spend enough time on real skills.

We have a braking system in our state standards.
reserve system.

Each bus has a backup system-or

If the primary system runs out of air,' you have,a third .tank that

is independent in there that would give you enough air to stop the bus so many times
in an emergency situation. °You hurt() push a valve to release the air and so forth.
Manufacturers came out with several types of valves.

And you would go around the

various districts and say to the driver, "What is that valve in there-for?"

And

.

they would say, "Well, .I don't know, but when a red linht comes on the mechanic says

oleave the thing alone. ".
Automatic transmissions came out.

There was a feeling for a long time'
school bus.

that you can't use an automatic-transmission to downshift

Still a

lot of people feel that way, but you can downshift-with aye automatic transmission.

We're not keeping up.

We're not keeping our drivers realily trained in skills.

Every driver should be equipped to drive any other bus in the fleet, but look' at
the practice we have. of hiring substitute drivers.

All we're looking for is,a body,

who is licensed that we can stick on thereto get the job done., None of these
things are being given a second thought; just so they are safe and don't hurt anybody and bring the bus back in one piece.
Every school bus is different.

If you.have forty of them aUd eight came

down the assembly line one right after the other they are all different vehicles in
their characteristics, their operation, the way the brakes feel, the way the steering
works.

You.have to train drivers to perceive the differences on these buses, if
e

they want to be energy efficient.
the rpm is concerned.
inefficient.-

Proper downshifting, proper shifting as far as

Going around the curve in a road can be energy efficient or

If youare going so fast that the centrifugal force is pushing you
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away frOm the center Nine, you have to slowdown, apply the brake and put the
L.,

n

aaceleratof back on,
'....

you're wasting energy.
,

\

even turn.

Teach them to take the curve in one
.

.
-

.

,

-

.

\Driver skills.
to attention.

,

,

,

The evaluator is designed hopefully to call ones skills

Even if people say "Yes" to all of the answer's it has made them.

think about the problem, and that's What we're trying to do:Jocus their attention
on the
problem of driving a bus. . "

----

.
.

The last phase.. of the,evaluator is to pick up those areas that we've asked

them in the \skill area, and-we'll put together for them someof these questions that

0

'

0

are designed strictly for driver skillS, some of them' are designed for maintenance.
--.
How do you reportthe defect on your-bus? How do-yoivfollow thrbugh on it to see
,
\

..,

Do you put it in writing?

that it is thine?'

There is also too commonly a prevailing feeling from mechanics that lady
,

drivers don't *now how to find the front end of the bus from the rear, especially
when they'say there is something wrong with the'bus.
have to do,awaY with this.
\

We've got to dispel this.

We

There is no difference in skill capabilities here.'

Plow the place.of equipment, teach the drivers how to use their Other
senses other than just shifting and so forth, the sonses of smell and sight and
hearing everythiiig to detect defects on that bus.

A

'.I can prove to you thatif a bus is out Of service the downtime is costly

to you, because'in most cases.we are using a substitute bus that shouldn't be on
.

the road and'is

inefficient
nefficient energy-wise.
\

.

Take y ur hilli and your terrain into consideration, your traffic areas,

.

your

it costsyou more to run a bus on city streets than it doe.a

-areas
areas

rural area becau e
,

the traffic and intersections and lots of other things in-

cif
\

I

cluding more idl ng time.
I want to

engines,
.

.

g\o

,

-

back before I forget and just comment a-little bit on diesel

\

d

11..7.,

Diesel

anuactui-ers will build anything we want them to if we-are willing.

to.pay for it and show them a market fOr it.

limitedtirmarket demands.

They_are'; in their technology, only

There is a lot of competition out there.

If 18 percent

''

of that market is going to be divided between three` or four 'manufacturers you better.
believe there is competi\tion out there.

The drivers are very important.

..

I'm not saying they are the Only.key to

of tiie school diitrict, but it is important to talk to drivers

energy conservatio

becausethewilltellydualso, "Hey, I drive my bus across the district with four
.

kids on board."

1

\
1

1
I

did

I
.

\

management study in Colorado last year.

Eighty-six buses and half

of them wereused in'their handicapped transportation with relatively few kids -four,_five fir Six kids. They had a class size policy.

Any class that had over 25

kids in itbad to be transported to another school, and.they had buses'running all
over that district all day long mith four or five kids on board.

So see, there

'is an awful )ot we can, be thipking-about, different wayS to do this type of thing.

Vbst'boards are very sensitive to the demands of the community.

.

Most

administrators are very sensitive to board directions.' So wel_ve got another problem
in education here.. We're going to have'..to start educating the community, if you

want greater fuel efficiency in our school bus fleet., Realistically, this is the
Anything beyond that is going

type of service or level of service you can expect.
to:cost you more fuel and more dollars.

We're not doing that. "Me've'extended

services out here so far beyond the state minimum requirements, when you start"
cutting back you're in hot water immediately.

.
Here we sit -on 330,000 yellow.buses
-

Well, let's 'talk about cutting back.

We run buses where a respect-

out here that run almost everS, road in the country.
,

able truck driver would never take a truck, a 16-wheeler.

These buses gd down,these

two-lane roads with their right rear dual hanging off the road most of the'time,
and the loads on the buses are all unequally distributed.

We don't weigh kids as

they get on the bus. Sometimes they run down the road sidways.

I'Mlust trying to

show you folks there are hundreds of ways to sage energy and efficiently.if. we put
our heads to it and our hearts to it.

It is going to take both of those.

There are just a couple of items that I would be sure to emphasize with
.

you.

Public Law 94142 makes it mandatory in every school district in the United

States to transport handicapped pupil

that are identified as having special pro.

blems, to give alT supportive services, which includes transportation.

They only

spell it out, they only mention the word two or three times in the entire law, but
it is right there and implied -- not really implied but required that they be transported from ages two.end three preschool, up through 21.

Generally, an evaluation team comes in after they find the person with
the special problem and then they determine where that person can receive the most
educational benefits, and that means transportation.
object to that.

I don't think many people

But the problem isthat we are spending 12 times, 10 to 12 times

the amouht of money to do this as we are for the "normal" transportation.
going to have to,rethink in this field too.

We're

We know if we move the special unit

closer to the youngsters who need the help, the people who need the help,-we have
to transport them.

I have found some surveys showiffg youngsters on buses two and a half hours
each way.

All that's going to-lead to is a lawsuit.
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I found youngsters who live

five minutes from home buses for one hour.

Some even have to be gotten out of

class early to accomodate transpoitafion.

That's wrong because were trying, to

mix that type of service in with the regular transportation.

They have to trans-.

-_,fer*and ih.:.;fle and Tay over and all the different things like that.

Onedoungster lived five minutes from home, but they got her out of her

'

therapeutic class, which she needed because she was orthopedically handicapped.
So they had to cut it out so she could get on ..a schobi bus.

I have found single children in 66-passenger school buses travtling.35
miles each way, costing the' board $20,000 a year.

give them a solution and

They asked me to come in and

I got a contractor to bid a smallsvanon the thing

did.

fort$12,000, and-they finally woke up and %aid, "Well, if he can do it for 12, we
.

I said, "That's what I have been trying to tell

can do it for less than that."

.

you."

o address ourselves to these problems and do some-

We have to-find time

,

thing about them.

-"

I wish I could wave a magic wand and say, "Here are one or two big,
simple solutions that mill eradicate this problem and 'solve our money dilemma and '

.our energy conservation effort."

That's-notiwhere it is.

It is these multitude of

little things.
-

I'm going to throw some other ideas out here in a few minutes that I want

you to,give some consideration, to.

_Hopefully, this meeting will help accomplish

these goals._

pow, let's talk about trips taken with buses other than to and,from school.
I'm talking about extracurricular trips and-co-curricular trips.

terms; i_think-we ought to useit.

Those"are good

CO-curricular meaning it is part of the class-

room activity, and extracurricular meaning it is athletic or some other type of
trip in nature.

We do.an awful lot by studying the internal structure of these trips and
scheduling structure of these trips.
,

drivers and supervisors.

We can fill the buses up.

I have talked to-

We get 35'kids on a bus. a classroom of kids, we give

them a brown bag lunch, take them down to the park.

We eat lunch in the park where

they can see'the trees and hear the birds and put them back in the bus and take
them back to school.

That's silly,

We've got, to (get across to our people, our

principals- and our superintendents, "Hey, let's screen' worthwhile trips.

Yes, let's

use buses, because for every bus we have got on the road it replaces an awful lot of
automobiles that would be out there in lieu of that bus."

We:foolnd that apt

the '72 and '73 embargo.- Some people proposed then we cut back on buses.. All we
did was put cars on the road.

We are a nation of two -car and three-car families,
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so the cars are there.

We have to develop an ethic for energy conservation in this country based
around'school transportation on a community level type of effort.

We have to ,See

how we Can utilize these buses, and many states have permissive legislation.
that bothers me.

If it is not worth having a law then don'

don't'say, "You are permitted to do-this to local people."

Again,

put it in there,

But

It just Ruts a monkey on

their back And they haves to fight the battle.

What is feasible inusing these yellow buses? 'They, are not very comfOkable for adults, especially' senior citizens. So we ought to think about some redesign in.fufUre school buses. Something I'm Working on now and feel extremely
strong about is redesign of buses to transport handicapped ktds. I like to use-the
term "kidi with special problems." That's all they area If.we Sad a bus catch on
fire with these children on board today,we're going to lose the kids, we can't get
theM off especially if we have some wheelchair children on there.

That's ridiculous

in the technological age we liye'in to send in,16. or 20 kid's aboard one of these
vehicles.

In.this area were not using our heads.
ability.we have to solve these problems.

We're not using the God-given

We need engineering help, and we

all

the,help we can get to get some of these things done.
Now, Iet's talk about the bus garage a little bit.

To use an old expres-

sfon that I have heard for years, quite often it depends on-whose "ox is being
gored."

BUt that's human nature, that's whail we have to live with and ,deal with.

Mechanics are a peculiar breed, so if I am "goring some oxes" here, ladies
and gentlemen, forgive me, but all I know how to do is say it as it is.

Most of

the timesthey will fix things and if they can't fix it they will get the, manual out
and read it; you know, the "seat of the pants' type of:operation.

We're improving

in this area rapidly, but we still have got a long way to go.
.

I love to get a group of mechanics, maintenance oriented.people together

and have a debate with them, have-a friendly discussion.
change the oil in .that vehicle ?.

interval?

Hey, how often do you

Do you change it'on a lime interval of mileage

"Well, 3,000 miles or two months, whichever comes first."

Why do you change the oil at 3,000 miles?

"Well, it is dirty, it is

contaminated.4
How do you ,know that?

"Well, you can look at it and see."

See, we're a victim of petroleum engineers; we have been for years:

The

"best preventative maintenance thing you can do is change the oil; it is the cheapest,
easiest to do, really keeps the engine running topnotch.
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That's what people think.

Douglas Aircraft out in California runs about 8,000 vehicles of their
'own;'Company cars, trucks, all this type of thing.
cided to make a little study on some of this

Several years ago they de-

'philosophy" of petroleumppeople

about filters, oil, about spark plugs and o ther maintenance items.

So they sealed

°' the hoods of all of these vehicles, and only the engineers and supposedly the people working on the project, had access to theengines. They wound up on an average

of-changinggthe'oil every 15,000 miles, because oil doesn't wear out.

So then they

,put a lot of additives inthe:oil to keep the acid from building up and keep the
water down, and it gets black, it gets dirty looking, and that's heavy carbon.
Isn't it ironic that the more heavy,carbon you have, the better lubricating quality
you have? It gets better until you reach the point of acid contamination or too
much moisture buildup.
happens.

There are ways of testing this oil to find out when-that

You don't even have to send it away anymore.- You've got oil analyzers
How much do they cost,,Jack?

you can buy and put right in you shop.
(Commdnt from the audience):. $240.

MR. COWES:

Two hUndred forty dollars for a fleet of 40 or 50 bues.

It

.wouldn't take long to pay fOr that, would it? By examining 'a drop of oil out. of
is
that engine you can tell,what the contamination,-the dielectric chdnge in rate
Even the petroleum people will tell you.

and',when to change the oil..

"Hey, I don't

Spark plugS,
Ours will go. even longer:" Things like that
sets'of plUgs, bethey ran two:setsof plugs. They got about 90,000 miles on two
caus, they know a spark plug loses its efficiency as it corrodes on the-ends and
agree with' that scale.

rounds off those eleftrodes.

They found out by using.a little finishing file and

keep ing them squared off that you can put-the plugs right in and run
15 or.20',000

Air filters.

Now,-there'ti some controversy on th'is,

out. some other information.

I'm trying to'find..

But those .people found out that the ,dirtier the filter

mlcrobecame the.more efficient it became, because you change the filter from a two
nite 'filter to a five micronite filter.
practices, do a,
NoW, all I'm suggesting is to rexamine your procedures:and
It runs a
little oil analysis. When that oil. was 15 cents a quart, no.problem.
of gallons of.
little higher than that now. We may be-dumping hundreds.of thousands
but that's the
oil down the drain 'unnecessarily. We. don't want to damage engines,

skill you have to learn to do this job.
Engine tune-up.
tun ed-up engine.

place?

No question about it, fuel efficiency demands a prOperly

But-do your records support the.time when the tune-up should take

Do you haye that kind of an, ongoing p rogram?
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Well

a lot of the things I'm suggetting maptake a lot

of-m\\ an-hours,

I know there pre just sd many hours in a

but aolot of them do' not.

dayX\\
.

'

You, can save a lot of energy, electrical\

The maintenance facility.

energy, if .you will, around these----thingt-:These-are-big-,---vast-open areas. in\

\

opening and closing the door you simply let heat out, a factor in saving energy.-

Lights that aren't being used or any eleWical apparatus that's
should be turned off, this saves energy. ,,Does it save- fuel?

burning oil to generate that electricity.

being used
9

Yes.

It may be

That's why I am talking about a total

effort here and not each one of us indjvidually trying to run around and educate'
everybody else, but some collective programg by departments of energy and depart.

ments of education and school district organizations, school business officials'
organization.

We need a..consorted, coordinated,,onslaught here of information and

programs and how. to do-it,'And then set up a program to share information and
programs.and how to do it, and then, set up a program to share information.

what a desert oasis,the.school districts are when it comes to gOod ideag..

Let's create in our districts' this energy ethic that I am talking about
by developing a reference library for our drivers and our mechanics.

Hey, a lot of

/

the popular:magazines and publications and newspaper articles and things talk about.
Let's gncouragg people to bring.them,tOgether.

this problem all the time.

get the information centralized and. in'tbe driver's rooms and so forth.

Let's

Let's en-

courage 'them to read 'this tOecome better .educated in this. area.

Our state organfiations,.our professional oranizations can be of great
assistance in this area.
.save fuel.

to publish articles by drivers on how they

They can

On the marquee-you see out in front of a. lot of high"gchools and school

districts, let's get'Sbme things up there saying, "Wd saved 542 gallons of fuel plat
.

month in our school buses."

We haCie to build a public.awareness,. fir:t a district

awareness of:all of our people.

Let'' b-ing in our manufacturers and our insurance

people and, use them as resource people.

Let them see what is happening;

ple withheir broad exposure and experience can make contributiOns,.
' expect everyone to do everything the same way, obviously.

These'peo-

WO don't

Butlet's see what your-

,

game plan is.

How about:routing buses?

Well, routing buses utilizing equipment is pro-

bably, if Iliad to "pick a)aijor way to conserve energy; one of-the ways it could. be.
done.

I have found in over 400 routing surveys that.I,have been involved with that

unless you did a major rerouting in your schoordittrictin the last three' years,
itis time for another one; becauSe the demands are alWays changing.

The're is al-

ways a shift in population, a decreasing enrollment, or an ncreasing enrollment,
vocational transportation_, class size transportation, field trips, all the other

things that are continually on demand in the transportation ?feet are definitely
-29-
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the key to big savinbs,

The districts I have been directly involved with.showed a savings potentlal of from 20 to 45 percent.

I found none that could po;.;:ntially save less

than 20 percent and that's dollars, that's fueT, that's the Whole ball of wax.
I think it's'time that we take a look at our building organization that
I referred to` earlieror reorganization, where we ,can place kids the most effic'iently to reduce a necessity for' transportation and then set about to reroute.the

.buses,vdo some adjUsting in school starting and dismissal times.

We,don'tmant,to

,

But we.sure want to use

interfere withthe length of the educational day at all.

some buses a few more miles rather than putting Another- unit on the road, if we
.

possibly can.

e

s°

Wijat are your potential savings?

Well, in a couple of districts, we had
)

26 buses involved in transporting to three elementiry-sites and one junior high.:
school, high school site; for three townships in the geographic area.

But they were

running all their kids into all their elementary schools, and ,then shuttling all

their kids into the junior high school, senior high school, handicapped,' special

school units andso forth.
We wound up taking out six buses; we could have taken out eight.

And be

cause' of the internal shuttling and-duplication that was gOing on from the time the

first youngster was picked up and until the last one, we actually cut:mileage and
had a potential savings using their own cost information of $40,000 a year.
that's a tough decision sometimes for a board to 'flake.

Why?

You would think on the sur-

The reason.Imentioned this example is

face, "Boy,, that's fantastic, that's.great."
the board didn't buy any of, it.

Now,

Well, they had six contract buses out of the

26, and the board policy said that any cuts that had to be made would first be made
with the contractors.

These were people that. live in the cOmmunity,they are nice

folks, they have been there for-years\so forth and so on, and,they felt it was not
of-the problof we are confronted

politically compatible to do the job. `This is pa
;with.-

If we get down - to hard cases and bite the

ullet, we can do a lot of savings.

Of course, we want to be human, but that pointed decision has to be left up to
,

local boards.

ation.

We have to proiide the tools

a'id

Several of them are thinking about it.

nd the direction andthe inform-

n sure that as the contractor stays

on they want to go with a couple of them next year.

They are going to go into a

modified program and planning for a full program of th's type.

So maybe you can't do

it tomorrow, but six buses running the mileage they run its going to burn up a lot of
gasoline in the next 24-months.
Specifications of buses:--Anuther very important area that we can save
`energy in.

We have a lot of technology'here today that we
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donq\se.

In 1971 a school bus went out of control on a mountain pass, ran down
14 miles of moUntainside; crashed and killed band injured a lot of children.

After

that the supervisor, whom I'viSited,a few' months ago, said,"We411:do-anything to
keep this from happening again."

So they, equipped the buses wIth electric drive-

V line retarders.- They have been- used in "Europe for four years in the 'Alps.

There

'.are eight electromagnets' mounted around the drive shaft and a control switch that
I

'

engages.two of those at a time, a four position switch. :He has buses in his fleet
that have 80 and 90,000 miles on bbard and he has not touched the brakes since
_

installing the inetarders: extending brake life twQ and three and four times by

0

actual test out iv L.A.

A $2,800 investment 'Oat can be taken off the. drive shaft

and put on another, bus if you change buses.

Saving brakes, does thit save energy?

You better belieVe,it.
How many BTU's (British thermal units) are expended in 6anufactur'ing a'

ton of stee), 6r 1,020 tires, oralluthe glass that goes-on_a bus,.'or all the other
.

This is aldtof expenditure of energy, a-lot W'

components that goes on'a bus?

t

generated by burning.oil.
Do you see the conneetion here?
monster.

All of this is interrelated.

We don't'want to bujlda disconnected
4

-It's a toth: effort.

,School transportation

people have Vonderful opportunitypto lead the way, like we did after Sputnik.

Wee:

can turn our schools again',.and what a wonderful opportunity to show the community.

in a concerted effort that we areAreiraining,.we are regearing, we're going to get
the job done.

But that's the challenge,- I.think, in this .7,^ea:
e

Other specification factors.

Let's quit buying buses bigger than we need.

What is the utilization factor on your vehicles? -How many kids per day does your

bus account for? 2.5 routesior 3 routes in the Morning account for'70 kids.

not gOodutililat"
due for a resche

,

That's

and if that's a' fairly common thing in the fleet, theh you are

ling or rerouting.

zation. ./Find
out what your percentage factor is now and use,.

Get your

that as a comparison figure of where you are going to be a ye r froMpow once you
That's an indicator.

get your buses on the road.

Maybe you don't need all 66-passehger buses.
would buy them that way is 'because that was the cheapest

It used to be the reason you

at you could buy, but it
.

1

is a heavier unit than a 48-passenger.

It takes more energy to ran it.

able to change the engine configuration to give ,you. more. efficiency.

You may be

'so take a look

at your fleet balance. \What do you really need as far as work demand?

Now you say, Nell, when are we going to put these 66's in?
,,,

We still have

;

an enrollment gro th and\we want to allow for growth.."_ 'But in most of the, parts of
_

,

\

\

-the country now we are in an enrollment decline.

What I see in shopping centers now is an indication we're in for,another
So

You'll see a lot of girls whO are starting families right'now.

g OWth factor.
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you folks in the school business are safe for a few more years anyway.
.
,

The power train is not only that engine,.itos a total power train con-

figuration. Folks, remember, chassis manufacturers are not building school bus
Chassis manufacturers are building-trucks that can be modified to acco-

chassis.

,

modate a school bus body.
One or two times in history we had a chassis that-was specifically to
transport kids.

We don't have. that.

We hang frame rails on this thing and we hang

a body on there and 'tive call it a school bus.

So thelproper ratio, the proper

`engine, torque capacity, you don't.need the same type of engine in the flat part of
your state as you need in the hilly terrain.

But we'll buy the big engines.

Now,

this has-been messed up on in the last few years because with the pollution de,

mands we havd decreased the efficiency of the gasoline engine.
I'm not arguing against pollution demands.

I'm saying the technical

people should get busy and design us something-better.
The type of tires that you operate can be a decided factor in fuel 'effic-

jency.

Radial tires are giving us better fUel economy, mileage-wise and miles per

gallon wise.

Rubber suspension systems, the More Ride Company.

because they are'theonly people building the thing.

f can mention them.,

They had some problems in the

earlier models on keeping the mountings on and things like that,-but they'got that
worked out.

We still don't have the full facts-yet, but I strongly slpect it's going
to contribute to-the life of a school bus because it absorbs road Shock out of the

drive line, the transmission,the axles, everything; absorbs road shock and makes
the body last longer, and there' we go back to how many 'BTU's it.takes to manufacture

a bus bpdy. ,So it's an energy potential-savings.

There's literature here if you want

it, if/you are not familiar with it.
(Question from the audience):
oIsign of the bus?

I

Has anyone done any serious testing of the
Now, they tend

The old bus bodies were always kind of rounded.

be more square..' Have they done any design testing in terms ,f wind resistance

and so on?
.

MR COMBES:

Not to my, knowledge.

But I know one thing, the square buses

offer a lot more wind resistance than any other buses.

,

/

(Coalment from the audience):

MR COMBES:

That's one of the things I see in the literature. j

Some truck companies are using spoilers; they are going that,
ti

far,

But I don't know, of any other school buses, do you Jack?.

I saw an article thatcsaid some of the trunks are cab-over,

MR. WILSTER:

more frontal area on. them; and they found out they got, as good a fuel, mileage as

the one with the convential nose on the front.
(Question from the audien-ce):'

That's all

I know.

What is the.posSibility of Propane as a fuel?

I wouldn't'touch propane with a' ten-fobt pole for two' rea-

MR. CUMBES:
c

sons:

You can check kith a gentle-

Number one, it is more'costly than gasoline.

But

Man tn Atlanta who ran 45 propane buses and got Some good mileage with them.

the big reason is propane is highly volatile type of fuel; it is awfully dangerous..
Your!'re going to carry a'30-foot operator tank under the skirt of.tnat bus.

If you

hit a spark it will blow you into the next county." Not. only that, but if we do get

into a true energy shortage, propane is one of the chief ingredients used in the
production of minyl, and the source is going to dry up in a hurry.

Now, the induStry.will tell you-contrary to that, but those are the things
that,came out in '73 when' they were trying to get us to .use propane in Ohio and I

did some checking and investigation.

And as soon as the embargo hit you couldn't

buy propane anywhere; it was all going to the 'Yinyl manufacturer.

how many thing:we use with vinyl?

Do you knoW

So, tie cost factors, the safety factors, which

I would list firtsi and the availability factor are primary.
(Comments from the audience):

We had a couple of people at one of our meetings on

propane, and right now I think the cost factor is reversed.
than.50 cents a. gallon.

You're going to put abofit $1,200 to $1,500 per bus.

(Comments from the audience):
MR..COMBES:

Right not it's less

No. 500.

.
N.

Are there any other questions or comments at this point?

Now is our time holding up?
-

MR. DOERR:

About 15 minutes over,

MR. COMBES:t Thank you very much.
(applause)

MR. DOERR: .Our next speaker is Mr. John Rankin from the Mainstem Corp/

oration.

MR. RANKIN:

focus on energy.

Fleet management has been discussed quite a bit here with the

We figure that a.lot of energpis spent in a lot of ways, some of

which has been pointed out already.
saving just fuel in your fleet.

We do not concentrate all of our effort-on

We concentrate on saving money via the garage,

better'driver training, and quite a few other aspects.
Sixty-five percent of our clients-are in the public sector.

They would be

public utility companies, mass transit systems and extremely-heavy, involvement with
33-
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municipalities and bus fleets.

J7

Some of the goals that we have:

Finding vehicles that are disastrous

as far as fuel goes, pinpoint that one vehicle, find oUt why thatvehicle obtains
poor milearge, and then you can take the proper 'steps to correct it.

Our.competitionis a distant second Plate.

We he've-the unique ability to

So we don't leave you alone with our. reports'. 'We-

provide a fleet advisor to you

.call on you on a regular basiS to analyze your fleet, present additional opport-;
\

unities to save money,or overhaul yOur.fleet to bringittup tobetter standards, or
that you would "set for Yourself or that are mandated upon '

'try to arriveAat

.

you.
t

\.

It is a complete first analysis system.

It sets up preventive maintenance

r

programs so that you can have the vehicles on the road, you run the' fleet instead of
programs
e

having it run 'you and Come in whenever it breaks down:

we can provide all the information that

Through very limited input from
showing ,here.

'we have or that we

f.

'..

.
,

This first report is- a"1,000 Report; tha?s just the number assigned tb it.
It gives

you °a breakdown. monthly ofeachcrone of your garage activities:
4

It helps you

'yoU to provide budgetingOt compares that,with the actual for the month,.plus we
14-

have a column for hours.and dollars for what was reported to LiS
...

,

so that we can coth-

,

pare-it:with what the accountants say you
through repair'orders.

About 95 perdent of our input comes

id.

If you .ire not using'any repair order right not, you prObabl'Y

shouldbe using some version of a repair order.
o

We,will give you a percentage figure.that tells you what percentage the
reported is 0161 the actual, that happened for'the month, and then to find out if you

hdve any ongoing trends,we give you an average for the last three p riods or months..
(Next Report):

'This. second report is an anlysis'of, all

a ieditect labor

.occuring in the shop.: Altogether there are about 250 different categories that you
could assign indirect labor to.

You can selectthe one that best 'suits your needS.

You can find out what the current period is, and then you can go back to
vartous periods and find out "Do we have, an ongoing trend in ,indirecf labor?"

By reducing indirect labor you are putting the guy on the job more often,
which cuts down your fully burdened labor rate.
(Next Report):

This is an analysis-of everything that occurred in the

shop, and it. is very summarized information.

It tells you how manpscheduled re

pairs, nonscheduled, road calls we had and by cause of repair, normal, wear and tear;
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'

accident; capitalization and statutory, and then the total.
You can find out how many hours the average nonscheduled repair took
versus the sch Juled repair.
average number of dollars for that repair and dom-

We can find out
..

.pare.that to scheduled repairs that you would be doing as far as preventive

maintenance would go.. So you would find out how much it would cost to not have a
PM Program.
(Neit Report):

shop by repair type.
that we capture.

This is an analysis of everythingthat'occurred in the

On the left-hand columr you see all the various repair types

And then we can look at units repaired, how many repair orders
This can give you,a break

there were for thatcategory, repair orders per unit.

.down -- for example, this subtotal right here for the power plant,;we had 697

vehicles in for repair and 1,200 repair orders, giving us pretty excessive repairs.
.

Eight out of ten vehicles had to come back and be fixed for the same thing, which
This may tell you that your mechanics

keeps them off the streetand out of service.

need additional training, because they aren't tuning the vehicle properly so it's
not getting cqrredt mileage.

And then after it still misses it cones back in and

they do a complete tune-up.

'Going across the top we.have the total number of dollars f9r repairs for
the different categories:

Commerical dollars, parts, labor dollars,/labor hours,

whether the repairs are scheduled, nonschedulea,'and then the cause of repair also.
One of these will be prepa....,.; monthly. for each one of your garages.
,

(The next report):
divisions.

Gives you an analysis of vehicles issigned to different

your fleet is broken down by districts or by the different schools, we

can 'give you a summary of the cost for each one of those schoo

districts so you can

come up with the one is the most expensive, how much to bil l o that district so that
we don't haVe to subsidize the operations of the school:disyrict'with your' garage.
The garage should at least break even.
(Next Report):

operation giving the
fairly large. ,operation

This :is a summary of

same type of total's as the previous report except it 'lists. just one line for each one

of the various garages.

And down at the bottom is a jtal for the'entire organiz./

ation.

(Next Report):* This report is a br
client has, plus it's broken down by vehicl

same

dawn qf all the vehicles that this
type.

Like vehicles .are put into the

ategories, then you can directly compare the tWo classes to find out if we

shouldn't buy a certain type of vehicle anymore becaUse it is too expensive.
are just examples.

Those

.

If.we find out it is a bad one, why is itibad?
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If we look here, we have

five 5tation wagons accumulating 6,400 miles per month using 532 gallons of fuel
for that month 'for 12 miles per gallon.

of which were repaired.

There are five units all operating, four

So we can compare that with this other category, and this

one is suffering a little bit on fuel economy.

This,one right now would be the

Ct

better choice.'
'('Next Report): ,To dig into this information even further, we take all

those same class categories and look at every vehicle that's in that category and

find out-if that class is as good because of one or two vehicles that are
expectionalbi good or possibly aven_Lt reporting all of their fuel., We can gO
'

4

straight to this and pick out the high cost per mile units.
So looking further at this report, we have the current period right
through here, maintenance .costs, operating costs, usage per vehicle, miles per gallon for each one of the vehicles per month. This column right here is miles per
quart of acki oil, so you can find out for instance if it is a diesel, and it is

starting to burn more oil, then you know you are going to have to take some action
to keep from replacing the whole motor.
If it is going okay for this particular month, let's find out what happened the_las; 12 months. So we just look at the same type information provided to
costs, and on
you for the whole 12 months. And out here we can look at total life
the right cost per mile and cost per engine hour for.the entire life of the vehicle.

.

(Next Report):, This is a 136 Report.

It is an exception report thit is

keyed to various parameters that we would set up with you. The vehicle is listed
with its name. Out to the left is a class code. This is the equipment number and
number of work orders for the current period and the cost for the work order for
the current period.

If you.are interested in finding out if thevehicle is in the garage more
es

than two miles a month, or accumulating more than $500 per month, then these would
If it is in there three times or $501,. whichever, it will pop
be the parameters.
it passed
out and print a line for you and say, "Take a look at this vehicle because
the parameters. that you set for it."
You can
For road calls, we have current period and previous two periods.
have a vehicle that has
put parameters in here'so you can find out whenever you
excessive road calls or exceeds the number of road calls that you think is

sufficient in one period.
If
Then we move to damage costs. You might want to set that at zero.
about
there is any kind of damage to the vehicle whatsoever, you may want to know
If'thereis $1.00 worth of repair, it's going toprint out on the

it right away.,

sheet.

Moving to accident, Whenever there is any kind of accident, you would want

to know about that so you can check with your'internal system to find out if you.

had an accident report or take necessary actions with the driver.
From there we would go into preventive maintenance and we have four different types.

The first is lube, and it can be based on months or miles, the same

as the auto manufacturers do with their warranty:

.

If a vehicle should be lubed

every three months or 3,000 miles, we would' et parameters 'of '2 and 3,000 miles
here%

Then in the third month you would have a list, just go down this column to

find'out what vehicles you have to bring in the shop and do a lube on them.

If it

accumulates 3,000 miles, in thg first month then it is gofng to pop out.for thatrea-.
,

son.

The same for preventive - maintenance A, B and C.

Those all can be set independ-

ently of each other and it will kick out for whichever is the reason,

if it is months

A lot of people will use PMC for an annual inspection or something like

or'usages.
that:

Out to the right the computer can tell you which.vehicles Were down too
Usage is a double parameter for that one.

Much or too little.

You can set over-

,

usage and under-usage.

So if a vehicle is not driven enough it will pop out and tell

if it exceeds'the
you it hasn't been used enough, and again for excessive usage.
miles you think are too much for a vehicle in.a given.period then it will pop out for
4

that reason, then you could possibly rotate your. fleet.
(Next Report):

annually for everything.

This 111 report is also geared., to parameters and is also

Alps a summary of everything that has happened to each

vehicle ever since it has been on the Mainstem System.

,

From here to the left is everything that happened An.the currentAonth.
.

,

Then it goes to the.previout twelve periods and also life information.
Out at the right here, if if is kicked out for exceeding paraMeters a star

Will appear, telling you why this particular vehiCle popped out.,
We would also print this for you once a year for all of your fleet.. Were
not in.the business of selling file cabinets.

An

eventually you will want to throw

away all of these old repair orders, thousands of them, and replace them with one
Every year we give you,a new sheet so ybu don't'have to save all, the old ones
sheet.
(Next Report):. This report is c. summary of the entire class.

Now, say, if

this were a'60-passenger-International bus, this. would -be the.onlY vehicle of that
type.

So you could look at. this report and find out, .".It is a good thing to have

this type vehicle, but let's see if we can spec it any better." So we go through
the various repair times and find the high cost areas some know, "Well, why is that

ahigh cost?

Is the fuel system always failing?"
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This next report is very good for specing new vehicles that you are
going to buy.

This portion of it is a breakdown by the various months of the vehicle
Down here we have
telling you what the costs were for the fleet as it gets older. 'Down

You can see that the'usage keeps going up, also

day one when the vehicle was new.

the size of the fleet keeps going up.

Here is usageper gallon,tusage per quart

of add oil; number or vehicles,\ usage-per vehicle, maintenance costs; net costs
,

per mile, warranty recovery, anything you managed to get back from the manufacturer.
A lot of-the manufacti\irers will go by the information that we provide because they know it is good info mation, and a lot of people will get money back for
t\

repairs:that they have had to make that should have been covered by a warranty even
.though the warrItnty had already expired.

This column'is downtimes.

The first month for these vehicles, it was 70

and now it is up to 1,879 downtime hours per month for the whole fleet.
Out to the_right we have "accident" and "capitalization and-statutory."

We like to keep those separate because they cannot really be controlled by the gar.

age.

1

Capitalization is somethtng_that is required by superiors or is required to

put the vehic c in to service,inaybe adding lights, radios, something along those
,,,,t.

,;(

lines.

Statutory ve.,,ild be something that's required by law, which We're all fami-

liar with!

(Next Report):

Continuing with the tame class of vehicles, we break all
.

.

the information down by mileage intervals or usage intervals so that we can find out
when the vehicle starts to get bad.j Where in its life does that occur?
40,000, 40 to 50?

Is

it 30 to

Then we also provide it by repair type sO we can spec only one

part of the vehicle a little bit better or we can say, "In this vehicle the engine

should go away at 45,000 miles or 50,000 or a hundred thousand miles, something like
that".
o if you want to

All of the information across the top is adjustable.

make parameters that are 100 or 200:000'miles you can do that.

0

the engine is supposed to go at 45,000 miles, you may want to :sell

this vehicle,
't at 40 so

that you can get a better resale from it, or you may want to look at the records and
possibly find out that you already put the new motor in; so let's hang.onto it for
another year.
(Next Report):

Our inventory is set up so that you can have complete

leeway of .what you want in the inventory.

All we really need in it is the vehicle

I.D. number, the year, the make and what type of fuel it has.

The vehicle number is

here, the year, the type Of fuel, the manufacturer and what type the vehicle is:
Everything else is set up for assigning the vehicle to different divisions or

4

,-/

different departments.

(Next Report):.. The next to the last page of the inventory lists all of

the different classes of vehicles that you have.

Those are brOken down sothat

For instance, your 60-passenger bus that's an Intern-

they are like vehicles:

ational with the Detroit Allison motor in it, that would be a unique class.
,oth

class would have a Cummins motor in it.

similar vehicles With one exception.

An-

Thy you could directly compare

.

They you will find out if you should buy the

Detroit Allison, or-get the ones with the Cumin; in it.
(Next Report): .This is a summary of what has happened in each one of the
garage.

I know a lot of you don't have that many garages; not many ()four clients
Most of our clients work out of one main garage and have

have that many garages.

'a fleet of maybe 50.or a hundred units and .up;
(Next Report):

that location.

This is a fuel report by fuel site and by type of fuel-'at

So it will analyze what your opcning inventory was, what your re,

ceipts were what you dispersed, and hopefully we'll come upwith the same number
that's on the stick at the end of the month.
expensive now, so it is worth stealing.

"None was stolen."

Fuel is getting

It's good to-have some report that will tell

you what you should have in the ground, and then you have our other report's that will
tell you which vehicles are using the fuel and at what rate.
(Next Report):

This is a leasing billing report so that you can bill var-,

ious operating divisions for equipment that you leased to them.

This would be valu-

able ira stituation where, say, the garage owns all of the fleet and leases it to
the operating-division.

We have billing reports that range from-even more sophisticated than this
that would have, so much per; mile or,a base rate like a rental car, so much per day

plus so much per mile, and maybe even give you the first hundred miles free plus you

can bill divisions for the accident and damage, all the way down to the simple ones
that will tell you what happened for that division and give you a total number.so
that you'can bill them for the repairs that have occurred.
(Next Report):

This is a summary of the cost of ownership, listing each

one of the vehicles, usage, maintenance cost, operating costs, cents per mile for
operatim the vehicle, depreciation, license, tax, and totalcost. You can see
again that we add in, accident cost at the end because again it is not controllable
by the garage.

To look at the input that we need to generate all of these reports.

The

one at the bottom here is an indirect labor sheet, the means for you to supply the
indirect labor to us.

The one above is one of the many ways we can capture

It is similar to a gas station credit card. and its,machine except it doesn't

NO.
ecord

dollars, it records gallons of fuel and quarts; of oil.

from a log sheet.

If you have an automated

as

-We can also pick this up

system'we'couldpossibly capture

fuel from it.

I-(Next slide):

Lastly, this is a copy of our repair work.

The top sec-

tion here is imprinted with an imprinter,. which also prints the vehicle name.
Here you select the clasS' of repair, whether it is scheduled, nonscheduled
o

or road call.

In the next section is- a list of the causes, normal wear and tear,

warrantly, damage, accidents, and then combination class/cause repairs would be
capitalization and statutory.
When the vehicle comes in the repair order is stamped.

Two of these boxes

If you have any outside repairs,
are checked by the servide-writer, or the foreman.
you can put totals here, or you can submit it to us later if it takes a while to get
an invoice for reparis-.

There is also a space for out-of-service time and back-t6-

service time and then a space for downtime.
repairs, you can insert the mileage.

It is one of the preventive maintenance

This also satisfies the, previous reports that

we saw that had mileage intervals for PM Programs.
Down on the left-hand side is hours and minutes of repair and repair types.

which are taken from the right-hand side of the repair order.

And then there's a

space here for parts used in the repair, and those are also listed by repair type.
We aren't looking for all the part numbers or anything like that. All we need is
total dollar "amount.

Wen the vehicle comes in you write the problem here, and there's a 'space
for a mechanic to write in what he did to the vehicle.

All of our repair orders'

:line up with the vehicle history jack so you can make,alittle "X" to find out
during the month if you are repairing the same thing twiceto the"same vehicle, if

you happep to make that repair before-our next set of reports come out.
A lot of people do not have any type of management' information system.
Fleets are expensivdtenough now that you ;lave to have something, whether it be ours,
something you invent yourself or'if-you get some help from a university to invent

Some of our competition have good systems that have been copied from ours.
However, they do not have
They have to be good, they are about the same at-ours.
a fleet advisor. That's what makes us unique. Our advisor becomes a part of.your
one.

,team to come in and read the reports with you.
time digging through them.

You don't have to spend a lot of

He will a'iso'train you so that you can dig through

them, and you can just give him a call on the phone at anytime.
We have fleet advisors all over the country so there would be no problem
in servicing you at any location.

Most of our clients are called on once per month

or every six weeks, something like that.
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You never end seeing him.

.

/.Are there any questions about Mainstem-or about any management information'

systet0/
It's kind of tough to-make decisions. about you

/

input.

We think we have a pretty good system.

fleet without .some type Of

A lot of pe plehave some pretty good

systems. .A lot .of people have some pretty good systems-that are available to. help

youmake.these decisions.

It's pretty difficult to. pick betWeen the two bottom lines

if you don't know what they are.

We can summarize for:you what it will cost to'not have a brake lathe... If

you buy the brake lathe, how -soon will ii.be paid for?

The same thing fora Scope,

;like an analysis scope.

NorMally we save-you money through cost avoidance and helping you to pick
the. best way to spend the money you have.

We also help with elimination of repet-

itive repars to the-fleet, whether it be more shop equipment; better work -in your
garage, better mechanic.training, or better specing of the fleet itself.
When you go to retire a fleet the reports will tell you which vehicles to
retire, you don't have to make a guess!

It's not-necessarily the oldest vehicle

that should 'be replacid.:,.VeryPossibly one that's only two years old could be the

real "lemon" and is the one that should be retired.
Some people that are in the business of leasing equipment to some of the
big. manufacturers use our system to. assist the manufacturer in buying out of leases

for vehicles that are newer and in fixing up the old ones because they are'cheaper to
operate.

MR.MYATT:.

Can you tailor that to specific area, or do you have to get'

the whole shot?
MR. RANKIN:

The reports that I have shown you are the batic report package

Altogether,there are 65 or 70 different reports, and each one of them
that
is in a different format. There.are different fOrwIts of the Same reports so
You don't have to take
you can select the ones that are best suited to' your needs.
not in that kind of business. We
dried.fixed or canned package;
that we. haVe.

a cut - and-

can't tell you how to do business. -We have to supply.a report that is in a uSable
format with the kind of information that-you require.
We have an advanced system, also that was mentioned, that is a complete.

You just walk
on-line system that gives you instant access through CRT terminals.
boX-,7ask it a question. and it-gives you' the answer. Not only does it give'
up .to the

you all of this same type of information on the'lleet, but it gives you information
daily,-plus the complete parts control inventory' system will tell you whereto buy
what you
the parts, who you are waiting-on parts from, what parts were back ordered,
parts, and if the vendor can't supply it to you, who is your alternate
received

It will tell you what bin to go to to get the part; it will do just
7
It will tell you who bolts on the, parts good.
about everything except bolt it on.
supply source.

,

and who does a bad job of it.

It will tell you who is walking around drinking

coffee and smoking cigarettes when they should be tuning up the vehicle.

So it

touches on, the employees, the parts and the vehicles.
MR. DOERR:

John, is there a threshold in the number of vehicles where

this becomes more economical?
MR. RANKIN:
fleet.

It will pay for itself no matter if you do operate a small

Our smallest fleet is 49 units.
If you have 25 or 50 vehicles minimum, the system will more than pay for

.

itself.

0

Our largest customer, I think,sis 13,500 units.
There are a lot of different reasons why clients want the information.

Some people just want to say, "Yes, I have got a system.

It is setting over there

in the corner." -They'are the ones that don't save any money with it.
use us only so they can have a complete inventory of their fleet.
city last month that doesn't even know how many vehicles they have.

Some others

I talVed to a

They have been

able to pin it down to.7,000 plus or minus 1,000.
Any municipality or public organization has, I guess,..a renewed awareness
of accountability, and has to be able to account for everything.
We give you the ability to account for anything and, everything and only
require a very simple method of just giving you a-repair order and a fuel ticket.

MR. DOERR:' Today, our first presentation will be.given by Larry
Louderback of the Michigan Department of Education.
MR. LOUDERBACK:

In the State of Michigan,'we legislate the requirements

of school bus driver education.

However, at this time, we are working on a Federal
-

project to Modify those legliTZN requireMents.

In the State of Michigan, the

school bus driver is required to attend safety education classes for twelye hours
during each two-year period.

It is a common practice for local school districts to

direct the bus drimer to attend a six-hour safety eduCation program once each year.
We suggest that any states considering legislating school but driver education
The material which is
approach a mandated school bus'driver program with caution.
Vailable for'the bus driver ts actually at a minimum.

Unless care is taken in

writing the law, the material, becomes repetitious to the drivers year after year.

t is-recommended that the beginning drivers by given a lengthly_and in
depth safety driver education program, however.

Experienced drivers receive a re-

,

fresher course.

Currently, we are working with a federal grant and we are in our

We are test=

third year of developing a modified type of driver education program.
o

ing a new program for beginning bus drivers and a program of in-service training
In Michigan,
for experienced bus drivers through the intermediate school districts.
the intermediate school district is like a county office.

There are 83 counties in

Michigan and we have .53 intermediate districts; some cover more than one county.

There are usually transportation persons in the intermediate school district to
assist the Department of Education. When presenting a full scale program, the
Department of Education does not Work with each of the local school districts, but
through the intermediate school districts.

The Department of Education is really looking at overall energy conservation.

We feel *if every person does his /her part, we can improve energy conserv=

ation.

I'm talking about everyone in the country, not just Michigan and school

bus fleets.

$\

Up until last Auguit, many of the school districts were probably doing

little or frothing about .energy conservation.

The Department of Education sent a

letter to the school districtS suggesting some of the things that they could do to

conserve energy; We know that they were aware of the energy crisis, but until recently they,didn't really thing they would be running out of fuel. We had one
school district that was ging to be 3,500 gallonsof gasoline short to complete the
school year and yesterday, Dr. O'Leary found two school districts in the Upper Penin.

sula.that were already out of fuel.. HoweVer, they were dry because the distributor

was unable to obtain fuel from his source.

The letter we sent .out suggested that

there be bus route modifications and that the children walk a little farther,
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It was

also suggested that there be a reduction of the field trips and control\of the
The school, boards seemed to be in favor

operation or idling time of the vehicles.

of this and .we have recommended that they reduce the number of bus stops.

In

Michigan, we reimburse the school districts for transportation of pupils who live
We

ode and, one -half miles or more from the school which 'they are eligiple to attend.

don't prohibit the school districts from transporting pupils who live closer, but the
School districts 'aren't reimbursed for that expense.

Where transportation is provided, we expect, elementary children to walk up'

to a half mile to a bus stop and secondary children are expected to walk up to a mile
to the bus stop.' Where the school districts modified bus routes, they were successful in reducing the number of buses in. their fleet because they weren't driving the

miles and pupils were walking farther to the bus stop.

In many cases, the parents
O

were beginning to realize thai, there are very few state laws that effect transporta
We

tion and"that'the local school districts have authority in.planning bus routes.

made up a package of the school code laws which affect transportation and we make it
a practice to send it to parents who have questions.

It is a very-descriptive school

code and states that children will have to walk a mileand one-half to school or. walk,

a half mile to a bus stop for elementary children or one mile to a bus stop for

.

O

secondary children.

I would guess, right now,,that ninety-nine percent of the school

districts provide door-to-door transportation for kindergarten children.

I think it

'is a worthwhile expenditure even thougi-, we don't reimburse for the pupils who live
closer than 1 1/2 miles to the school which they are eligible to attend.

We are

getting some cooperation in the conservation program where parents allow it;

We are
Some

getting some flak from some parents because of the reduced-number of bus stops.

of the bus routes are being changed back after they are modified :because of local
political pressure.

We are having a hard sell with busdrivers and energy conservation; asking
them to turn the bus off when they arrive at a school or loadidg zone .a few minutes
before school is out.
not in the bus.

We have seen as many as thirty -five busses idling and drivers

We are not anlytalking about winter weather, but warmer weather also.

I am on the road quite a bit and when I see a school bus, running while it is parked

at a loading zone, I will ask the drivers why the bus is running.

T was in one

SChool district recently and there were twenty-seven buses in front of a school building sitting there idling.

Two buses had their motors shut off.

I went up to the

drivers and asked why they had their motors shut off and in'one case one Of the child-.
ren on the bus yelled out

We have the engine shut off becauseit saves gas."

One

of the other drivers said "Nobody told me-not to shut it off," and another driver said
her supervisor told her not..to shut it off.
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I guess I always thing. about :gasoline when we talk about energy con\
and rePlaCement
servation and we also know that repairing of parts, motor parts
I
It takes energy to make parts.
parts are all energy consuming activities.
guess when I think about conservation, I mostly think about conserving gasoline.

I read the nationalj,average on fue
gallon. -,In'Michigan ou,Consumptio

consumption on school buSes was 7.6 miles per
runs about 51/2 mile per gallon across the state.:

that keep records
I say that with:a little hesitancy. We have some school districts
districts tWat.ha4e no records.. We
of fuel consumption and then we have some school
.
,
,
thoughthe school diStrict
also have drivers that don't keep, records of fuel even
.

..

:attempts to keep records.

I

\

.

\.-

don't start the engines
I have found in school districts that many .driverg
We
mechanics. go out to start'the buses.
on their school buses'in the morning; the
in to ttie .garage
Ahavefound that when some drivers actually start the buses they go
buses.warM up. I alwaygifelt
for about 20 minutes fora coffee break and let the,
.,
minif amechanic went out to warm up a fleet of buses, it-Would take him one

.L-th't

.

ute
So,

i

.

totrun, and, then go to the next bus.
o get inthe bus, start the bus and get it
buses the first bus would .be running 25 minutes before
ou had .a fleet of 25

you, got back to it.

mechanics
I was in a school distict last week and one of the

4,25 bus,
assured me\that it took two and a half minutes tb starthis'buses.,,Hehat
it took him an average of two and a half minutesito

fleetand hehastimed it and

get the complete fleet started.

We estimated it:cost'$55 every morning,to go out

and start those\puses.
which was started on
We did\i,little research and found that a school bus
taccessories, we can consume a gallon-a cold morning, choke pulled.out, turn on all
'On' a warmer morning when a choke isn't
of gasoline in nineteen minutes when idling.
of gas last up to an.
used and we don't turn on any accessories we can make,a gallon
is sufficient on
hbur and two minutes wheh\idling. A five minute warm up period
If a, driver starts the bus and runs it for five
some of the _coldest Michigan days.
inspection;.we figure a saVingsy Af two
minutes and during that time make a pre-trip
itand letting it run twenty
thirds-of the gasoline normally .consumed by starting
minutes°, we can save
On a warm day, 20 degrees, idling' about two or:three
minutes.
\
°
We have 13,000 buses in the
up to eighty percent ofthe fuel\at starting time.
we,burn 10,000 gallons
State of Michigan And if16,°000 buses warm up for 20 minutes
and haven't, performed any service.
of gasoline before we1get out of the parking lot
80ct a gallon, you will
,If you, save two thirds of that (6,000 gallons) at
and as we can for controlled idling time and
save $4,800 aAay. We are pushing is
.
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we've convinced a number of school districts to try.

I know.that Norm Smith, the

transportation supervisor;.at South Lyons, has.a program for idling time-and his
school shOvis a fUel savings..

The Lansing Public Sciluols have begun a controlled

idling time program and expect good results.

A controlled idling. time program is

something that they do not want' to volunteer to begin.
to be told to begin.

They seem to be waiting

Many administratorStare reluctant to begin prograMs Which.

require a driver to do something or to not do something dud to union contract
implications.

a

Drivers. must be .just as. interested in conservation as the adminis-

trators if we are to cope with our'fuel problem.

P

Let's talk aboutgasoline.conservation and the.automobilejhatstops for
the school bus to load and unload pupils every morning and every afternoon. A

,

0/arm automobile engine will burn a half ounce of,gasoline during a 20 second school
bus stop. We feel that it takes an-average_of-20 seconds of stopped time at each
school bus stop.
In Michigan we are making 400,000 bus stops two, times a day; that's
800,9(10 stops each day and -140-million .but stops during the 180 day school year

If only one auto stopped for the school bus at each school buS stop, the
autos wouTd burn 4.5 million gallons of gasoline each year.
extrff fuel that is burned when the Ariver drives away a
J

bus to

Added to-that is the

a high speed

b pass, the

^m having to stop behind the bus at the next' stop..

In Michigan we have many high traffic vdlume highways and on these high-

ways the pupils are usually delivered on'each side df the road to keep;the children
from having to cross the road. 'The result is actually that we stop the traffic from

both dqections and the children do not cross.

Then we turn around and.go down the

road in the opposite direction and stop the traffic in both directions! again and
again no children cross the road.
1

On some rural roads we stop to unload the pupil and stop the traffic and
the pupil walks acroSS in front of the-bus.

The bus leaves, the traffic proceeds,

then the pupil goes back across the road to the mail box, turns around and crosses
a third. time to go .t

the house.

Then he gets in the house and his mother wants

him to go to the store and sa,he gets on his bike and goes down the.road into town.
Is it time to take another look at the school bus stop law and loading, and unloading
pupils?

Have you looked at the safety retord lately?
four children we're killed'in buns accidents:

NatiOnwide for 1977-78 fifty

Twenty-three of them were killed when

the motorist.passed the'stopped sohoolibusin one direction or another.
. were
,

Thirty-one

killed when the school bus ran over the child:, Are we really providing safe

crossings

air

are We leading the children ,around in front of the bus so they can get
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!run over?

It is like Russian. Roulette!

We talk about safety, accident prevention, and energy conservation. Let's
do something positive about it! The Department of fducation has been lodking at
the 'safety aspect.of the,scyol bus ..stop law and we realize it isn't energy efficient
and if this were.a safetparesentatianme would be talking about accident prevention
withthe side effects of conservation. Since this is a conservation presentation;

maybe-We ought to talk about energy"cantarvatianwith_the side effects of accident
prevention and life saving.-

We have talked to people at the school district about athletic trips,

field irips.and increasing the walking distance-and still face parents and politics,.
3,000.fie14'
I think I mentioned last night Lansing Public Schools 11.-e running over
strips everpoar,burning Upfuel. Unless the Department of Education-and super,

the
intendents go out on the,bus lots and hold the drivers' hands we are not getting

idling time control we.need.

4,have to do something positive.

At first glance, it may not be too

acceptable'to the general ,public; but I think after you think about it it makes
law'and,not
reasonable sense; We are talkintabout modifyin the school bus stop
e're talking about loading zones
tostop for a school bus.

requiring themotorist

I think the
and we're talking abbu1t teaching chile en about ped strian safety.
the e\
federal government hat recognized` that there is a problem with visibility in
0

school but also.

I understand .hat the federal government has a visibility test procedure
various
going op now. I don't know a lot about it, but it includes a drum
gradation's on it set in front:of the bus. driver who has to see certain gradations
rl

and determine Visibility. distance.,
eliminate
The federal goverhment is talking about a new detign which may
the 'conventional tchool bus.

We may beusing a transit type school bus with glass
They ara
around the front of the vehicles.

doMet'Where the drivers can -see -all

other type
trying to prevent accidents where buses run.oVer children and with some
front of
of design the.driver can warn the children to'they don't run out in
traffic.

.

This means increased'costs of -new design in.school'buses.

the child
If you take your child to a movie you don't stop traffic to let'
If they ride a city bus, they get' '
go across the street. They go to -the corner.
off an the corner ,and go across.with the light.
/
the highway
Some Indian-Trails nclGreyhoUnd type buses have to stop.on
and take the .attitude of protecting
i
'in/rural areas and people learn it be pedestrians
A

/

themselves..

I think maybe we should be teaching our children pedestrain.tafety.

We are almost to the point of saying maybe weQthould go to "no flashing
lights" on school buses.

One thing'brought up last night was community busing.- if

we go to community busing in the years to come what kind of bus will we use?
color will it be?

What

Probably not a black and yellow school bus and probablSr. not with

flashing lights.- There will be differeilt regulations governing it

We will have

to educate the children to be pedestrains.
We are getting to the point like\ safety folks say, "You can't rely on
the other guy."

That is what we are doing\in school busing, relying on the. other

guy to 'stop, and that'is what is killing our\ children.

Our proposals are still within the local school bus section of the
Department of Education and we haven't made any formal propcsals to the state board.

We feel stopping the other vehicles for the school bus may no

longer be the best

way to protect our children.

We know that it i4 not energy efficient if it'is costing the public 4.5
million gallons of gasoline each year..

We'are attemOtingnot to let the child walk iRfront'of the bus anenot
give the'chilcra false sense of securitygthat'the driver won't run over the child
with the bus.or.a motorist ilion't kill the child in the middleof the street.

Let's talk about alternate fuel to save gasoline energy.
the diesel

are supposedly getting"ten miles, o

a gallon. .I don't 'know ifit
0

is regula1 r runs or field. tripstrips'.

iWe
buses.

From our reports,

find the cost isabout $3,000 -more over conventional type of school

At onetime, before gasoline costs went up, diesel was great.

You could.

I

buy .tiesel fuel for much lessand the economy was greater.
Now with diesel you have to depend solely on the economics of efficiency.
A

In Michigan we are reimbursing/75% of the cost of'the vehicle to the local schools
/

over a seven year-period.

-

-

We haven't made any, modification's to 6at reimbursement

law teCoVe:the added expense and Supposedly added life expectance of the diesel':
engine:

Maybe we should be reimbursing for nine or ten years fo

maybe.tomething similar with transits.

that diesel and

You can buy aconventio* bUS for about

$25,000.' We amortizet6at over a seven year period and go out and buy a $40,000.
transit bus, which is amortized also. in seven years.

In some cases, the school districts are selling them off at the end of
the seven years, feeling thAt that's the end of the life expectancy and don't take
into consideration the possibility it might gp farther without major repairs.
If all of the records are correct there is definitely a fuel saving by
going to'diesel engines.

You wil'l have to weigh that against 'additional cost And..

passenger capacity 'involved.

We have just gotten into the alternate fuel df propane and we are very
to death
interested in that. 'Propane is a dangerous word and everybodyis scared
In doing a little research, I think you will ,fi d,the volatlity of 'propane
of it.
is probably less dangerous than that of gasoline.

It will vaporize almost

immediately, of course, no vandalism.
In .comparison_to-87 octane gasoline, ,propane is more than 110 octane:
You pick up only a little extra mileage in a propane bus. The real savings is in

low.engine conversion cost, reduced maintenance costs and low fuel cost.
So farfionly two buses have converted to propane. We have almost-1,000
Carburetion is almost impossible to get.

carburetors- committed from manufacturers.

We are now
The manufacturer has not increased production to meet the demand.
working on the fleet in Charlevoix and Mr. Randall here is the first to use proI

,

pane with two school buses.

He is very happy with it.

We find we can convert a school bus safely and economically.
.

A school

bus can be converted for about $1,000.
I think when the buses were converted at Lincoln the propane-was 44ct
If you are comparing with regular gasol-ineto
a,gallon.

and,

the other day was 50ct

In a diesel
diesel fuel, it is less than twice the-mileage at the same cost.
to
conversion when you sell a school bus you have sold the diesel engine and have

conversion,far the propane set;
pay $3,000 for another diesel engine, but a $1,000
only cost is
you take it off your old bus and put it on the new school/bds, the
/

labor-.

If everything stays the same, we will be able to take that carburetor
barrel manifold
off and maybe with an adaptor from a four barrel manifold to a two

be able to put that same propane carburetdr on our new school' -bus.
Maintenance of a propahe carburetor is very simple. There are fewer_
'inexpensive.moving parts in a propane carburetor and the-cost of maintenance is
We
We don't want school districts making their own propane conversions.

When
don't want school buses operating on propane unleSs we have inspected them
want to be sure those people
we are dealing with school bus propane conversions we
who are making. the conversions know what they are doing.
treading a
It may become commonplace later on but right not we are still

I think it will be quite a money saver for us.
We are not having any-tank conversion problem. We are taking the

little softly.

as

immediatel::tank off and taking off the guard and installing the propane tank
It's higher than the bottom of the step well. We are going
bef ind the step well.
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from about a 20 gauge gasoline tank to about a 3/16" propane,tank and all of
the valve and fuel line outlets and vent outlets are safety checked with excess
flow valves all mounted on top.of the tank:
Question:

During your investigation of this did.you or anybody ever
_

-

contact the Chicago TransitAuthority?
-

They had about 300 propanes -in late fifties

or early sixties and'ultimately converted them to diesel.

I. don't know why.

also heard the reason they converted was because-of anexplosion problem.

I.

Has any-

body tried to document this
MR. 1OUDERBACK:

No

j

(Comment): It might be interesting to try and contact them to See what
I think before converting to propane that we better

their experience has been.

check with somebody who operated and converted the 300 propane vehicles:.

Certainly

we should take that into consideration.
MR. LOUDERBACK:

We are aware that there were propane problems and peo-

----pie also got away from it because of cost involved., At that time diesel was so

much ieiaii-dgasoline so much less.

We found that between the fifties and sixties

conversion there has been aichange in components.. ,The carburetor is the same but
the Iperation. of the electric. pr*rier for cold weather starting has improved and

valuing and pressure_lines are improved tremendously.
You haveia couple of other things to loo4k at in straight propane con -

One is the engine oil change conservation.

version.

One"oil change a year rather

than several times.,

You.are reducing the consumption of oil plus the cost of lab

it takes ta,do this\

You are talkingcabout increasing the life,of the engine by

four, times.

If all'of these things are true, propane could be a good conversion,
i

good alternate fuel forus,
We had an ter from a. corporation to go to a. naturafgas. conversion,
_

but the compressOr pumped only vapors and tanks would be numerous to.obtain much
range.

It is an alters to fyel and I Understand that some municipal vehicles are
,N

going-to natural gas cdnversion.

For some it is an overnight fill and you have to

/

have four or five tanksAin,the vehTICTe and you might have to.set on the compressor
overnight.

There are some/drawbacks.
\

I think we w.01Ihave to get into some new thinking if we are going to
continue fleet bus operation. _
When Bill Myatt from Detroit. Diesel Allison was talking last. night about
\
I heard some of you talking about breakdowns and having
automatic transmissions
.

difficulty getting service or rebuilt units.
We weren't experiencing too many breakdowns or parts availability pro;
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blems, but we were experiencing cost problems.
Improper diagnosis and sending a good tranilnission ,in for exchange for

a rebuilt unit were.problems.
We -now havelan automatic transmission rebuilding training program for

bus mechanic

which

e developed through a mobile training,unit provided by Ferris

State College.. Ferris'teaches total overhaul and we expect to accomplish proper.

-

We feel certain that we will reduce replacement

diagnosis and 'troubleshooting.

costs through proper dia,gnosis.
ti

We get into-the mechanics training program in 1975 with Ferris State
'College when we discovered the inefficiences of school bus repair and maintenance.
For example, alternators cost $149 each in 1975 fo- rebuilt units.

It didn't take

long to realize that diagnosis and trouble shooting an alternator was aldost non-

Over six hundred mechanics went_through a16 hour alternator rebuilding,

existent.

classes-in the last 4 years..

We estimate that each school bus receives a new or

rebuiltalternator,atleast once during its seven year service
amounts to 1,950 alternators a year at $149 each.

built for abOut $30 and one'hoUr labor.

In Michigan that

An alternator can be totally 're-

A cost savings of $119 per alternator if

you do it yourself, which results in a total statewide cost saving of over $200,000
per year..

The same savings is true with-any repair where proper diagnosis is basic
to solving the problem.

'We are into alternators, carburetors; transmissions and doing a scientific
diagnosis program.
in this program.

We do an electronic tune up prograM\and we talk about batteries
You would be surprised at the number of\mechanics who don't know

how to check a battery with a hydrometer.

We are getting deep into the mechanic training program and we have made a
tremendous saving.

We built 25 or 30 bus garages over the last\cive years.

In this state we have a state police annual. inspection. .141bere I stand, I

say every bps is going to be 100%.

All lights have to work and everything has to

work.

The state police inspection is not just brakes, lights, tires and glass.

Our state police check it annually and check the first aid kit and everything that N,
falls under the safety rules for the Department of Education. They have to meet
all requirements of the federal government and all the requirements of the vehicle,
code.

This is a manual we publish and has everything to do with the state police
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inspection.

In Michigan if you have a '-75 school bus, they lOok for some things,

and for different things in 1972 school bus or 1978'school bus.

Our inspectors pull the wheel, measure the brake drum thickness and many
other things.

All of our inspectors have been through a training, program..

We began a feW'years ago with state police inspectors, patrolmen who'
-were good on law enforcement and could write you a speeding ticket in a minute,
but didn't know a thi;'.s, about school buses.

We 'did some training and they were making' good inspections.

We'recognized

there was a point where the mechinics were fooling them in inspections.

We went

out and hired fifteen civilian mechanics, put-them in the state police department
and these inspectors are required to be certified Mechanics.
They have knowledge of the equipment.
way.

Our inspectors have come a long

We expect a seven year old bus to be and.look as good as a new one.

With

good brakes, no holes in the fl,00r:tires in good condition, gauges, brake linings,
exhaust, valves, hoses and everything.

We in Michigan feel that we have come a long way feom the horse drawn
school hack and feel,that we administer very progressive thinking in school bus
safety, maintenance and, energy conservation.
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MR. DOERR:

Our next presentationwilrbe by Mr. Bill Sulak. He is

from the U.S. Department of Transportation and represents .a joint venture with

the-Department of Transportation, the Department of Energy, and Environmental
Protection Agency called the Voluntary Truck and Bus Fuel Economy-Program.
I am pleased to say that the State of Michigan is proposing to particiIt

pate in the Voluntary Truck and Bus Fuel Economy Program in the coming year.
is very Worthwhile.

I am very grateful that Bill., took time out to come down from Washington

and give us his presentation.

MR. SULAK:

Thank.you very much.

I would like to start out with the two

biggest lies in the world, ,the federal bureaucrat who says, "I'm here to help you"

and the pupil transportation supervisor who says,

"I'm glad. to see you.?

Well, I'm

here to help you.'

I would like to say a. little about the Voluntary Truck and Bus Fuel.
Economy Program.

After 1975 when the Conservation Act was passed by Congress, the

Department of Energy, Department of Transportation, and Environmental Protection
Agency wanted to examine the full:gamut of fuel conservation.

One of the important

points for the commercial' segment of industry was that fuel economy could best be

obtained by voluntary means, as opposed to regulations.

Thus was born the Volutary

Truck and Bus FJel Economy Program that I am part of.
We have 240 members,froM manufacturers, owner operators, trade associations; some bus companies, and all -the major manufacturers.

Unfortunately, we

haven't been able to.get our own people into it from the government other than our
three organizations.

I guess the'reaor we were interested in school bus fuel-economy is that
buses have a high visibility.

Also,

I think kids, as mentioned in one of the talks

here, are quite aware of the school using conservation methods in school buses.
They pick up thing's like this.

into the community.

If they see adults practicing it, it spills over

A lot of it is going Out and publicizing to local PTA's and

school boards what you as-supervisors in transportation\are doing to conserve fuel.
Therefore, we developed five booklets on saving, school bus fuel.

They

are written in terms so that you can go out and hand themaut not only to your
drivers, but the community as well and possibly get your students involved in this
type of program.

We also came out with "Encouraging School Transportation Effective Energy
Management".

We call it ESTEEM.

This book is primarily aimed at the transportation

supervisor to aid hir in determining areas you want to look at in school buses when,
you are determining how to save fuel.

It explains some of these areas for you and
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'also shows howto go about it in terms of keeping good data'records and also
using, .the fuel with .the greatest cost payback, using simple basic
,'

business manage-

ment application in figuring out your payback for some of these devices that you
How can you justify paying $4,000 for a diesel

want to put into your bus. system.

engine in terms of payback and how can you go to the State and ask to extend reimbursement in the area of seven'or,five years and Make it twenty years?

You have

to have facts, and more important you have to go to a school board and talk to
them as well.

Sometimes they are hot easily convinced.

I don't need to saythat:you are saving money, for example, if you are
operating 10,000 milesa year and get six miles .a gallon and spending $1100 for
fuel.

This is based on '73-074 economics, of course:

$1 a gallon that increases to $1700 a Year for fuel.

Now, when you are paying
If you are getting eight

mites per gallon, you can save $417 per vehicle per year.

That is quite a substantial,

savings.

Pthink that you not only want to save fuel, but you want to look good
in the community and be a community leader. Toot your horn about saving the taxpayers money.

Not only is government drawn on the carpet for wasting taxpayer
Ii

money, but the board is called on the carpet for spending taxpayer money.
money to better use by purchasing equipment and training people.

Put the/

.

I have found that a lot of school boards are willing to pay for a good

transportation supervisor, but not willing to put out money foe good mechanics.

Consequently,. when alot of mechanics become trained, they will goto private

,

industry.

You can use fuel economy as a training aid.

Bring students in, let them

look at the problems and have themcome up with solutions in saving fuel.
some of their ideas.

Implement

It is a training and-teaching experience allfthe way'round.

I think one of the things we found in the voluntary'program in heavy

trucks for fuel conservation is you can't go right across the board and apply regulations.
buses.

They are too diverse in operation, and I think the same thing about school
There are similarities,--but your operatiOn may be different than the-next
4

,

one,. and operate on dirt roads rather than paved roads and have a bigger budget
than the other school districts.

,

I can't overstress the importance of keeping records to identify maintenance Care to the chaSis, bOdy, and transmission.

How much fuel you can account for,

gasoline versus diesel, and also maybe bigger buses versus smaller buses versus
different routes.

You need records for these.

wheh-you-go in andjuStify spending money.

This is the kind of data you need

I think these records will help determine
.

if yoU need a big bus or small bus for some of your operatiOns.

There is a tendency

in some of the school districts to go ahead and buy large buses,.when in some cases

thy may not need that big a bus.

:
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Many sold are too,

Also, look at the ,possibility of.smaller engines.
large.

Sit down and figure it out.

I think a lot of manufacturers now have a

computer program .to go into the'district and help setup what kind of operation
your buses perform everyday.

You can then determine the correct type of bus for

J.

your area.

The bigger the engine, the more fuel wasted, and if you don't need ,it

The same thing with the Tear axle.

consider going to a smaller one.
need a.hig'ier ratio.
of.
'

You may not

These are some of the areas you want to have, some knowledge

Some school districts have

You may want to consider automatic. transmissions.

',seen a fifty percent increase in fuel economy with automatic transmission coupled
with diesel.

You have to impress your drivers with the importance of tune-up.

You

haye one plag misfiring in a V8 enginer and you can use up to seventy percent more

Maybe at aJower speed, itwould'be a lower percent, but it

fuel than you need to

is still 'loss of fuel that. you may be able to save.

Radial tires increase economy, over six percent..

ceptible to scuffing, however.

Radial tires are sus-

Fan clutches give almost

That may be a problem.

six percent fuel saving.
How do we use fuel economy measures in terms:-of the community ?. We insti-

tuted one of these programs in the. Maryland area, and one of the'questions that

came up was, "How do you know this will work?"

I don't know that it works, but it

seems pretty, feasible, especially now with the tost of fuel the way it is.

We are

trying to sell this program by going into the community,
You are under the gun in conserving costs.

You take the offensive and

tell about your campaign to save fuel and give, the public the results of the tips

you have found and it will carry over to the people in the community in terms of
saving gasoline and rubber.
Involve your drivers and make it a contest.
go with your guidance.

Train them and then watch them

;You want to involve people in PTA meetings and have drivers

come in and tell how they save fuel and what steps they take.

Let them know what you

are doing.

You need the most favorable routing, but you have parent complaints.

A

lot of people will keep their kids in the house until the last minute and when the
bus gets there then they run out.

That takes idling time.

You can't always explain

that to a parent.

Fuel conservation depends on both equipment and people.

You can have the

best equipment in town, but if people won't use it correctly, you are in trouble.
You have to have evenybody take part.
What works on your buses will probably work on cars also.

The effective-

ness of your program, if well publicized, will spill over to the private cars

-"-
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operated by school system employees', students, and their parents.

Take credit for being a leader in your community - saving scarce resources and saving the community money.
economy as a school science projeCt.

Publicize your program!

Use fuel

Keep an open )Hind. \Be willing to try new

ideas. The publicity and interest developed by communityI,participation will be
to your benefit and you might find just the combination needed 'for greater fuel
savings.

One of the main objectives is to set-up particular sets of standards for
fuel economy.

Everybody-can apply their vehicle needs to this incorder to partici--;
I.

pate in this particular operation.

li

`One of the tests we have developed is"a Type Ftest procedure on SAE
recommendations.

It compares easily installed equipment suchIas; van.clutches,

radial tires; and other items.

You can guage one vehicle with and without equip\

Ment.in terms of percent of fuel efficiency and learn if you have something that
works.

That is one of the things with the advent of fuel economy devices'. 'You

can't believe the amount of devibes on the market, but when you ask people to
submit their produce to.this test, that amount diminishes.
We are developing a Type II test for harder to change components; engine,

rear guard finer, and-transmission. -It will take a.test vehicle\with an old type
engine, run it down the road, and after a'certain amount of time

bring it back,

change the engine and run it out again with the comparable vehicle.

Then you can

determine the particular percent of fuel savings based on that component.

We use the control vehicle to be able to see the operation of the same
type of vehicle by changing the engine or transmission.

This may take more than

two or three days with changes of-weather and conditions.
Right now we are in the'process of developing an available general
They have done this Iv going out

schedule that represents school bus operation.

to various school districts and recording actual bus operation and actual things

.

done%

They have a device that.measures the velocity and actual DMR for.the
vehicle as it goes 'through its nornial operatidn.

We hope todevelop

representa-

tive cycle we can apply to a bus that is coming off the manufacturer's line to determine what kind of vehicle efficiency it doe's have with those components on it.

You, as the use, could probably rely on that data and go ahead and compKe it with
your own vehicles and stipulate that you won't buythat vehicle unless

performs

with the prescription recommended or prescribed SAE procedure.
COMMENT:. Is the federal government doing anything to unify busing rules
for the nation instead of separate regulations at local and state levels
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MR. SULAK:

Fortunately, I can address the energy aspect of'schdol

bus-transportation and my'counterparts can address the safety portion of
school bus transportation.

Unfortunately, HEW and'the newly created fuel alloca-

tion act has to address that..

I would imagine that may be better solved at the

local level.

I think one of,the things we would like to look at is a.voluntary program.It takes a lot of initiative to get out and do things before youare prodded to do

I think, in fact, if you get out there'and do a lot of things before somebody

them'.

has to tell you to, it is to your,advantage.
getting it done.

I think you would have more input in

You dOn't.need engineers coming in and telling you what should be

done across the board, and we don't go off like horses charging

cross the sunset'

with federal mandates.
COMMENT:

You may get ahead and sometimes you get penalized.

fuel allocation based on two year's ago.

We have a

The school district working to, economize

that, year is penalized this year,
o'MR. SULAK:

This is a problem we are, facing,in the voluntary program now,

and something We will have to address in the near future.

One major fleet increased uasgeby 32% and during the allocation time this
was cut as well, and if. you rook at it, it will encourage you. to use more fuel.

This problem will be the life or death of our voluntary program... We are concerned
"and we will. be working on it.

I was talking about this with my. counterparts in the

Department of Energy before. I came, on, this trip.
,

Any other questiOns or comments?
QUESTION:

MR. SULAK:

Outside the testing, is there anything else you want to get into?
We will be looking for various school districts to voluntarily

submit their vehicles for this Type II testing when'we get into a procedure that we
can use as a base line to compare against.
would be interested in participating.

be in June.

We. would welcome school districts that

It would take prObably a week and probably

We would like to see what kinds of problems we experience in Maryland

and once we are through there we can can set up pilot programs.
QUESTION:

Another point'brought up was transportation coordination within

.the community, including volunteer drivers for social service, taxi service, and

._.

whatever. It is tofully utiliZe the system as opposed to school bus versus transit
bus.

Any directiOns along that line?
MR. SULAK:

That would be further on.

more mileage and requiring more maintenance.

You have more problems putting on

You have to look-at the entire samut.

It would seem like a feasible idea.
QUESTION:

Is there such a thing as an inline metering deviCe which would

actually allow you. to measure the amount of gasoline used at a certain period of
time?
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-.MR. SULAK:

A flow. mater.

QUESTION:' Could you useone on the car?
MR. LOUDERBACK:

by light impulse measure.

bips..

(es,

It measures the fuel 'flow'

I have one OR my car.

The lightbulb,in the little wheel turns and measures the
measures. miles per gallon.

It is'.6 digital

It giVes you'

average miles per gallon, instantly and. it gives you total aMountbf fuel you used.

'

o

If ruselt and drive -from here to the offite, can you figure

QUESTION:

'how much fuel you used driving_from,here_to7the_office?
ANSWER:

Ye's, yovset,it. rift also incorporates an electric clOck and you

calibrate that andmit gives',acturate-speedtand elapsed time and d-ktance traveled.
and estimated time of arrival..

Quite a.ltttle box - full ot.'gOod stuff.'..Ithas'two
.

connections; one'in the fuel Tine and the other is spliced into a speedometer..
cable with those two and a built-in electric clock.

You can do.anything,you want

with it.

QUESTION: 'What price?
ANSWER: -.This one was made in Holland, $428.
MR. DOERR:

Well, we have come to the time to wrap-up this session.

We

are very grateful to everyone in attendance and special thanks to the presentors and
everyone for their cooperation.
As you know, we participate,.with six other states that make up Federal
.-

Region V.

For the wrap-up, we have the Director of Operational Projects, US DOE

Region V, Mr. Ken Johnson.
MR. JOHNSON:, Thanks a lot.

The good news, gentlemen,-is that it is

°getting close to noon and I am not going to talk very long.

I would'like to say a

few things because this has been a-Teal learning e0eriencefor me.
i havebeen in government for fout and one -half years,

Most of the. time

has been in the office and Very little tiMe'has been'spent on trips in the field
on transportation.' 'I think I have learned more in the last day and a half than in

the last four years.

really appreciated it and realize that you can aid me, but

in some way 'I may be able to.helpyou at the regional level in the months to come in
this important area.

Our operation is divided into ten regions. °We are in Chicago in Region V''
and we encompass six states, including_ Michigan.

I have a small staff whose main

mission is to monitor grant programs mostly with stateoffices.

Another groupof

work
programs deals with weatherizing homes for low income and handicapped.
through the Community Action agencies and Energy Extension Service Program whith
is going nationwide.

Michigan had an exceptionally fine demonstration program

going over the last year.
On-the problem of transportation,. we never had staff authorization (per se)
a

to do good things at a regional level.. We do what we can and recognize this-as an
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extremely important area.

We would like to help out.

We would like to help. With.

the enegy'program through peopla.like JObh Sarver of the Michigan
Energy"Admin\
stratiOn,,and to work with energy conservation in the.states.and\try and do at
any programs as we can with federal funds dealing with energy conservation and
_transportation.
I can't beli6e it won't accelerate over the next two years.
Senate Bill 1030, the Conservation Act of 1979, which is now in'effeCt, will require.
,

the states to come up with contingency plan's.

The President now has authorityjo

come 4p with gas rationing under)extreme,conditions.

We will be more concerned with

t fuel allocations and we don't have to.discuss the problems and the-reason, we'are
It is extremely interesting to get into specific areas ,like you 'have
all here.

been doing here.

.

I am already talkingoto experts in kicking things-back and forth and
-

obviously you know.the problems and are doing the best you can to solve them.-

We are on a small scalejfinding out what kind of meetings or conferences
we need to hold in the next six months in a wide variety of areas.
We wqrk a lot with'school districts.

The major problem is-our work

been in the school districts with buildings and faciliti

iand=little of it,.at,

leaSt out of my 'officei.has been in the transportation area, mainly because we

havenit the staff and organization for these kind of energy programs,

The day after Christmas and the day after that I am"runnng two.workshops
for 600 operation and .maintenance men with AFL LOcal _143, the maintenance Men'in

the Chicago school district. 'We are going to measure'maintenance Operating trainin
program for building custodians in the schools.;
We are going to be doing that program for them for each of two days.

We

will be discussing a temperature restriction program and our school hospital grants
program.

We are not doing what we should do, which became fairly evident to me

today,-in the pupil transportation area." -If nothing else, the impact of what you
have been talking -about has really struck home.-

We are going to be working more closOy with Bill Sulak in Washington and
with the Federal Highway Administration in the DOT.
.inviting me here for this conference.

I apPreicate iliank Doerr

We will do'the best this year we can tqbdo

something further.

Again, it has been a real pleasure being here.
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APPENDIX ONE-

Group Discussion of Goals and Policy Directions
in Maximizing Energy Conservation in the/

School Transportation'Fleet
.

Those present were, divided ihto two subgroups for the purpose of conduc frig an abbreviated nominal

grotd

up process to determine and prioritize important

issu ssiromaximizing energy consertvation in schotol fleet managemeht.

Each group, began. by randomly listing needs'forqimproving conservation /

practices.. To begin the Process, each participant was asked to write down five,
to eight items important to a successful energy conservation program.. Then,

within the grodps, each person was asked to presenf one or More of his responses
.to make\dp'the group's list.
/

Below is the -list generated in Group One.
1.

Control school starting and dismissal time.
Convince public,of energy problem.

3.

4.

//

'Develop long-range fuel allotment program with equity as a goal.
Improve driver training program. /

5. --Develop an equiti6le rationing program for general use.
6.

Improve preventive maintenance. program.

7.

Infuse energy education into curriculum in support of school conservation programs.
I

\

8.

Investigate .advantages of four -`day and six -day school schedules.

9.

Develop a more effective federal-state-Tocal coordination plan.

,

.1

l f

I

41.

tion goals.

10.

Establish measureable conser

11.

Coordinate local, municipal and school- ransportation.

12.

Develop a unified federal energy conservation prograff

13.

Establish an energy informatiti clearinghouse.

14.

Research .the value of education field trips.

15.

Establish an incentive program for school employees

t

k

-

Group Two generated the following list.
1.

Optimize BTU consumption inpupil transportation.

2.

Eetablis

specific energy conservation goals.

drivers

3.

Establish national fundingsupport for research and development
in energy conservation for the,school fleet.

4.

Establish aiprogram to 'set examples for the community.

5.

Avoid cross-town busing.

6.,

Develop a program of iniforniation sharing and identify relevant

I

/

-.ci

I

i

1

,-linkages.

.-

,

I

,

i

Develop a system that bases funding fqr the transportation fleet
'
on efficiency.

7.

,

i

/

,

Educate all (students, staff, community) in understanding the need
for energy conservation!
Develop and disseminate/,a common energy vocabtilary of both tech
nical and general terms.
10.

Identify existing state legislation as it impacts energly conserva_
.
"r
/
tion in the school fleet.

11.

Develop state-level computer modelS for use by local districts.

12.

Provide leadership in establishing commitment.to energy conserva-

I

tion.

Eliminate unnecessary school transportation.

13.

--Develop more efficient buses and other equipment to increase energy
i
efficiency.

14.

,

i

15.

Develop-a system to tie'funding to policy and procedure development.

16.

Establish' a coordinated system at the national, regional, state and
local levels to provide clear and coordinated policy' and regulation

.1

diMction.
Each group' then consolidated and prioritized their list to_arrive at goals
;they, considered most important.

Group One listed five major goal

Convince public of energy problem.

1.

a.

b.
.,

Develop a K-12 energy curriculum to create a areness among
'pupils, among school employees, and among s ool families.
Establisb,an information 'Clearinghouse for

nergiconserva-

tion.

Improve fleet operational efficiency through:a.

School scheduling.

b.

Preventive maintenance program. .-

c.

1)

Better training program lor school employees.

2)

Better control system for operating, ime and general
management.

Establish driver incentive program.
he transportation fleet.

3.

Establish measurable conservation goals for

4.

Establish a system of cooperative community busing.

5.-

Establish a rationing system for general fuel use
I.

2

Group Two. listed six major needs:
1

2.
,

3.

4.

n

Develop a syttem of R & D funding to develop new techniques and
technologies in energy conservation for school, fleets.
Develop a system of local funding.for transportation'which considers, efficiency as one 'criteria for funding level.
Develop an energy conservation education program to.instill an
understanding of the energy problem 'and related vocabulary into
student, staff and community members. Instill the energy ethic,
through example and curriculum.
Develop inservice programs to ,train school personnel in understand-0
ing the need for energy conservation, the vocabulary ofenergy conservation', techniques for;increasing'driver efficiency, and tech- .°
niques for managing the energy program.

Develop a system which assures the'commitment of national and state
leadership in identifying the short and long-range needs in maxi-.
mizing energy Conservationand establishing linkages to encourage
the development of policies and procedures addressing the energy'
.

crisis.

5.

Develop a total. system of transportation which includes schdol
and community systems to avoid duplication' of services.

The two groups then met together to consider some of the major strategies
needed to address the concerns identified in the two groups.. To address the needs
expressed for an energy education system, the group identified three types of
action. '

Develop a regional level energy consortium to establish a' linkage
system.for energy conservation information, and to 4dentify areas
°needing further develop ent.
Develop a. national poli y on enemy conservation education for use
in Kr12 schools. No.st ong or coordinative polidY presently exists
for utilizinTar for in plying education in the national energy
I
conservation effort. This is a high - priority need.
'Develop a national clearinghouse fOr energy information liaed to
regional centers and states.
A second major goal common to both' groups' dealt with the development of

state and local funding systems to maximize energy conservation incthe tra.nsportaParticipants identified the following actions as vital components in
tion fleet.

.

,

.

achieving that goal.
1.

2.

,

'Legislation and supporting, rules' that measure and reward efficiency
.\
in transportation.

Development of local district policies that support'energy conservvation,in transportation
Implementation of a management system to carry out the energy conc'.

3.

servation program.

\

TWO".

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS'
750 Brooksadge Boulevakt
43081
Westerville, Ohio

614/391-6696

102 WAYS TO:CONSERVE ENERGY
IN SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS-
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ENERGY CONSERVATION
.

.

Energy conservation in school transportation is a major area of concern'to the
education community.

School buses travel in excess of four billion miles annually,

consuming 900 million gallons of fuel and transporting 55 percent of the school
enrollment.

Since the energy-crisis descenderi, school transportation managers, have Initiated

efforts to reduce the amount of fuel required

o operate their fleets./ Rapidly

escalating fuel prices and limited school budgets are forcing a strong stand for
conserving energy.

Listed below are 102 ways transportation managers can conserve energy and reduce
transportation costs.

A.

Transportation Policy
1.

Coordinate school calendars and start and dismissal times between schools
of each school system.

2.

Eliminate staggered dismissal times in the same building.

.3.

Increase requirements for Walk4g distances to school and to bus stops.
Establish take-up and dismissal !schedules at schools
vehicle utilizations.

5.

Eliminate buses for detention st dents.

6.

Limit student parking, encourage\high school pupils to: ride school buses,
form car pools, etc.

7.

Establish maximum distance for, cocurricular trips (!60 miles round trip).

8.

Utilize publiclmass transit where feasible to avoidlduplIcation of service.

9.

Establish travel restrictions for school sponsored activities supporting
athletic teams 'i(cheerleade

Eliminate busesLfor

B.

o support maximum

4.

School Bus 0 eration: Activit
1.

,

'-and, pep clubs, etc.-)

Lem

pr4ctices.

and Field Tr s

Reduce, consolidate or eliminate all bu\t the most necessary athletic
contests.

3.

Reduce, cunsolidate or eliminate alY bu-' the most necessary co-curricular
trips
Combine co- curricular and athletic trips or more than one school.

4.

Have districts share buses when feasible.

5.

Establish minimumland maximum distances fc7 all 'trips.

2.

.

7.

Combine\Athletic schedules so several games can be played at the same
location.

8.

Eliminate buses for transportation of students involved in after-school
activities and for extra curricular activities for small groups.

9.

Contract with parents to provide transportation when feasible.

10.

C.

Utilize public transportation on return trips where feasible rather than
return school buses to schools or homes.

School Bus Operation: General
1.

Lengthen distances between pick-up points. ,

2.

Establish collection points.

3.

Plan stops on level instead of on grades.

4.

Consolidate loads.

5.

Plan routes to make as many right-hand turns as possible to save on
time, where safety permits.

;

ilding

6.

Use intercoms on buses to reduce stops for controlling disCipline.

7.

Use trip recorders to record and monitor drier and vehicle operation for
speed control where problems occur.

8.

Use smallest available vehicle for long-distiincel-light-load runs.

9.

Install two-way radios to direct.operation or redirection of buses
unnecessary stops and route miles.

10.

D.

Limit,co-curricular trips to full bus loads only.

o' avoid

Route bues to stay on main roads as much as possible.

School Bus. Routing and Scheduling

Fill buses to leagl capacity.
2.

When replacing buses or expanding fleet, purchase buses with capacities
to provide_ balance fleet utilization.

3.

Utilize proven updating routing techniques,either by hand or computer or
maintain maximum vehicle utilization at all times.

4.

5.

a.

Evaluate current system.

b.

Revise system to reduce mileage, stops, and student riding time.and
distance.

c.

Review policy and revise where needed.

Consolidate inter-district transportation systems when possible to meet
special. transportation demands.
Develop an alternate routing plan formplementation in emergencies and
fuel shortages (weather, etc.)

E.

School Bus Operation: The Driver
1.

Retain experienced drivers as long as possible.

2.

Re-educate bus drivers toward better fuel economy.
Reduce warm -up time on buses to 2 minutes initially, and 3 minutes.
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prior to starting routes. Driver should dress warmer rather than'
running engines at full idle to heat buses.
4.

Drive slowly the first few miles until vehicle warms 0.

5.

Avoid full throttle operation.

6.

Avoid the "redline" even in shifting gears:

7.

Drive slOwly back to bus garage.
center line on curves.

8.

Reduce speed limit to as low .as practical.

9.

Avoid courtesy stops (unauthorized).

Drive at-steady speeds.

Turn corners slowly, drive next to

10.

Train new drivers on existing runs while bus is "leadheading.

17.

Use simulators to reduce behind-the-wheel training

12.

Increases frequencyof driver in-service programs.

13.

Hold jointworkshops with drivers and mechanics to improve transportation

in'vehicles.

operation.
14.
15.

16..

F:

Use driver incentive system for reducing vehicle fuel:Consumption.
Review driver times and routes. Determine most efficient vehicle utilization, layover and storage plan to determine miles for school as well as
personal vehicles.
Keep foot, off accelerator when the bus is approaching a stop or is stopped.
and off brakes when in motion. Reduce braking by anticipating stops.,

School Bus. Maintenance

Tune and maintain engines, plugs, points, timing.
2.

Maintain clean pollution controls.'

3.

Keep gas tanks full to avold excessive evaporation.

4.

Avoid fuel spillage when refueling buses,
fill to top of filler tube.

Do not "over fill.

Do not

.1.-

5.

Replace buses that use excessive amounts of fuel as soon as economically
feasible.

6.

7.

8.

Keep fuel storage tanks locked with one person in charge of fueling of
buses and other school vehicles.
Keep accurate bus records.for maintenance and fuerconsumption.
Analyz4 cost data, make management decisions to maximize savings and
efficiency.

9.

10c.

11.

Inventory all parts and supplies and order on a planned-need basis, with
(reduces "parts chasing")
best price and base of past experiences.
If possible, in winter keep alj,buses under cover Inther than allowing
drivers totake them home.
Use engine warmers for easier starts. Utilize automatic timers to mini.

mize use of warmers.
12.
'13.

Maintain clean oil and air filters.
A sticking choke will .waste fuel.
Keep automatic choke clean.
cleaners save costly-down time.
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Chemfcal

14.

Keep air-fuel mixture of carburetor, precisely adjusted.

15.

Regulate oil change with engine tune-up.

16.

Use manufacturer's recommended weight of oil.. A heavier oil will force
the engine to use more fuel, too light will not provide the protection
Tequired.

17.

Chedk tire balance and wheel alignment to avoid "drag" which will use more
fuel and shorten tire life.

18.

A defective thermostat may prolong engine warm
Check radiate. thermostat.
up, increasing fuel consumption.

19.

Using wrong octane will result in plug foil
Use proper octane rated fuel.
up and reduction of mileage. Using a higher octane than required is a
waste of money.

20.

.-Use engine analyzing equipment to assure maximum efficiency.

21.

Make full utilization of service manuals and maintenance bulletins to keep
updated on maintenance techniques.

22.

Take full adVantage of free maintenance training clinics conducted by
skilled instructors.

23.

Keep brakes properly adjusted.

24.

Repair engine oil leaks.

25.

Install radiator shutters for retaining engine heat,

26.

Install radial tires.

27.

Retrofit with electronic ignition system.

28.

Properly utilize proven fuel and oil additives.,

29.

Maintain proper tire pressure on a regular basis.
is essential to fuel economy and tire wear..

30.

Utilize new techniques such as rubber' suspension systems, wheel balancers,
tire pressure equalizers, solid state ignition, etc.

Proper tire inflation

Transportation Office and Garage

G.

,

1.

Maintain lighting fixtures (a clean fixture in good working order can
deliver up to 50 percent more light).

2.

Clean walls and ceilings and/or paint with light flat or semi-gloss finish.

3.

Turn off all lights and other electrical equipment when not in use.

4.

Reduce exterior lighting to lowest level consistent with good security
and safety.

5.

PerforM janitorial services earlier so that9electricity may be turned off
earlier.

.6.

'Check all equipment and motors.

Adjusts belts for proper tension; turn,

off when not in use.
7.

Limit the use of electrical space heaters.

8.

Tighten and clean allrelectrical connections from the circuit breakers
(Should be done annually
back through the transformers to the main switch.
by an experienced electrician when building power is off).
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9.

10.
11.

12.

.13.

Consider the installation of photo cell controllers to turn exterior lightq
on and off.
Concentrate evening,work/meetings in a single heating/cooling zone instead
of heating or cooling,the whole. office or garage.
Clean up heat exchanger and heating toil surfaces for better heat transfer,
change filter; at regular intervals, clean fan blades and camper blades.

Requestvisitors and staff to avoid waste of energy by opening windows,
or holding doors open.
Zoitsider the installation of added insulation to building walls and
ceilings to decrease heat transfer.

14.

Consider the installation of insulating glass in place of single pane glass.

15.

Consider the installation of weather-stripping, caulking, automatic door
closers, etc., to decrease infiltration of outside air.

16.

17.

Close off all unnecessary openings--unused exhaust fans, broken windows,
structural openings.
Replace grossly oversized motors. Motors operate more efficiently near
rated capacity and with a better power factor.

19.

Utilize blower system to circulate warm air from the ceiling to floor of
work areas.
Remove thermostats located near doors, windows or heat producing sources.

20.

Reduce thermostat setting on weekends, holidays and at night.

?1.

Install large fuel storage capacities, 10,000 gallons or larger. Lower
fuel costs (drop/shipment) provides cushion in the event of embargo.

18.

74
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A BASIC UNDERSTANDING OF ENERGY
WHAT IS ENERGY?
Energy is the capac ty to do work.
energy is generated to p
Energy can take many f
thermal, and nuclea

.

.

The rate, at which

form the.work is called "power."
ms

mechanical, chemical, electrical,

It .can also be transformed from one

form into another.

WHERE DOES ENERGY COME FROM?
Petroleum, natural gas, coal, solar, wind, and geothermal
energy are nataril energy sources. 'Electricity is generated
by fossil-fueled, nuclear, and hydroelectric power plants.
Together, these resources provide the ingredients that are
necessary for our standard of living.

How MUCH WORK WILL ENERGY Do?
Energy is, measured in terms of British Thermal Units
(BTU'.$)

A BTU is the amount of heat required to raise the'--

tpmperature of 1 pound of water 1 degree Fahrenheit.

may also be measured in terms of barrells of oil.

Energy

The follow-

ing tables show the amount of energy required for typical
activities In our economy and BTU equivalent values of common
energy and fuel sources.
AillE4251&5019eWWW1!TFP:=71--1E7:6111115-411.
ENERGY WORK EQUIVALENTS OF OIL
1 BARREL ... OR: VE A SCHOOL BUS

FROM AMARILLo,rEXAS
TO TuLSA,OKLAt-IOMA; A

DISTANCE OF 3S0 MILES
TAKE A LOADED JETLINER
FROM CHICAGO TO
WASHINGTON, O.C.
1,000 BARRELS .. RUN THE CITY OF'
BALTImotRe, MO. FOR
ABOUT 10 MINUTES
100 BARRELS

BTU EQUIVALENTS
9 000.240 g -eu's
1 BARREL OF OIL
1.GALLON NO. 2 OIL
140.000 BTU's
1 GALLON GASOLINE
125,000 BTU's
1 KILOWATTHOUR OF
ELECTRICITY
....... 3,413 BTU's
1 CUBIC FOOT OF.
NATURAL GAS
1,031 BTU's

TRANSPORTATION IN THE U.S. USES ALMOST
9 MILLION CARRELS OF OIL EACH DAY.

HOW MUCH, ENERGY DOES AMERICA-Uff?

America has 6 percent of the world's population.

Our

naticln produceS over 30 perCent of the world's gOods; we
r

consume nearly.31:percekit of the world's energy.

lo..supplY our,enti e-natiomal energy needs, America

uses over 33 million barrels of oil equivalent energy (i.e.,
energy in all forms) each day.

Oil provides 46 percent-of:7-

:this energy.;.7about 15 million barrels each day.

The balance

cones from coal,- natural gas, nuclear power, hydropower, and
geothermal energy sources.

Per capita energy consumption in the U.S. was nearly ten
times greater than the world average in 1974 as shown below.

COMPARISON OF ENERGY-USE-IN THE WORLD
.;

PER CAPITA ENERGY CONSUMPTION (1974)

346 MILLION
BTU'S/YEAR

AMERICAN.

150 MILLION
BTU'S/YEAR

GERMAN

130 MILLION
BTU'S/YEAR

RUSSIAN

WORLD

35 !PILLION
BTU'S/YEAR

1.5 MILLION
NIGERIAN

IBTLYSff FAR
_
SOURCE: FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION,
OFFICE OF CONSOIVATION AND ENVIRONMENT,
WASHINGTON, 0. C.

-37-WHERE .PPES THE ENERGY4G9,-,
/

Industry consumes, about 40 peicent of the energy-in' the

The transportationsector uses another 30- percent.
-

I

lh balance is consumed"by the residential and commercial
sectors of the economy,

Nearly scent of the energy-COnsumed is non-produc,

Thisenergy is lost in the farm of waste heat

ive a ergy.

and to overcome forces such aifriction in, processes.
N

process is 100' percent energy efficiant.

always lost

Energy, is

Electric motors, for exampjle, 'convert electri-0

cal ener\

'into mechanical energy.

They generally have

efficien ies ranging between 58-92 percent, The average
boiler's

fficiency is about 74 percent.

Electric' generators

have efficiencies of about 25 percent.tEPA (1) sttdies haye
shown that the efficiency of a motor vehicle--that fraCtion of
combustion heat which ends up as mechanical !power- -can be as

high as 30 percent; 'it can also be as low as 5-10

percent - -,

depending up on how it is operated, where it is used, and how
i

well it j s maintained.

1
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WHAT CAN BE DONE TO REDUCE ENERGY' USE?
,

,

The most important step that- can be un ettaken is to use
/

energy more wisely:

ii

.

o

Purchase ,products that,susejeSs energy.

o' Use equipment that offers energy/ savings.,
\
!

,

.o

construct' buildixags and facilitiee .using

PrindipleS that conserve energy.'
,

'-

Practice energy conservation .n every day
activities as ,a way of life;
Take advantage of available equipment and fuel saving
,

practidei that save energy and hOld down costs.

Operate far'

1

,

Mike such practices a permanent. part of your

ene gy savings.

1

6

f

f

school district s management program,

[

.

1

every school distridt's

Fuel savings are obtaina8lei

tranportation

!This' was\d

:fleet.

onStrated during the d lys

1

of the oil embargo.

Become know

techniques

.,

i

dgeable about fuel saving

and keep, practicine:t em:

We Ain do Somethig

/-

about, eliminating energy waste_;

ncteising energy effidiIency,
I

and c ntr011ing energy costs.

BTU'S CONSUMED BY ONE MOTOR VEHICLE EACH YEAR

VEHICLE/MILES-PER-GALLON

141ILES DRIVEN

EACH YEAR

6,000 MILES

5'

250

150

20

.10'.

75

/ 38
/

MILLION

18.,0 o MILES.

MILLION

MILLION

MILLION.

750

.450

225'

3,13.

MILLION

MILLION

MILLION.

MILLION'

I

\WHY. IS,ENERGY CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION IMPORTANT
1

... TO THE SCHOOL

DISTRICT?

/

/

/

1
,

The; energy, crisis following the oil embargo of- October,,
/

/

/.
I

19'73 deMonstrated the vulnerability /.of all operations, includ7.
I

/

1

ing school districts, to increased /fuel prices and in instances
/

,

a

i

'

.the unavailability of fuel at any price/.

There is no assUrance.
%

..1

/

,

that yet another embargo could tot take place in the future
,9

placed a burden upon.'.

The sharp rise in fuel costs
school districts.

,As prices go. up, business may pass on

The school district qp

these increases to its customers.

r

,

Its

theother hand has to work withih its limited budget.
.

1

,

prinCipal alternatives to rising costs are to lay' off
4

,

.

.,
..L

persopnel; redUte.the leVel of servioes, or otheiwise find
additional funds.

\
1

A school district has one other alternative.
\

i.

1

It can

,

use energy more wisely by implementing;fuel conservation
-,.1

.

.

''

Some techniques are relatively easyto implement
.
4
.and.require 1ittle effort andeostothers require an intechniques.

I

,

\

vestmentrsometimes it takesmolley to save money..
\

Ain

,

WHY ISM ENERGY CONSERVATIONS IN PUPIL TRANSPORTATION)
_A MAJOR AREA _OE CONCERN?

a

Pupil transportation is among theiimportant services
that are provided in a school district.
it is taken for gianted.

Yet, all too:often

j

Everyone expects daily Schedules /.o be met and extra

curricular activity trip needs to be accommodatedin a safe,

dependaVIeTand economic manner.

Eachrpupil transportation

director must fulfill a mission which can be described'as
providing the best possible service at the least possible
cost in a manner which offers no compromise for safety.
.The U.S. National Center for Education Statistics show
that in the U.S. nearly 275,000 school buses travel 2.8

billion miles to transport 23 million children attending
grades K through 12.

School buses use over 350 million

gallons of fuel annually to transport about 52 percent of
all-pupils in our country.

This rep-resents anenergy con7/'

sumption .of 43,750 billion BTU's each yea:- -about 7.5

million barrels of oil.

THE WAY PEOPLE TALK ABOUT COSTS. ANYONE WOULD THINK THAT TO SAVE FUEL ON
ONE SCHOOL BUS WAS A MATTER OF LIFE
AND DEATH. THEY DON'T UNDERSTAND.
iT'S MUCH MORE SERIOUS THAN THAT!
ANONYMOUS

6.

\ WHAT MOTIVATION IS THERE FOR CONSERVING FUEL?

-/

\

Rapidly esCalating prices and limited school budgets are
1

among the prihcipal\forces for implementing fuel conservation
The satisAction in knowing that the community iF

actions.

being provider the best service at the lowest possible cos
.

/is also important.

All commodities have increased signifIca4tly in price over
the years.

asoline prices alone increased 180 percent between

1960 and 1979.

'In 1979, school dist-rd-cts-had to purchase gas-

/

oline at' a cost which amounted to a.50 -60 percent increase over

the 1974 fuel price levels.

These costs are still on the in-

--7-

crease.

The average cost to transport a pupil in 1975 ranged be--,

tween $43-$210 throughout the nation; the costs in some
distrits serving a small _population over a wide area were as
.high as $600. Saving fuel and dollars ,has to be important to
Furthermore, these goals car tic achieved~

every School_ district.

relatively easily.

6141.
SELECT CONSWAER PRICE INDEXES
1960-1978 "PERCENT INCREASE

PUPILTRANSPCRTATIONCOST
C031 IS/ Viit

GASOLINE
PRICES
VEHICLE
-INSURANC!?

RATES

1978
90%

ROUSING

cx.09.1.cm6k
ALL
COMMODITIES

78%

-

UTILITIES

481

FURNISHINGS

MOTOR vzsicr..,s

75%

45%

X)

00..70..00 110
$ Puri
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HOW CAN PUPIL TRANSPORTATION COSTS BE REDUCED?
Each dollar spent for pupil transportation pays for
salaries and benefits, fuel and oil, supplies, maintenance,
equipment purchases, insurance, and other needed items.

School transportation policies, purchasing practices,
maintenance programs, vehicle use, school bus operation,"

driver skills, scheduling; and routing are representative of

areas that canbe investigated to obtain more pupil-miles-pergallon.

Look at ways to increase fuel economy, reduce trans-

portation costs, and increase servicing efficiency:- A cooper.

.

ative fuel economy management program involving school administrators, staff, teachers, students, and parents working with
.

v

,

increase the
the transportation department can generally

effectiveness of every district's service to the community.,.

A COMPARISON OF FUEL COSTS TO
OTHER PUPIL TRANSP JRT.ATION EXPENSES
SALARIES AND BENEFITS 40%

OTHER COSTS 16%

VEHICLE REPLACEMENT 6%
-INSURANCE 1%

SUPPLIES AND MAINTENANCE 17%

FUEL AND OIL 20%
1OURCE:

BASED UPON NATIONAL
CENTER FOR ELSUCATION
STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTK, EDUCATION
AND WELFARE, 1975 AND
STATE DATA

*Since 1975 - The transportation dollar distribution is changing& .
rapidly ie. increasing in fuel and oil, supplies, maintenance
Although vehicle
insurance -- decreasing in salaries & benefits.
numbgp.of8eplacement
units has dedreased.
costs have skyrocked, the
,

8,

WHAT IS A FUEL ECONOMY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM?.
Fuel is an easily identifiable operating expense..

Fuel

.economy is a measure of the pupil-miles-per-gallon that each
school vehicle obtains from the fuel that is consumed -- school

buses and school district automobiles.

It represents a

measure of the effectiveness of a school district's service
%

to provide efficient and safe pupil transportation for the
least anaount of money using the minimum amount of fuel.

School

bus fUel economy is obtained by transporting the maximum
.

allowably number of pupils the shortest necessary distance in
a vehicle offering the greatest miles- per - gallon for the task.

A fuel economy management progiam is an individual

strategy--individual, for each school districtvonsisting of
identifying goals for reducing fuel use, deciding on how to
implements:them, and devOting the time and effort necessary
to achieve results.

It is based upon sound business

practices.

The success of a fuel economy management program depends
upon people -- administrators, mzlagement, staff, bus drivers,

shop personnel, and students. Everyone can and should-contriLute.

Take adv...ntage of the resources that are available.

energy of people is immense.

The

It is generally too vast to be

curtailed and immeasurable, if inspired.

Use this available

energy to initiate a fuel economy management program to
incre7.le the overall effectiyeness of pupil transportation
in your school district.

-80-
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HOW IS A FUEL ECONOMY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ORGANIZED?,
A sound organizational plan is basic to success.

The fuel

economy management program should be organized within existing
management functions.

Place emphasis upon identifying goals

and objectives, policis, fuel saving practices, responst-'
bilities, and authorities to achieve better fuel and cost
management.

,Involvement, commitment, communication, feedback,

results measurement:, and teamwork are key elements in your
program:
1.

Designate an individual to have the
responsibility .for heading the program.

2.

Identify school district fuel,savirg goals.

3.

Review policies, programs, and practices
that affect pupil, transportation fuel use
and costs.

4:

Develop recommendations to save fuel by
performing tasks more efficiently.

5.

ENialuate fuel saving measures that look
promising.

6.

Develop a plan to carry out the recommendations that appear to be the most promising
for meeting, the district's fuel saving goals.

7.

Obtaln administration endoisehaent and total
commitment.to,carry out the plan.

8.

Initiate the efforti required to implement
the program; don't forget public relations
activities and communication of the district's
goals t.p the community.

9.

Implement management controls to achieve the
district.'s goals and objectives; measure 'and
evaluate results during program operation.

10,

WHY ARE ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES IMPORTANT IN SAVING FUEL?-4Policies provide the setting for obtaining fuel savings--

they represent the mechanism for achieving goals.

No one

person or department can carry out the entire program successfully.

It requires teamwork.

directing the team:

Policies offer a framework for

Examples of,fuel saving policies that

can be investigated include:
Coordinate school calendars, (e.g,r, dates along
with start-and-dismissal times), among all schools
serviced to increase pupil transportation servicing
effectiveness.

Stagger hoUrS; when practical t 'do so, based upon
bus load levels.
Consolidate special education start-and-dismissal
times to coordinate more closely with the school
program.
Increase the-walking distance to school and bus
Strictly enforce walking distance
stops.
regulations.
Avoid unnecessary service. Combine field:and
Use public mass transit when
athletic trips.
feasible for older students.

Initiate programs that encourage students and staff
to walk to school-or ride bikes.
Develop fuel economy incentives.

Offer assistance to carry out the fuel economy
program. Provide skills and resources--people,
computer access, materialsto assist the
transportation department to increase service
efficiency"y.

Establish maximum distances and department
budgets for school travel.
.Consider a maximum miles-per-hour speed limit
forall school vehicles. Enforce it.
Promote actions that save fuel.

Encourage the purchasing of equipment that saves fuel

-82-
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WHAT CAN BE DONE TO SAVE FUEL IN VEHICLE OPERATION?
"Operation offers many areas for increasing'fuel economy.

Consider the following recommendations for your program;
(1)

Keep accurate records on vehicle fuel consumption
and use this data in making transportation
servicing, maintenance, and purchasing decisions.

(2)

Use "zone loading" pkaCtices with stops spaced as
far apart 'as feasible and safe to. do so.

(3)

Use the smallest practical vehicle for long
distance:light-load runs.

(4)1, Match equipment to service needs; don't use .a 66_
passenger bus when a 30 passenger bus'will do the
job.
(5)

Reduce "dead heading." Use this., as a training
period fbr new- drivers.

(6)

When drlvers have split shifts, consider parking
near ti it homes between runs when feasible to
avoid "dead heading."

( )

Consider the use of satellite bus parking
stationsto'avoid "dead heading.'

(8)

Scrutinize current bus routes. Look at how many
avoidable stops the buses are faced with--stops
that result in fuel waste while the vehicle is
idling in congested traffic.

(9).

Encourage and promote good driving habits--starting
and stopping smoothly, turning off the ignition
when the bus will be stopped for' more than one
minute, avoiding full throttle, driving at steady
speeds, and looking far enough ahead to avoid
dangerous and fuel wasting situations.
Let dkivers dress warmer
Reduce warm up periods
the
engine is heated.
and drive slower until
.

(11)

Route buses to stay on main roads as much as
possible.

(12)

Establish good preventative maintenance program.
Provide record system which will determine best tune
up cycles, to generate most fuel efficient engine
performance.

-83-
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TEN MOST FREQUENT OPERATIONAL PRACTICES
.

THAT CREATE EXCESSIVE ENERGY DEMANDS'

1. Extended vehicle warm-up
2. Failure to notify mechanic when vehicle requires repair

.

Idling engine excessively

4. Excessive speed
5. Improper'llse of accelerator

6. Failure to properly inspect vehicle before starting route

7. Unauthorized stops
8. Improper. use. of clutch

.

Improper use of brakds-

`10. Failure to maintain proper tire pressure'

r

-14137.,;4ORSEPOWER AND FUEL ECONOMY
Fuel economy is related to the hor'sepower needed to
power a school bus and the efficiency of the vehicle's engine
that provides the power. The -total power to operate a school
bus is dependent upon the fbllowing basic° elements:
q

-POWER. TO

SCHOOL BUS

OVERCOME AIR
RESISTANCE

ER

R GUIREMENT

POWER TO

OVERCOME
ROLLING.
RESISTANCE
0

POWER TO

POWER TO

,CLIMB
GRADES
.

-85-

OPERATE ACCESSORIES
AND OVERCOME
ADVERSE WEATHER

-15.

14.

OVERCOMING AIR RESISTANCE

Air resistance is a force that is exerted on the schgol
bus when it is being driven. Engine horsepower must overcome
this resistance.the greater the resistance, the more horseHorsepower is obtained
power that is needed to do the job.
from'fuel combustion in the, engine. Additional horsepower
demands result in the consumption of greater amounts of
fuel.

A streamlined vehicle offers advantages, in overcom"ng air
4

resistance.

The forces 'are reduced considerably as the

chool

bus moves. moresmoothly through the air.

Vehicle speed is a major factor in air resistance. A
vehicle traveling at 25 .miles=per-hour will require only oneeighth of the hOrsepower to overcome wind resistance as com-:,
,

pared to the' same vithicl$ traveling at 0.. speed of 50 miles,

,

per-hour.

As a rule of thumb', doubling school bus speed
increases the ho?sepower needed to overcome air resistance by ,.

--'-. a factor of 8..

That's'why high speeds result.in greater

fuel consumption. The type of vehicle you drive and how you
drive greatly affect fuel economy.

.

O

OVERCOMING AIR RESISTANCE

MINIMIZE AIR RESISTANCE AFFECTS
DRIVE SLOWER, DRIVESAFER

m

IT

.

-1615.

OVERCOMING ROLLING RESISTANCE

Ass.. 'ire rolls, it flexed.

This results in a heat
The engine has

buildup or' resistance'lfhich must be overcome.
'to work harder. to overcome this resistance.,

The'greater the.

resistance, the more fuel that,ts'required by tbe engine to
overcome it.
Road conditions affect rolling resistance.

LT.S

Environ-

mental Protection Agency studies have shown that'a gravel road
can reduce fuel economy by as much as-35 percent, This means
that the school bus that obtains 7 miles-per7gallon on goo
pavement can.get as ,little as 4.5 miles-per-gallon when it
is driven on a gravel road.
Keeping tire inflation pressures at recommended levels
will reduce rolling resistance. This'practice can extend

tire life; offering more miles-per-tire, and increase vehicle.
fuel economy.
Steel-belted radial tires- are constructed ,so that they
Such practices as the use of
offer less rolling resistance.

radial tires and ioute planning to.keep buses on good roads
from the
are important in obtaining greater fuel economy
,
--district's fleet.
OVERCOMING ROLLING RESISTANCE

HERE YOU DRIVE AND HOW YOU DRIVE
IS IMPORTANT IN MINIMIZING ROLLING
RESISTANCE EFFECTS

,/
,

16. (J1ADES AND-HILLS

0

//

.

r.
.

:

ROUTE TO- INCREASE VEHICLE FUEL ECONOMY

,

;

io

1

/Kills also have, an effect On fuel economy. A 36000/
/
pound' bus traveling Al. .50iles-perl.'ha ur willincrease 1tis
.

I

,

.

fuel confumptiOn- by Almost 30 percent to climb a continuous'

-1 percent grade. '.This means that the busoffering'T

per-gallon under the best of conditions-will only get Similesper-gallon when it climbs this small grade. :FUel economy
This is
suffers more at lover speed's: When ,climbing' grades,

.\

another reason .why route ,;lanning.and driving Ski/11s are
important in increasing fuel economy.

WEATHER EFFECTS
17,
r.

DRIVE SLOWERAN INCLEMENT WEATHER

'Cold weathei reduces a vehicle's fuel.economr.- ,Lubri;
-

.

cants do not flolreasilii' the'vehicle!s engine cannot-reset.-

its rated efficiency. Fuel economy will drop off about
percent'forach 100F drop Of temperature.,
Winds also reduce fuel economy. When driving into a
strong headwind or crosswind, the school bus is further
penalized and its fuel economy is decreased.

ACCESSORIES
USE ACCESSORIES THAT CAN HELP TO SAVE FUEL

18,
Accessories such as the engine fan and compressor requirgt-

additional-poWerromthe-engine;th2.As, they-make-additional-4ower diMan4S which, leadtogreater fuel consumption. A fan
.

a

.

I

1

\

,

.
.

clutch is an example of options. that are available to redUce
fuel economy penalties. The fan. clUtck cuts the.,horSepover
it. is not needed for coOling--. this
drainfrOm the: I fan
.
o.
D
of the-time
time under normal. driving
occurs about 9/5 percent' .....
.

IL.

.

------0-operation

I

,

;.

(

,
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

.

.

i

.

,

.

Many other factord are also important in gett1 ing ift.

Engine performance is obtained by

creased fuel economy.
,

.

selecting the Smallest and most efficient engine fo\r the job
\.

and maintained;byiplacing emphadis upon Preventive maintenance

size,

programs to.-keep .the
.the efficiendy high.

'

design,

.

and weight:, along- 7with how it is maintained are impo tantWhai
.

,

you drive, wher.e! you drive, when your drve,
and how you drive
i

The combination of the wrong se

affects fuel, economy.

.of

conditioni-high speed,/excesiive idlingLbad weather, poor
i!
roads, rough terrain, exCessive starting and stopping, underl)
inflated tires pumping the.gas pedal, and poor shifting/
v
ncrease i school bus' fuel useage by as much
increase
habits I

I

.

T.

';-'.i

.

.

.

.

\!

1

On top of 'this, if the vehicle has
not been main/ tained p operly to achieve- its maximum efficiency
as loa Pereent7 ,'or-mOr

.

\

.-' under the -best of conditions, .fuel useage further suffer

maybe.as little' as 10 percent or as much as another 100

--

p\ercent,,

/

depending. upon the'en ine's\condition.
1

.

;Operating for fU 1, economy means to-give consideration

!-.,,.'

1

Dollars are just"too
too s carce
to throw -tem out the vehicle's exhaust thru additional fUel
to all' of the, factors mentioned:y

,

.

,
!

I

purchases.) Remember

hese tips 'and make surethe district's

transportation staff nderstands them. Every member of the
transpurtationgani ation plays animportantrole in init.
Creasing the fleet's pupil miles- per - gallon.

\

:Consilt the ESTE M Handbook:, 7Enpouraging School'

Transportation:Effect ve. Energy Management," fOr furth r tips

to increase fUel econ my and for guidance in implement ng fuel
economy mIlnagement7-4 management prograM that offers) fuel:And
dollar savings to every Schoolidistrict.

A PROFESS! NAL BUS DRIVER KNOWS ALL HE
CAN ,ABOUT, HIS VEHICLE, ROUTE, AND EQUIPMENT..

/

I
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EMPLOYING PROVEN DRIVING AND INSPECTION.,

TECHNIQUES TO CONSERVE ENERGY'

D.

DRIVING TECHNIQUES

Do not exceed posted speed limits

1.

!

Depending on! vehicle configurati n up to 30% reduction
sumption can!be made by, observin posted speed limits.

n fuel 'con--

'

Avoid fas

k

1Cceleration and hard braking i

r
7

Maintain lj ,teady throttle setting for maximum economy.
stops an, t a k e smoothly.

Anti ciPate

1

4

Turiirigine off at extended stops and layovers

3.1,

/
1

An engine that isn't running uses no fuel.
Shift gears at proper speed

.

/

.----'. /

/Aevving Iheyond the shift point and lugging the engine vie both
/ waitefUll and can shorten engine life.

-----1
!

/

_

/

Anti cipate conditions ahead and begi n, to react/ sooner

:
,

-

A goOd defensive' driver maintains Vebicl control. and avoids panic
stopi or hard braking. .,A smooth, consta t oPeration saves fuel,
-./---,/
Observe the following "doWtsu- when driving:
1

.

,

.

I

!

i

Don't depress clutch until engine stall speed is reached so
,
engine can assist in stupping\ the bus.
Don't dr Ve'wAh,yOur foot resting" on the brake pedal.

A.

1

R.
C.
D.

Don't ra i e I dngi ne_ dud rig warm - up
-

.

i

i

1

Don't-ovrt;-.§Oeed en0ne at, any,time.'

h'

Don't alllow engine td operate beyond established oil change an4
4 ''
maintenance intervals.
Don't a tempt to operate engine ,when oil ,pressure \i low, twitF.
perature is high, ore ammeter,: indicates' a continuous discharge.
Don't skip gears-when upshifting or downsPfting.
G.
H.S. Don't release the clutch quickly or ride, thei clutch.
I.
Don't hold ,the b 7G ' -a-h ill-b:y-slippi ng ,the i clutch
E.

1

.

,

,r

1

.
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INSPECTION

''S

...
.

.`

,

Conduct- re-startin inspections daily and report vehicle mal-functions
hear, see, smell, feel,
to the mechanic

1.

A well maintained vehicle is a must in order to operate efficiently.
Report all prOlems regardless how minor ir nature.

Checker tail pipe during pre-starting inspection

2.

Vehicle's.tail pipe (gasoline engine) should be pale gray.
If it
is black, check choke operation and/or refer to the mechanic.
Check tail pipe smoke after the run

3.
.

-

Smoke from a hot engine indicates possible engine problems.
the mechanic.
4.

Refer to

Learn to read smoke signals-from diesel engines

l'ue smoke:

Indicates that the engine may be loosing power and thus
may be burning more fuel.

Black smoke:

Indicates the preSence of unburned carbon, too little air
for complete burning of the fuel.

White or grey smoke: During normal operation indicates the engine
is misfiring and wasting fuel..

Check gasoflhe tank for possible leaks,

Energy conservation begins with accounting for all fuel placed in the
bui.
Record mileage and all fuel entries.

\SPECIAL NOTE TO DRIVERS

a

\Energy conservation is'a team effort. Each driver must gear his attitude
and behavior toward solving the energy crisis through conservation efforts.
AS \a driver you should:
1.

Observe all rules and regulations adopted by your school district.

2.

Carry0 out assigned duties quickly and efficiently.

3.

Direct student rider toward energy conservation.

4!

Operate buses safely and efficiently.
It

-91-
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Til'AiN-PERSONIVEL,TO ACH1EVE_INCREASED FUEL:ECONOMY
-4

GOOD MANAGER IS ..A MAN WHO ISN'T
WORRIED ABOUT HIS CAREER BUT RATHER
THE CAREERS OF THOSE WHO WORK FOR HIM."
H. S. BURNS, PRESIDENT

SFIE. Oil COMPANY
t
%

is carefully designed to perform specific, tasks-.

Equipthent

Yet achieving its potAntiai to perform the task efficiently
is dependent uponthose 'who operate it. A purpose orpersonnel
training is to make sure that they know hOw to obtain maximum
performance from their equipment. .Evaluate the opportunities
This is an impstrtant second
for increasing personnel skills.
step in obtaining' increased fuel economy.
1

_OUESTIONSTOBEADDRESSEID

DISTF;ICT
PRIORITY

POTENTIAL
SOLUTION

.

-

Do drivers recognize the factors that
leaCto more miles-per-gallon?
DoArivers have i thorough knowledge
of defensivT driving pkactices which
result in greater fuel economy?
Are mechanics familiar with equipment
that can pinpoint and correct engine
efficiency problems?
Are mechanics making use of 'Specialized services that,exist,fb increase
the effectiveness of the*aintenance.
prOgram?
Can operating costs be identified if
bus routes or vehicle use' are chadged?
.

_

.

.

_

'

Driver Fuel
Economy
Trainiig
In-Service
Training
Schools

,

v..,
.

.
..-

,

Conferenced
And Workshops
to Increase
Knowledge,

,
,:-

.

.

-

.

Driver
Re-education'.

State-Of-The,Art Planning,

Tools And
Professional
Seminars

.

Can.the location of every buS,be pinpointed at any time?
Does it pay to modernize the fleet
or replace equipment?
Do operatiol records indicate the
level of performance of each vehiCle
in the,fleet?

,

Dispatcher
Training
Fuel Economy
Management'
-Records
Management

.

.

.

,

,'

er.

7
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23.
PURCHASE TO'OBTAIN GREA

t

R FUEL ECONOMY

In an era of extremely tight budgetif,the.school district

must obtain the7iost benefit from each dollar"that,is spent.
Each major, equipment purchase must be.based upon sound
economic principle.. It is not necessary for the purchasii4
manager to be a master mechanic or engineer, but he must know,
what contributes to fuel savings, and have an appreciation of
the equipment suited for the operation. The following table
-

offers- criteria that lead, to better purchasing decisions.

The use of these criteria should be a part of.every-purchasing
decision.
,

SELECTION

CRITERIA

--I.

-

CRITERIONDEFINITION

.

-

,DIST.RICT
PRIORITY

.

The_ vehicle should be designed to do the
job that it is purchased for--no more
and mo less.
m

SERVICE.

The vehicle should provide economical.
trouble-free service over a relatively
long life-expectancy.:
°The'vehicle should be constructed to
allow for necessary'preventiVe maintenance-to be pdrformed readily, and

.,
QUALITY

.

.

,

RELIABILITY

.relatively ta'sily..
,

minsmimma

.

:

.

The vehiele'ahould offer :fuel and oil'
savings.
.Considering. all the above factors, pur=
chase of the vehicle should offer the
district a good-Betefit-Cost ratio.
__

The development'of purchasing specifications to -obtain

greater fuel economy is an important third step in achieving
more pupil-miles-per=gallon.

.

.

,

'

24a OPERATE FOR FUEL ECONOMY
Pupil transportation has, many complexities; it offers
nulleroas challeilges for increasing efficiencys. Each area of
'the operation is important and contributes to overall program
effectiveness.
Review the elements within the 'transportation operation
)
to determine if they can be performed better, There is always
room for improvement. Take advantage of modern practices and
i

°equipment that are available to improve ',performance.
-

IMPORTANTWESTIQNS TO BE ADDRESSED
IN EACH OPERATIONAL AREA
-

TRANSPORTATION
OPERATIONAL AREA

o Is the current organizational
plan served "by good channels\ of
communication?'
o Is the workload excessive for
the staff to properly.perform?
o Are bus loads a'nd -schedules
_______,_
analyzed?
o Is a comparative analysis-per4:

ORGANIZATION

.

..

.

.

0

,

ROUTING

,

%

formed ? -..

-

-

.

Q Are vehicles properly matched to
i
tle.route? ,
vehicle
use?
o Do guidelines- govern,
o Is equipment used for its

.

.

.

SCHEDULING

''
.

.

o

.

_

intended .'si.r.oseZ

o Is the dispatcher sufficiently
-advised of traffig.problems in
advAnce?
0.Cin the-ctispatdheverescheaule
vehicles that are on their runs?
o Can the distance be lengthened
-,.

DISPATC.'014

LOADING & UNLOADING

between -- student pick up points?
of vehicle
0 Is.li-'periodic

.

.

-

VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
AND COST CONTROLS

,

4.

mAmmamwE ,

performance made?
o is historigal'information available on each vehicle 'in the,
fleet?
o IP. maintenance equipm,ent adequate
to support servic%ng requirements?
o Is management by exception
practiced? Do the jobs get,
' ,41.11..
done?
-

-

.

_
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MAINTAIN FOR FUEL ECONOMY

Dollars. spent to upgrade the maintenance program are
among the most important in obtaining increa'ied fuel econ6my.

There-are'ncccompromises in effective mCintenance from Ee
standynint of%safety or fuel economy.
If the district's
program is not adequate, it will penalize all other areas of
the operatton because the °potential fdr achieving fuel savings
11 be

SOM.E FINAL COMMENTS6

Take advantage of wiiat.other school districts are doing
.

,

to increase the perforMance .of .their fleets.

Ask the fol,

lowing. questions?
.
-

..

.

.0 When was the last time thcistrict personnel
attended a workshop on fueleconomy?
O -How often dogs the staff communicate with other
distriCts .to exchange fuel economy in,fot.mation?

o Does the administrationpromote theSe exchanges?
o Does the `driver training program contain a unit
.
onfuel economy?
,
9,1>Are in-service training programs offered for the
.

staff ?. -y

,o Does management recognize the'benefkts of comiuterizedtt rcgliting and scheduling?

o Does management recognize why: Specific problems
have arisen-and how they can be resolved?

:Address each ,of these areas to improve fuel economy.
As ,the late President 'Kennedy stated in a message to Congress

in 1961-"The human mind'is-our-fundaMental resource."
Capitalize upon it in your school diStrict.

-95k
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WHAT ELSE CONTRIBUTES TO_BETTER FUEL ECONOMY?
.

A preventive ';iiaintenance program. that emphasizes maximum

efficiency frpm, each bus in

of"ehe fuel economy program.

he fleet is a very ithpertant ,part

A sound program which takes

advantage .of state-af-the-art *equipment and fuel saving

practices to maintain-the school
bus fleet offers numerous..
.

.

benefits.

Only a

Many efforts can increase fuel economy.

good preventive maintenance program can insure that this fuel
.

.

economy is _maintained on a day-to-day basis.

Purchase With fuel-economy in mind. 'Maintain the_fleet
using equipment that allows ,mechanics to keepefficiency- high.
Instill an environment'that SupportS .close-coordinition between

Correct problemS

school bus dr ivers and the-Maintenance Staff.
now;, -do not put them off

Re-educate drivers when necessary to
techniques.

use fuel saving = .

-Make sure that fuel
economy practices are,. ..
-

.

..7

.

followed by all driver's.

_

This -can be-done by

'

-

.keeping

track

of each-vehicle's performance--fuel and oil consumption, miles
c,

drIven, and pupils, transported:
.

Purchase, plan, operate, drive", and 'maintain for better
fuel economy:

These practicesIallow-the district to get-the

most out -of each dollar spent for pupil transportation:

MAINTAIN TO

PURCHASE VEHICLES

OFFERING MORE Oft*

KEEP THE FLEET'S
MI LESPEO-GAL LON
HIGH

MILES.PERGALLON

DEVELOP DRIVING HABITS soiel
OPERATE FOR MORE
M1LE$-PER-GALLON

THAT LEAD TO
GREATER FUEL ECONOMY
-

-96-
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FUEL AUDIT SYSTEM

What is a fuel-audit?
- Instrument 'or balance sheet4shoWing how. and

used within the transportationoperation.'
.

where fuel is

6

Do you have a.fuelaudit system?
Who should establish a fuel audit system?
- -Every school district operating a fleet, -regardless of size

- Board'owned and contract
i'!"

How to establish fuel audit system:
s.

-

Designate one person as fuel cocirdinator

Responsibilities
Keep updated on energy outlook
- Keep fuel supply records
/
administration informed on energy outlook
:Keep
Establish and administer effective- record systems/for
documenting fuel utilization
- .Eptabliih reporting,procedU*res
Analyze fuel availability and current operational needs
Set up contingencies for time of short fuel supply
tq- establish action plans to conserve:fuel utilization=
What records to include in fuel audit system:
Suppliers (name, address, telephone):
Bulk storage data (capacity)
Delivery dates .and practices
Current fuel consumption
- By vehicle and MPG
- Daily
- Monthly
.Fuel available at end of each month
Compare with useage records
- Check, tank supply
- Fuel-consumptiOn of past .two years
- By vehicle and annual miles
,
- Monthly, and total for year
n
-

Who will,be required to keep records?

-Drivers (each time fuefentered)
L Gallons
- Mileage
- Spillage
By. vehicle

0

FUEL AUDIT SYSTEM

Mechanics-each time fuel ig used in Maintenance vehicles
- Gallons .and..tenths
.'
-.Mileage
- Spillage
- ITndalism
-.By vehicle

Other
-

(specify)
Gallons and tenths
Mileage
Type vehicle

Placing a, fuel audit system in operation.
T. Stress keeping accurate operatiOnal.recotds- (without acc

/
ate records, 'management capabilities canndt exist)
accounted
for
4id
how.much'fuel
.is
'used."
How
much
is
- Know

how much effiCiency is derived from fuel expenditures.,
- Evaluate current maintenance procedures." Determine individual operating cost per vehicle' for, current month and yearEvaluate ftel use in comparisOn to. miles traveled.
to-date.
Make comparison base.on previous experiende
By vehicle
- By miles traveled;
.

Set up,action plans to conserve fuel consumption
=
'-

Drivers
Student riders
Parents
Mechanics
General public

41

Action-plans must be,designed to change attitudes toward saving
fuel=

-.

Start with School Bus Rider:

- Beon

time for .bus

-*Walk to consolidated stops
- Pay attention and get off promptly at stops
- Move quickly to seat when loading
- Line up and board bus quickly "
- Dress properly for weather conditions
Parents:

- Encourage to have children at stops on time
- Reinforce energy saving techniques in the home (attitude
development)
- Dress children'properly for weather conditions
- Call drivers of supervisor rather than waiting at-bus stop
to discuss problems
- Know, transportation rules and regulationsad require
children to observe all rule's
.

4

-287,

,
-.Be on time for stops
,. - EmploY-fuel saving drj.ving techniques
- Make only approved stopsi.

- press prciperly

\

:

i

'

- Work with bus riders' to conserve. fuel'
-.Record fuel useage dairy - -be aCcurate......

'.
.

/

/

- Report matntenanCeproblems promptly to mechanic for repair
i

.

Mechanics

--Properly)maintain vehicles
- Use pioven fuel saving devices and additive4
- -Keep accuratepperational records.
The fuel audit coordinator must review, and'updkte action plads
when required and introd4ce adjustments required to save addition,

al fuel..

Meet periodically with personnel/to revise. fuel saving techniques.
/

4

;

,.

A

4

,-

414PLE
,
,

r
4

p

0

FUEL AUDIT BALANCE SHEET

:a
,,

Noote.i

'Ail

fuel

Phone

'Supplier

.'"Storage 'Capacity

'Status

Cost/gallon

Expressed in gallons and tenths
,

MILES

1

Supply

Fuel

BUS`

(beginning 'of. month')

TRAVELED

FUEL

0

tom

(gallons)

Fuel purchaSed

SPILLAGE

MPG

1

,

tit

(gallons)

purchased

4*

Total Fuel Supply fArl.,Ionth (OW)

,

ffld

.

I.
4

81

1

1....1

fuel Useage
1.

SUB .TOTAL.

Buses

,VEHICLES

3.

Spillage

4,

Vandalism'

5.

Other (specify)

MILES

MAINT.

2; Maintenance vehicles.

FUEL

TRAVELED

'

MPG

SPILLAGE

NIPMNIMPIP

11107

Total ..Fuel Used '

(1t2t3t4t5)

Fuel Supply

F.

SUB TOTAL

.....
(end of month)

OTHER

MILES

,

4
I

7,

,

.

(storage 'tank reailing)

'Fuel

supply

VEHICLES

FUEL

TRAVELED

MPG

SPILLAGE

(end of month)

(A-E)
V.W1...=1=

SUB TOTAL

3,

Vandalism

other
(spedify)

106
4

Sub Total

5,

Total
(1+2+3+4)

y.

,111.

107

-HOW TO fvfoTIVATE "PEOPLE POWER"?

7-"7"."

Personnel morale,. motivation, growth, and developMent

(

are ,important parts of obtaining and maintaining increased
Recommenda,tions that`' -lead to fuel savings

fuel economy,
include:

Offer.
incentives for staff education-and skill development.

(1)

Promote. in environthent of selfrimrrovement.
Keynote. performance In.tfie- Staff.

t2)

Introduce ."CoMpetitiVe:driVing" for Mijcinium-fuel

(3)

economy.,
(4)

Include a unit on "fuel economy" in the district's
-driver training/program.
1

Send' mechanics 'to "engine tune-up'! schools, work-

(5)

shops, and seminars\to'keep up with the state-ofthe-art.
(6)

Initiate i 'more-milesper-gallon" Campaign; prombte

(7)

Hold joint workshops with driiers and 'Maintenance
personnel-on 2,frequent basis to share fuel economy,
knowledge.
,

(8)

Hold workshops with other districts. Take advantage
of what others are doidg to save fuel and reduce
expenses.

(9)

Request information from drivers in.route planning,.
Provide,indentives ior ideas thaiocan save-fuel.

(10)

Obtain staff and teacher participation in your fuel
Get them involved; soliCit ideis
economy program.
from them.

(1I)

,Get school .organizations:involved in the.program.

'Have- the science clWok -auto ShOpconduct-a-Ontest
to'promote fuel saving ideas. Have students -dedign.
'pOsteis which can be usedto' Promote the Program:.
Place .these posters in buses and thrioghbut the.

77:

schospl>and'community-.
7.

-

(12)

Use the PTILaS a medium- to promote-the distriat's
economy .program thrOu'ghoutthe community.
,

I

(13)

Ha've memberi of the staff, 'faculty, student body,
and PTA be a Pirt'o fithe team.' Let them participate
in program planning and implementation.

31-

29, CAN ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A FUEL
ECONOMY PROGRAM, EVEN SMALLER ONES?

The battle against wasted fuel is being fought by large
and small bus fleet operations in school districts of all sizes
"More miles- per - gallon" is a

and by-private operators.

national goal= -a goal that can translate into saved dc-llars
for every.. school district.

Fuel economy savings have significance for every pupil
The transportation department that

-transportation operation.

services many pupils with a large fleet may obtain large
-dollar savings.
If $58,000 is invested in fuel saving. equipment having a
C

7 -year life that could return fuel and maintenance cost savings

of $15,000 annu411y,,this investment would offer a return on
investment of 25.9 percent and a payback period of 3.9 years.
40

The equipment', would pay for itself, based upon these savings,

and 'offer the district additional dollai.s.that could be. used

Similar types Of savings, prnpOrtionate to

for other needs.

scale,, are available, to smaller fleets.

E aluate opportunities
'Consider fuel

for'obt.J.ning savings in your school district.

,savings, reduced maintenance costs, labor savings, and other

benefits that can be obtained from actions taken to increase
fleet .performance.

I-

FUEL ECONOMY DOES NOT NECESSARILY
MEAN TO RUSH OUT AND INVEST% ALL TOO
OFTEN SCHOOL DOLLARS: ARE TOO SCARCE.
FUEL ECONOMY IS OBTAINED BY DEVELOPING AND'IMPLEMENTING SOUND DECISION

CRITERIA. WHEN YOU MUST SPEND DOLLARS. MAKE SURE THAT YOU'RE OBTAINING THE BEST RETURN FROM THEM. ALSO
LOOK AT EQUIPMENT IN THE 'FLEET THAT

IS OFFERING LOW FUEL ECONOMY. C.
TERMINE IF THE COST TO UPGRADE 17 CAN
SAVE THE DISTRICTQ ,LLARS.

,ANOHYMOLI.b3.

I)
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30, WHAT STEPS SHOULD BE TAKEN TO INITIATE.

THE DISTRICT'S PROGRAM?

a

The first step is tomake a commitment that fuel is going
to be saved in school transportation.
gallon" program.
and parents.

Plan a "more miles-per-

Get everyone involved, including students

Saving fuel can be exciting..

Identify fuel saving goals.

It is rewarding.,

Develop a plan of actions for

achieving these goals:
o

Provide incentives for increased fuel economy.

o

Chart fuel economy; let everyone know who the
best drivers are and give them recognitJon.

o

Get the PTA involved to promote the program in
the community;
«oh

o

Involve school organizations; initiate student
projects for ideas on increasing fuel economy.

o

Prepare fuel economy posters. Place them on
Instill fuel economy competition..
buses.

-o

Promote the program' throughout the community.

Publicize program results for the community
4
to see.
See if it is necessary to update policieb-to help the
school district save fuel.

Agree upod practical goals that

can save fuel, establish programs to .uarry out the plan, and
get everyone involved in its implemcntation.

0-

O

31, MEASURING PURCHASE BENEFITS
Problems that arise in using the payback tieriod.as- an iri.

dicator of investment value include: all proceeds received

before the payback period are treated as eimas, all proceeds
received after the payback period are ignored, and the
tech_
nique considers future year dollars to be the same as p:fesent
year dollars.

This is not-true.

>A dollar held in hand today

is worth more than the promise of a'dollar in-the future.

In-

flation and interest costs must be given consideration in the
economic analysis.

Benefit-cost analysis, making use of discounted cash flow
measures to sLow the time value of money, should be used to

-

provide a more comprehensive measure of investment performance.

Present Value (PV) analysis offers one such basis for investment evaluation.as showt below using the tables.
Present Worth Factor
Value Of Money,Based
r Annual
-Present
Upon Time And
$ Savings
Value
Discount Rate

4

As an example in -the use of this technique, assume your
district:is considering
the purchase of a new school bus that
.

is to be driven'15,000 miles annually.

The distiict compares

diesel versus gasoline powered vehicles and finds that annual.
fuel savinis:Of $550 and maintenance .ost-savings of $720 can
be obtained from the diesel- powered bus for a premium or additional first cost of $4,500.

The present value'of the nei:

annual savings, assuming a diScount (cost of money)

.`actor of

9 percent over .a 10 year pertOd is .$8,150 :
Present = ($550 + $720)
$8,150.48 or $ ,150
(6.4177)
Value
The benefit-cost ratio for this purchase is 1:81, a profitable
investment.

It returns $1.81 for each $1 invested over the 10-

year life of the vehicle.
-105-
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32, INVESTMENT BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
.

The benefit-cost (B/C) ratio is computed by dividing the

investment's present value by the first cost.

In the Previous

example, the present value is equal to $8,150-4-and the first
This results in a B/C ratio of 1.81.

cost premium was $4,500.

This analysis assumed that fuel prices would remain the same
over the petiod of investment,

This is not true as discussed

below.

Benefit/Cost

.

Present Value ($)
,First Cost -($)

Use the following equation to give consideration to
0

futuie fuel cost. increases.
Aveiage Ahnual
Fuel Cost

Averhge. Fuel

:Fuel

Price
Price
Increase
'This Year
Over Investment 7
Multiplie
(S/GalIon)
Period ($)
The fuel price increase multiplier is computed as follows:

Fuel Price Increase a (l+f)N- 1 Refer to Table
for values
f.N
Multiplier
where f = estimated annual fuel price increase (%)
ears
N.= anal sis eriod
,

Assuming fuel-price. increases of 15 percent each year

in the example, the present value would be $11,788.

Present = ~Average Fuel/
Savings/Year
Value
41,

fFuel

rtgheil tresel

4.

Price
Multiplier
-

r5501%(2.03043+ ($720)

Worth
Annual
Factor
Savings
(6.4177)

A$11,788

Amore realistic B/C ratio is computed
very:profitable purchasing decAsion..
I'

$11,788'

B/C

$ 4,500 = 2.62

-106- /12
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2.62,

PRESENT WORTH, FACTORS FOR PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS
LIFETIME
(iiiRSJ

DISCOUNT RATE (i)

2
3

4

'.
'4
,

3.7171.

4.5797
5.4172

.

6.2303.

7'

8

9

.

10

7.0197
7.7861
8.5302
11.9379
14.8(775

20
25
30
35
40,
45 ("'
50.,..

12%
rio

0.9709
1.9135
2.8286

1

5
6

9%

6%

3%

,

N

,

.

17.4132
19.6004
21.4872
23.1148
24.5187
25.3298

0.9434
1.8334
2.6730
3.4651
*4.2124
4.9173
5.5824

0.9174
1.7591
2.5313
3.2397
3.8897
4.4859
5.0330

6.2098'

5.5348-

6.8017
7.3601
9.7122
11.4899
12.7834
13.7648
14.4982
15.0463
15.4558
15.7619

0.-8929

10.6901

2.4018
3.0373

.='
4.5636
4.9676

8.0607
9.1285

556.t23;

77:g311

8.b552
8.1755
8.2438
8.2825
8.3045

190.41g
10.5668
10.7574.

10.8812
-3,0.9617
.

BASED UPON PRESENT WORTH FACTOR
i

24221:11
i (1 + I) °
DISCOUNT RATE FOR THE UNIT OF TIME (N) IN YEARS.

},

1

FUEL PRICE INCREASE MULTIPLIER VALUES.
PROJECTED ANNUAL FUEL PRICE INCREASE
PERIOD
(N YEARS)

1.0250
1.0775
1.1337

2
4
6

-8-

__10

1_1_,Q.a.6___

1.2578

15%

10%

5%

1.0500
1.1603,
1%2859
1 42Q5
1.5917

'1.0750
1.2483

=

WHERE
FUEL PRICE MULTIPLIER N..

1.1000
1.3420
1.655o
2.0624
2.5959

+ f)N .1

.

f

1.4590
1.7159_
2.0304

20%

AVERAGE RATE (%) INCREASE OVER TIME (NP

N PERIOD OF ANALYSIS-IN YEARS.

PURCHASING IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF FUEL ECONOMY MANAGEMENT.
PURCHASE WISELY.

107:
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ARE YOU GETTING FROM YOUR TRANSPORTATION

LLARS?
business practices in purchasing.

Recognize

uel and'dollar savings to-the district and
ver3e dollar saved in pupil transportation

tra dollar is availabie for providing a

for the CommunitVs children.
casinoszin Lis Vegas and Atlantic City
entage basis and in games such as,roulette
5 percent of the time.

Percentages are also

nefuel.
fuel economy.

Equipment that reduces: the

of a school bus by 10 percent offers the
10 percent savings on its. fuel costs:\ The

o offer additional savings in maintenance and
ase equipment which will help the trantporObtain and maintain i better fuel economy

is criteria are important.for evaluating fuel
ties.

Before any investment is undertaken,

profitability'should be computed so that the
nted,te:turn to the school district can be.

native investment opportun1ties that, may

wing section deals with purchasing strategy
l.,

8
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-37PURCHASING TIPS
Purchase school buses that.affer-good fuel' economy.
Does your
The_national average is 7.4 miles-per-gallon.
fleet Obtain this fuel economy ?, - More important, is it
possible to purchase vehicles that offer even better
fuel economy for your district's driving environment?
.

2.

Use sound economic policy to evaluitepurchases.- Do not
overpurChase. Match"the bus to your servicing-reqUirements.'
.
-,_
...
---___
Give consideration to such factOrs as fuel savings,
equipment service life, maintenance 'savings; and operating
,

,

cost savings in evaluating purChases.
3.

Purchase equipment that will help school bus drivers to
drive for fuel economy. Consider using vehicle performance

recording charteand alarms:that indicate when hazardous
or poor engine efficiency conditions exiet. Find 'out what..
other sdhoOl district's;_ are doing to save. fuel.

'Consider options that offer fuel economy inyour pur*
chases-;..Tiesel7TOwered engine!, lower numerical rear.

axle ratio!, radial tires, speed-gOvernors,,temperature.-modulated fans, and turbochargers are examples of fuel
'saving equipment: An automatic transmission canalio
save fuel (and maintenance costs) if the bils is 'driven
by drivers unskilled, in operating a manual transmission'.
.

.0

PurChase equipment that.will allow the maintenance
staff to do .a better job in keeping the effidiencY of
the school *bus fleet at_ii.ta_maximum potential.

Consider options such as 2-way-radios: Their-use may
pave the district many dollats in:bus rescheduling. They

are also invaluable in emergencies:
Purchase wisely and:. purchase for fuel economy.,
Or

,
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IT'S TIME.FOR COOL HEADS NOT HEATED DISCUSSIONS

36;
1

.

.

Fuel economy performance -Oniles-Aer-galldn) isa yard,

I

\

stick cifliow well a bus is driven.

.

Thousands of gallonSof
.

,

fuel are saved each year by school transportation departments
fuel economy.

that have-become.serious and Professional

:Increased fuel economy just does.not happen--it requires

skill--the skill to drive safely and save fuel.
There are certain tactOrs that are. beyond 9.41river s
_

control.

Yet, each school bus will offer a range.of fuel

economies--depending on how Well the bus is maintained and
driven.

---

Where you drive and how you drive affects thefiel

economy that can be Obtained.
----Get in the habit of keeping track of .fuel economy,

Inform

calculate it--;--and compare it during fill ups.

maintenance personnei-when the vehicle's miles-per-gallon.
,

is decreasing._ It may be time for a-tune. up or other.

corrective actions.

Learn to avoid practices that cost extra fuel -- extended
idling, bursts of speed, and,excessive braking.
Take advantage of fuel saving techniques-.-some impbrtant

ones are listed on the insert.

INCREASING YOUR MILES PER GALLON
Fuel economy savings are
7
More skillfuL4iivers canAncrease these pexcentages.

Record keeping is an important step in'incrmasing fuel
economy.' Keeping track,of the vehicle's, miIes-Rer:-gillon
i'indioates when it is time:for a tune up or'when equipment is
not operating properly. Use.the charts provided in the in'sert tb,keep track of your vehicle'A.miles-per-galOn..
Record this Information and use it as a yardstick far
measuring schoOl bus fuel econoty:
.
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18 FUELSAVING TIPS

POCKET MILEAGE RECORD

2.

CHECK THAT OIL, WATER LEVELS, ANDTIRE
INFLATION PRESSURE ARE PROPER EACH TIME
YOU FILL UP.
GRADUALLY ACCELERATE THE BUS TO THE-

3.

DRIVE SLOWER WHEN THE ENGINE -IS COLD.

4.
5

LOOK AHEAD AND ANTICIPATE STOPS:
DRIVE AT STEADY SPEEDS. USE THE BRAKES

6.

ACCELERATE AND DECELERATE SMOOTHLY

1.

'DATE

ODOMETER
READING

GALS

MILES

MILES PER

TRA'ELED

GALLON

:/;c:

DESIRED SPEED.

7.
8.
,49.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.

WHEN CHANGING SPEEDS.
PLAN YOUR TRAFFIC MOVES EARLY.
ADJUST THE VEHICLE SPEED TO THE ROAD AND
WEATHER CONDITIONS.
SHIFT INTO HIGH GEAR AS SOON AS POSSIBLE,
BUTDOWT LUG THE ENGINE.
TURN CORNERS SLOWLY AND CH ;ORE LANES
SMOOTHLY.
TURN OFF THE IGNITION IF THE BUS ISTO BE
STOPPED FOR: IORE THAN rkIKNUTE.
DO NOT SPEED UP THE ENGINErBEFORE TURN ING.QFF 'THE IGNITION.
REDUCE IDLE ENGINE WARM.iiVTIME.
DON'T START THE'ENGINE UNTIL EVERYONE
IS.READY TO GO.
SMELL FOR. TROUBLE, LOOK FOR TROUBLE,
LISTEN FOR TROUBLE, FEEL FOIVTROUBLE
REPORT ANY PROBLEMS IMMEDIATELY.
MAINTAIN PATIENCE, COURTESy,0AND GOOD
7HUMOR.

17.

18.

KEEP ACCURATE RECORDS OF FUEL
CONSUMPTION.
TRY AS MANY FUEL Ea0NOMY TEC4LIOUES AS

POSSIBLE,To INCREASE YOUR VEHICLES

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF. TRANSPORTATION'
WASHINGTO , D.C. 20590
1

MILEPERGALLON.

4-

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS, INC.
"DEDICATED- TO EXCELLENCE IN.SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION.!'

SAFETY

(COST CONTROL

MANAGEMENT

°ENERGY

V4

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS, INC,
is ready to.assist you,in meeting
the challenges that threaten the
continued safe, efficient And
economic oljeratiOn:,of your school
transportation prOgram,.

Individual .district evaluations and bus routing
Surveys are followed hy specific. routes and
recommendations.for iMplementatioi'of"a Cos't
and energy effective.transportatiou system.\-

,

.
SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS; INC;
WESTERVILLE,
OHIO
43081
750 BROOKSEDGE BLVD.

Call: Hanford L.1CoMhs
614/891-6696' \\
\

PENDIX FO

N FLEET
"ggreat,way...to run a business."
'We had always kept records on the same items used by
Mainstem'- parts, labor, fuel, lubrication," reports Transpor.
tation Direotor John Barnes, "But we had no way of quick-

The tran;no aiion department Of ',one Of Oregon's
largest school di ricts;.Beaverton:School DistrictNo. 48,
has simultaneousl reduced fleet maintenance and operating costs and rim ified bus fleet record keeping icy install- .1.
ing the modern equ pment manage rent system proVided by
--Weinstein; Inc., of inceton, NeJ.

ly_ summarizing the information in enough detail for it to

kdo us much good. Now we're getting it back in a way that

really tells tie what is going on with the fleet. Mainstem
knows how to program our information so we can get back
directly rea summary that is thorough, easy to read, and
.
lated to what we are trying to do."
Beaverton's fleet of 101 school buses includes 14 differ-

In ddition to di ect dollar savings, the Beaverton District is using' month) printout reports from Mainstem to 4,
improve driver/trainirit , Improve purchasing techniques, and
boosteWpTo-yealnoral
,

Mainstem, Inc., a subsidiary of ,Currimins. Engine Company, uses a computer merriory bank to store, correlate artd
recall information on the maintenance operation of Beaverton's 101 -bus fleet, and on the 49 other pieces of powered
equipment used by the school district. These monthly reports are based: on parts,0abor, fuel and lubrication figures
'gathered by Beaverton's \ Transportation Department personnel and sent to the Ma' a.stam_computer_ce_n_teLin' Prince-ton each month:-

The school district, on of the first in the nation -to use
Mainstem's equipment .ma agement system, is enjoying impressive benefits already. I less than a year, die district has
- reduced. chargeable shop tabor costs from $29/hour to
.

.

$12/hour (asayingiof mor than 58-percent), has discOvered a 5.cent7der-mile operating cost difference between different makes Of-buses oft same size class,and has significarttlyreduced the number f eXpensive.overhauls.

erTtctrsses-of-bus,--ranging in size from mini-buses to
seventy- passenger units.°The fleet lags-about 1.24-million

route miles annually in a 57 square-mile district not far
from the city of Portland. Oyer 75-percent of the 19,600
students in the district rely on &he school bus system for
transportation to and from school and school-related activities.
Practically any _size school bur fleet cansinstall the Mainstem-system. Here's how it works;
1) An-initial_ survey is,rnedeaii no cost, to make certain
the system and fleet needs are compatible.
2) All necessary forms for recording data are provided.
3) A Mainstemlleet maintenance advisor is assigned.'
,

4) Fleet personnel at all levels are trained 'to keep records.

5) Once operational, Mainstem provides a broad cost
picture of fleet operation, including vehicle history, out-ofline conditions, component cost breakdown, cost per mile,

.14
-'S

r:
,
IJ

Ne.0

-4,
':.Gwen Pouillon (left) dwispartitiOn4eiviiimint searitarY, handles'
mast .of,the.record-lreeping.ino,friction of the time she formerly'',
:Oveitert traditititial fleet operating and maintenance records. Re
&riga, transportation superintendent;, "Her time savings
ahaut pay for the cost of the Mainstem service."

Mainstem `computer. printoutsion bits performagee shOW equipment
in need of tune-Ups, thereby cutting fuel consumptiOn and improv
ing bus'reliabilitY. The groiving record of bus operating ,cogts now
available to the ,Oregon schooldisiriat will also enable it to specify
the exact tYpeof new equipment it requires.

Othri?dati.'
B} The fleet advisOrusei these data -;reported to him in
understandable terms =-:,tO pOint out trouble spots and eic-

.c

cessive costs. Then, baied on_the data, he recoininends.cor,
restive action.

i

Oa

'

t-,,,T

;;

'

.7) Historical cost comparisons are provided to mature'
the relative effectiveness of on-going operations.
According, to Barnes, the'district's biggest saving since '\
using the Mainstem service has been thrbugh better utilize- \

don of shojr,labor. Nearly 50-percent of their time was
often unaccounted for; with much of it consumed in'such
unchargeable activities as fueling, starting, and cleaning the
buses, parts pick-up and tire repair. This had the effect of,
,
ballooning chargeable labor costs $29 per hour,

.7:

Now that accurate and fast allocation, of labor costs is
available, Barnes and shop foreman Joe Bates have been
able to- reduce this chargeable figure to a respectable $12
per hour, and to. have the satisfa9tion of lcnowing that they
are accounting for 97-percent of all shop labor time.
Bigger savings of a different type will be experienced in
the months to co=ne. The growing record of operating costs
will help Barnes and school district personnel make better

,

Joe Bated, shop: foreman-PO) and JOhn Barnes, transportation .--superintendent,. saw 'chargeable .shisp 'labor drop imorc-Ithan
.50-percerit and employee 4notale soar When Beaverton-, Oregon
School District, No; 48 switched its 86-bus fleet to the modem

s

equipment management. system _provided _ by Mainstem, lnc. of

Princeton NJ.

their lawn mower maintenance and operating costs to clearly: indicate which make is best' adapted for the ,Beaverton
_
District.
'District. Trarisportation. personnel. morale has 'improved,
as shop personnel and driveri, aware that accurate records
now show when they operate most efficiently and atalowest

decisions on the purchase of new equipment for the district.' Barnes has noted a 54/mile difference in the operating'

costs of.. two different makes of nearly identical buses,
through study of Mainstem capons.
'Savings in repair costs are now.possible because the operating history of individual components is analyzed regularly. The service prbgram for individal, components is being'

adjusted to prolong compOnent life and reduce

cost 'to the district, strive to improve their records month ,
by month.
Perhaps as important as anything else-is the management
freedom this ,system provides Barnes and White. They. are
-no longer tied to record keeping. The monthly summaries
they'receive give them the managing tools.they heed. They
are able to make major equipment and personhel decisions
based on complete and up4o-date information.

:qhway

breakdowns and unscheduled major repairs.

Already, reports are being used to pinpoint drivers
whose' need for additiohal driver training shows up in a.
greater-than average incidence of clutOh, transmission, and

rear-end problems. With printouts in hand withid.10 days
of each monthly reporting period, Barnes-ban g;Ve quick
attention to a serious maintenance problem. For example, a

bus with sky-rocketing fuel or' oil consumption can be
tuned-up or overhauled before .a latent serious engine problem develops into a major repair job.
'The burden 'of filing the reports so essent ial to the auto-

,

"In the past, our records could' usually be relied on to
tell us when each bus had its last breakdown," observes, ,
John Barnes. "Now we are getting to the point where we
can anticipate the next breakdown, and in the process save

the district -a fotOf money. It's a great way to run a businessl"

mated record keeping is shared by Bates and by Gwen
Pouillon, the.TranspOrtation Department's secretary. Shop
repair order forms that use check -marks instead of written

explanations, give Mainstem the information it needs to
develop an analysis of the operating costs for each bus, andthe c..r.umulated costs df each of 9riore thah one hundred
different p.T.rts or expensive items also are compiled:,

"It takes half of Gwen Pouillon'i time to handle these
reports," says Barnes. "Previously she, was spending'all her

time on a file of records that .we could never digest or
summarize. Her time savings, alone just `about pay for the
cost of the Mainstem service."
The Mainstem equipment management system has now
been extended to cover 49 other.pieces of equipment oper-

ated by the school district's Transportation Department.
These include powered lawn mowers, deliveri, 'vans, a dump

truck and a motor grader. With a need tobuy more powered lawn mowers, Barnes and 'Walt White, coordinator of
auxiliary' services, expect to, use Mainstem's tabulation of

Reprinted from_dre-February/Merch

The Mainstem fleet maintenance management system has been successfully extended by School District 48 to cover 49 other pieces of
equipment like this power 'mower, and 'includ!ng a motor grader,
dump trdck, and delivery vans.
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ALSO AVAILABLE FROM VISUCOM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 5472, Redwood City, CA 940631415) 364-5566
eV

IN SCHOOL BUS DRIVER TRAINING:

---.

JIN GENERAL HEALIN AND SAFETY:
(Both films are National Committee'on
Films for Safety "Best Film of the Year"
Award Winners.)

TRAINING THE SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

26 minutes
DISCIPLINE AND THE 'SCHOOL -BUS PASSENGER
24 minutes
LIFELINE TO LEARNING. TRANSPORT.; (ION
OF THE HANDICAPPED'
27 minutes'
PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORTING THE HAND!CAPPED
27 minutes
FATAL STOP! A STORY OF A PRE -TRIP INSPECTION
25 minutes

DANGER ZONEYOUR BACK . . 19minutes
(Guidelines for prevention of bid( injury due to
lifting.)
.,

T,HE DWI DECISION*
25 minutes
(A film that focuses on alcohol and driving.)
*DWI. Driving While Intoxicated.

ON THE ROAD: IN THE COUNTRY

26 rninutes
ON THE ROAD: IN THE CITY . . ... .25 minutes

'

USE AND CONDITIONS:
.

PREVIEWS: Preview prints are suPipiied at $15.00 for a three- day-.evaluation period only when purchase is contemplated..This fee may be applied to purchase of the film within '45 days. Preview prints must be returned prepaid by insured mail or UPS. Previews are supplied.in 16mm only and are shipped as available in the order of request. Prints
kept beyond the three-day period will automatically be billed as a 5-day rental unless otherwise notified.
Upon request preview fees'may be waived for schoole,-colleges, non-profit organizations, and government agencies
without budgets to preview, but who do rent or puichase films,

RENTALS: Rental prints are available for specific show dates at $50.00 plus shipping for a five7day 'period. This
charge may be applied as a credit toward a purchase of the .Same title within 45.days. The rental prints are shipped
either UPS oParcel Post Special Delivery. All return prints must be prepaid and insured. Late rental charges will automatically be invoiced for delinquent return. Of prints. All rentals are 16mm film.
-r SALES: New 16mm prints, and 54" videotape cassettes are available-0340.00,plus applicable tax and shipping. All
new firrAm prints and y," videotapes are licensed for use by the customer- for the life of the print dr tape: Sale does not
..imply permission to dupliccte in any manner., . 4
:COPYRIGHT: Films andvideotapes are not licensed fOr broad east use of any kind. Films and videotapes may not be
rented or loaned outside of the purchaser's or renter's organizaticn, or be reproduced in whole or in part without the
consent of the copyright holder. VIOLATIONS OF THE COPYRIQHT LAW WILL BE PROSECUTED. Preview, rental,
or purchase does not convey the right to reSelor lease, or VIDEOTAPE, or reproduce in any wa94he print (or parts
thereof). Violation of Section 101 of the U.S. Copyright Laws carries penalties of up to $5,000 'tor each vioiation.,
"Previewers and renters are fully responsible for.the films. This includes projector damage as well as loss in returntransit.

.

.

ORDER-FORM

1

,PRODUCTIONS INC.
P.O. Box 5472, -Redwood City, CAL94063
.
1".
(415)364-5566

le

Alternate Date

Date Desired

Your Order .41

,is,

PLEASE SEND WHO CARES? UNDER THESE TERMS:

4

9.

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION

ON YOURTNER FILMS:

0 TRAINING THE SCHOOL BUS
DRIVER

.

,

0 PURCHASE: Price 5380 0 RENTAL:** S50:per week.
plus applicable tax and shipping.

(Plus Shipping.)

'0 PREVIEW $15 for 3 days
with check enclosed and return by the fasteit method.

O DISCIPLINE AND .THE SCHOOL
BUS PASSENGER

0 LIFELINE TO LEARNING: TRANS-

SHIP TO.

-

PORTATION OF THE HANDICAPPED

0 PROBLEMS IN TRANSPORTING
THE HANDICAPPED.
0 FATAL STOP! Ir STORY OF A PRETRIP INSPECTION
O ON THE ROAD: IN THE COUNTRY
0 ON THE ROAD: IN THE CITY
O DANGER ZONE -YOUR BACK

- 0 THE DWI DECISION
"upon request, the rental charge on a
film may IA' discounted. from the purchase price of the same film if the _
purchase is made within 45 days of the
rental date.

(Organization. napt. or School)

ADDRESS
%
.CITY

ATTENTION TO:

TELEPHONE NO.

(Must be completed)

I AGREE TO USE & PROVISIONS
(nust be signed)
;

(Title)
tle )

-117-

NOTE: Please reqUest through AV Director or Superintendent if you are not alheiZild to
submit purchase request form, please indicate if you want Oreview fee waived.

-

ZIP

STATE

'"v

* C1Please indicate if you
want oieview fee waived

APPENDIX SIX
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SOUTH LYON MICHIGAN COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
BY NORMAN SMJTH

.

o

In 1974 we started a program to save fuel after the first energy crunch
-of 1973.

'In the first year/of the program, we saved 877 gallons Of.gasollne and
traveled 11,457 miles further than the year before.

We did this by changing tune-ups from 16,000 mile intervals to 12,000
mile intervals.

We also stopped all,unnecessary idling.

This measure alone

A

saves 80 gallons of gas a week. 'Fleet fuel. MPG in 1974 was. 5.62.

In 1975 we watched driver habits and lowered shift points.

Instead of

revving engines to maximum shift points, we now shift, at a maximum of 10 MPH

in second gear, 20 MPH in third gear,-and 30 MPH in fourth gear.

Fleet fuel

mileage in 1975 was 5.79.

In 1976 we reduced warm-up time and continued more training with drivers.
As a result, fleet' fuel Mileage in 1976 was 5.84..

This program started in 1974 and now has become fully implemented and is
showing 11; improvement.

Fleet fuel mileage in 1977 was 6.37.

; We would be pleased if our MPG stayed the same, considering every new
vehicle- wefOut on .t1w.road getsless'miles per gallon than the one it is re,

.

placing.

To continue improveMentOis an added plus.

For the,1979-80 school year, we are spending more
,

with driver-opera-

tton. l'Operation Featherfoot" shows drivers how to press on the gas pedal only

enough to provide a'smooth flow,of power.

It teaches them not to floor the

.pedal every time.. Also, we are trying a new warm -up procedure to' save more fuel.
Drivers start buses and; then do their safety check, which takes about five
minutes.

They 'then shut the engine off and sit for five minutes.

Then they take

off on their run.'

This five minute shutdown actually warms theengine faster than letting it
- run. 'Engine coolant is warmed by conducting heat from the combustion chambers:
Thfs seems to be working with no complaints froM drivers.
We are planning fO'swItch to diesel power on the next Order for buses.
After looking ihto this possibility, we find other fleets have doubled the MPG
with.diesels,:andzmaintenance costs are down.

If our fleet was all diesel power, wecould save 50,000 gallons of fuel in
one year.

We musego.td diesel power.

using twice as much is staggering.

The cost of gasoline and the thought of
.1

Alcona CommunitySchools
Lincoln, Miqhigan

BY WILLIAM PANDALL

Alcona CoMmunity Schools"is a district encompassing some 420 square miles
in the northeastern part of, the state.

School enrollment is 1310 children K-12,

whereupon it,is necessary to operate 20 buses daily.
rp,Superintendent's office was interestei in finding ways. to conserve energy

and reduce costs in the district, sothe transportation department took on the task
of cutting fuel costs,,without curtailing the home to school delivery of students.
'F0e district has adopted an Energy Conservation Policy with a goal% of 10% reduction

)

for '79-80.

a

Information from industrial firms showed us they had converted many of their
ttucks to LiquiCied Petroleum Gas from regular gas.

Their figures indicated to us

.

that the conversion costs were not excessively high, and with the lower costs of
L.

P. Gas, real dollar savings could be made both in fuel costs and maintenance

.

costs.
-

We approached the Departmentcff Educationas to the legality of using L: P.

gas on.our school buses and found that the, law neither prohibitednor condoned the

With this information on_hand and the quasi-permission of the

use of this fuel.

State Department of Transportation of the Department of Education, we made inquiries
as to which company could help us ,accomplish our goil.

We found that City Services

Company and-its area manager were very interested in'finding a school district
willing to convert- to L. P.'gas on school bUses.

The 'CITGO L. P. gas people aggres-

sively took on our prograrmas their project and sent two men, one technical instructor and a mechanic to our bus garage to instruct and install the'neCessary equipment
for the conversion.

During the two days .oiir two, buses were beingconverted.wewere

visited by State /Department of Transportation personnel also, so that they would be
more knowledgeable on a first hand basis of our, project.

The Mechanical work itsejf took aboUt twelve fours per bus, although a part of

this was spent in questioo=answor time for our mechanics in their
0

irning process.

The conversion' asically required that we install a vacuum valve fuel converter and
a L.P. gas carburetor., We also had to weld closed the exhaust part on the intake
manifold and valve rotors.
experienced mechanics.
tank.

The mechanical conversion was relatively simple for our-

We also.installed an L.P. gas tank, which is a thicker walled,

There was no need to keep the regular gas tank on board, so they were dis-

mantled from ti,

bus.

Our instructor advised us not to try to make a bus. convertable
-119-
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from regular fuel to L.P. gas;by throwing aswitch,and using the alternate fuel.
The engine is no longer able to accomodate regular gasoline.
Below are the actual. cost§. which we paid.to have our buses,: converted.

Each

bus costs the samepamoUnt.
$269.00

Carburetor Kit
I

------

L. P. Gas Mech.

Labor

Tubing and Hookups

86.00
75f-OO

_ $454-00

1st L.

1.00

P. Gas Tank

$455.00

a second tank of 30..gallons would
cost 'us $252

Our experience at the end of the first few weeks indicates that the motors are
starting easy in the cold weather and the bus is, providing a smoother and quicker..
acceleration.

Spark plugs were changed at the end of a few weeks in order .to install

a colder plug.

We noticed that after 1600 miles the plugs were exceptionally clean,

which indicates to us that we have taken a positive step towards future maintenance
This is
regular fuel.
savings. The-cost of L.P. gas is about one-halfthe cost of
a major cost savings from the first day.of.operation.

The mileage per.gallon has

been slightly lesS than we customarily find on our other4buses, which, run at times 5
to 5.5. mifesper 'gallop, depending on the type of bus,' the number of stops, the
driver and'the age of the motor.

Overall, however, we are able to see that the

cost of,, conversion. will be paid off before half of the School year has passed, and

be noticeable from thereon.

our real savings

il1l

gallon ,fue3,-tank

t any time we can.

If we wish to install a second 30

The cost is stated above and it would provide

us with greater distance usage for out of town trips.

Attached you

ill note a comparative mileage report which we have kept to study

We c nverted our'new pickup,in the Transportation -Department also,
after an early ana ysiS of costs. The pickup is used,principaffy for bus emergency,
our program.

needs and winter s ow plowing around the bus garage.
The fueling o

the buseS is similar to that of our regular buses.

We were

fueling
fortunate in being- 'able to drive only one quart& of a mile to a bulk
The drive r merely unlocks the pump hose behind the fence and twists the
L.P.
nozzle into the spy cial tank insert. Two valves are turned on the pump and the

station.

Meters on the pumps indiCate when we'are nearing our fill up point and
The bus fuel tank is
a special release gauge sounds off when that point is reached.
drivers
never filled more t an 85% capacity. The total process is ,simple, even though
gas flows.

are cautione&to we r glw)es in handling the hose to the bus tank insert.
gas remains at a cost considerably. less
Our feeling at this time is that if
-120-

than regular fuel, and if we do economize'on maintenance parts and labor We may convert additional buses next summer. /Only timAill tell if we convert the entire
fleet over-to L. 15 gas.

In the event we should decide to convert several buses, it

will be necessary to install our own bulk storage tank at the bus garage for driver
convenience:

The Superintendent will make a recommendation to the Board at the end

of this ydar and after analysis ofthe.data generated.
4/

GREENHILLS-FOREST PARK CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Cincinnatti, Ohio

BY HUGH PACEY

A. --District and Fleet Statistics
1.

District size = 7119 pupils - 13 square miles,

2.

Schools served by schobl bus -,2 public high schools - 7 non-public
high%schools - 3 vocational high schools - 2 public middle schools
(6 -:'.. 8) - 7 public elementary schools - 6 non-public elementary

schools (physicallly handicapped not included).
All of the non7public and vocational schools are located outNote:
side the district except for 2. parochial elementary 'schools.
3.

B.'

Bus
1
1
25-

fleet =.27 total buses ,
20 passenger size (Dodge)
48 passenger size (Chevrolet)"
66 passenger size (IHC)

4.

'Daily Riders =3878

5.

Daily miles = 1707

6.

Fleet gas miles - 4.85 M.P.G. (1978-79)

Energy'Management Application
1.

Gasuline-additive - upper cylinder lube (Pist-n-lube) since 1969.-

2.

Switch to steel-belted radials (mostly Michelin XZA) begun in 1974;

3.

Maintaining good engine temperature through constant check of thermostats
and use.of radiatorcovers or shutters% 'Begun in 1968.

4.

Frequent tune-up checks and installation of electronic ignttions,

5.

Experimenting with synthetic engine oil (Mobil, Delvac 1) begun in:::1979.

6.,

Continual, bus route evaluation to check for unnecessary stops unnecessary
mileage, and light loads.

'7.

8.
9.

Training.of drivers to conserve gasoline by playing traffic and lights,
proper acceleration, etc.
'Full

utilizaitnrof buses on field trips and athletic trips.

Shorter warm-up period in morning;
-121-
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1'7

Results

The gasoline additive was

experimented with in 1969 and found to increase.

speed on grades
Loaded buses were better able to maintain road
Increased mileage averaged 5%.
than had previously been experienced;
the results'are really inconThe switch to radial tires has been slow and
Road wear and the quality of the ride are
clusive due to lack of,control.

mileage,.

)

obvious improVements.

ti

,

,

tune-up checks have been
Maintaining good engine temperature and frequent
thbs no recorded differences
in effect since record keeping began in 1968 and
a

can be noted.

;

apparent increase in gas
Use orsynthetic engine oil in one bus has shown an
'We have tried to control all
-mileage of .2 of a gallon or approximately 4%;
(i.e. sameAriver,routes, tune-up.
other factors that might influence gas mileage

-.

schedule, tires, etc..)

hive a greater effect than all of the
Route construction and driver training
mile* and tire wear.
above mentioned items combThed, when,looking at gas
.

.

and 40,000 miles or radial tire wear
Differences of up to,1 mile per gallon
have been noted.

C.

Future Energy Management Possibilities
1.

2.

°

and in rear end.
Uie of synthetic gear lube.in standard transmissions
afterhoonsand affecting older
Shortening o, bus routes, -especially in
students more than elementary:
C

HUNTINGTON COUNTY
COMMUNIT? SCHOOL CORPORATION
Huntington, Indiana
BY REX ARMSTRONG
attempt to conserve fuel in
We have experimented with many things in an
attention to tire pressures, clutch and
Huntington County. We pay very close
We have gone to higher than standard speedo
brake adjuStMents and engine tune-ups.
in our;Particular terrain,
differentials-, which has been mildly successful for us
We have experimented with electronic
but might not help at all in other areas.
Igone.to diesel, ,mainly beignitions, which Ove been'helpful. We have not as yet
kw,
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1.

cause of the teemendous cost involved in-changing over a 69 bus fleet with six
different refueling stations that would haVe to becoMe dual facilities until a
a

a

.

complete changeover could be made.

bthecking with ether school corporations in our area, we are
on our miles per gallon consumed than most.

We attribute our mild s ccess to our

rigid maintenance program, which brings each bus into us every 1000
depending 'upon the type of route run.

ng better

o 1500 miles,

Our typical service consists of

regular

lube e-and oil, plus a total Safety inspection of, that vehicle.-

Proper adjustment of clutch, brakes; all belts, an

a thorough inspettion of

all electrical components; such as lights, heaters, and batteries are very important
to an economical operation

An overloaded electrical system Means%am overloaded

charging system, which requires additickpa horsepower to ()Orate.

That costs you in

economy.

We feel that our greates contribution to energy conservation is our routing.
We have one high-school, three junior high. schoolS, and-nine' elventaries in, our

corporation.. We also service three parochia.Pschools and seven special education
locations, so we have many buses running in many directions.

We have been success.-

ful in routing these buses so.the we have cut our deadheading to a minimum.

.

Buses

that'transport a load one direction are routed to that they:_can carry another load
on, the return trip to ther original area.

year was 142%.

Our percent of efficienCy for-last school

This figure is based upon the number of students transported Per mile,

per trip, not on effftiency as opposed to fuelsonsumption.

Rite-Way and Safe-Way Corporation
Madison, Wisconsin

-

AY TIMOTHY J. KIEFER

,
-

Driver Training & Attitude:
- Teach drivers the-proper way to 'start and warm up their bus

Try to keep the same driver in the same bus'eachrday
Teach each driver how to properly fill his /her bus with fuel

When to leave'bils running; when to turn it offjexample: loading
and unloading wheelchairs)
.

Posters and in7payroll fuel conservation hints (frequent)
Purchasing New & Used Buses:

When ordering new buses make sure they are "speced" with all available fuel
saving features, such as:

-123-
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7'

job,
Radial Tires, fan Shutters, Large Fuel Tanks, Correct-size engine for the
including careful consideration of diesel.-

Purchasing the correct-passenger capacity bus

Be sure to get all available repair records and line set records when purchasing
purchased, see if he can recomused,buses. Check with mechanic mhere bus(es)
mend any needed improvement.

Maintenanceoftusgs:
Regular Tuneups
Proper Tire Inflation
Preventive maintenance-(.will avoid 'service calls, saving gas)

We have tried several,, in each case finding that there,was a
small increase in miles per gallon,'just about enough to cover the cost of the
additives, which we feel justifies the expense.
Fuel Additives.?

Buses.Keptai,Driver's Houses:
Wp have practiced this form of conservation for many years. It is espectally,
helpful if your service' and office facility are located on one .end of toWn,And
z...yOu service schools all over town.

(

In our case, we find we are able to hire a few good drivers who live anywhereN
far
'from-5-11 miles from our garage/offfce, who_would not be willing tOdrive that.

a.,

four times each day to drive.a bus.

One driver keeps a 54 passenger Wheelchair bui

athis:house, ten miles from .,our garage/office.

and'alfof last year was. 15 mileS.Per day.
.

.

His'averAge.daily route-mileage this:.
we had'un'that't":Oute,from our garager.

.

wesaVed 35 Miles:per
-office the .daily mileage .would have been,50 miles per d4;1-thuS
At. four
day PLU,S his mileage driving his car. back and °forth from his'house.
schoofdays.(we are on a 17 '''School
per gallon, that:is over 8 gallons per day, X,170

ThUs we S
day year, but hecome" .over about once ,a'month'for srviework)..
galions on one route. Our requirements for drtvers who Wilph to
approximately 1060 gallons
keep buses at their homes are. as follows:

They must have safe, lega4 adequate parking off street.
7
They MuStfie ableto plug the engine heater in during winter.
They mustcalfln to our dispatther at least 1/2.hourprfor to the' time they are
to leave' on theirrid.
They must have made'and .keep a spare key.
They must be,experienced driVer (experienced with-us).
-.Bus Routes:

.

stops.
Should be carefully put together, with an eye for, elimination of unnecessary
,Along these lines we try to ride with each driver, at least twice each school year,.

during" which time we evaluate:.

The route
The Driver
Route Pay

\

0

.,

Experimentatign & Lobbying:
.

i

.

We are presently seriously considering several programs, such as Gasohol &Propane---Conversion.

We feel that school' organizations and private contractors and their organizations
.

shmild communicate their needs and desires to both the chassis and bus body manu..

facturers.

.,

,:::3

.

South Washington County School

Cottage Grove, Minnesota

BY DOYLE TOMAAVE

Pupil Transportation is among the important services that are provided in a
School District, yet-all too often it is taken for granted.
Everyone expects' daily schedules to be met and extra:curricular activity trip
needs, to be accomodated in a safe, depenable,and economic manner!

The Transportation

Supervisor must fulfill a mission which can be descrihed as providing the best pos-

/

sible service at the least possible cost.in amanner which offers no compromise for
safety.

In the United States there'al.e nearly 35,000 school buses transporting 52% of
the students, K through 12, with the use of approximately 7.5 million barrels of oil
each year-

Shortage of fuel, rapidly escalating prices and the State of Minnesota's new
funding formula are'among the prinicpal forces for implementing fuel conservation
.actions.

All commodities have dedteased significiantly in price over the last couple of
years, but not as much.as fuel.

In 'June of 1979, the School District was forced to

purchase, fuel that was 77% more costly than fuel purchased in October of 1978.
'School transportation policies,, purchasing practices, maintenance programg', ve-

,hicel .use, driver skills, scheduling and routing are representative of areas that
can be investigated to obtain more pupil miles per gallon.

A cooperative fule eco-

nomy management program involving school administrators, staff, teachers, students
and parents' working with the. Transportation Department can increase the effective--

ness of the School- District's service to the community and decreaSe the amount of
fuel consumed for this service.

,Fuel is an easily identifiable operating expense.

Fuel economy, is a measure

of the pupil mile per gallon that each bus obtains from the fuel that is consumed,
giving the"most efficient and safe pupil -transportation for the least amount of
money, using the minimum amount of fuel.
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A Fuel EconoMy. Management Program is a strategy consisting of identifying °
goals for reducing- -fuel user- deciding -on how td- implement- them, - -and. dgvoting the.
-

It is based upon sound business

time and effort necessary to achieve results:
practices.

The success of a Fuel Economy Management Program depends upon people:
administrators, management, staff, bus.drivers, shop personnel, teachers and students.
Everyone can and should contribute to insure that we can take advantage of the re_

The energy of people is immense and is immeasurable if

sources that are available.

We should be able to use this available energy to initiate a Fuel> Economy

inspired.

Management Program to increase the overall effectiveness of pupil transportation in
this School Distritt.

A sound organizational planis basic to success.)

The Fuel Economy management

Program should be organized-within existing managment functions.

Emphasis should

be placed upon identifying goals and objectives,_policies, fuel saving practices,
responsibilities and authorities to achieve better fuel and Cost management.
The following is, an organizational outline:
1.

Designate an individual to.have the responsibility for heading the program.

2.

Identify School District fuel saving goals.

3.

Review policies, programs and practiceS.that affect pupil transportation

-;

fuel use And costs.,
4.

Develop recommendations to save fuel by,performing tasks more efficiently.

5.

Evaluate fuel saving measures that look promising.

6.

Develop a plan to carry out the recommendations that appear to be the
most promising for meeting the District's fuel saving goals.

Obtain Administration-and Board endorsement and .a total .commitment to
carry out the plan.
Initiate the efforts-requiTed to implement the program with constant public
relations activities and communication of the District's goals to the com-

7.

8.
.

munity.-

Measure and evaluate the results\during the program operation.

9.

\

/
Policies provide the setting for obtaining fiJel savings.

They represent the mech-

\\

anism for achieving goals.

No one person or department can carry out the entire pro-\

-

gram successfully.

It requires teamwork.

,

Policies offer a framework directing the

Team.

Examples of fuel saving policies that cah be ;,',-ostigatO include:
Coordinate school calendars (dates, along with start and dismissal.times)
1.
among all schools services, including-non-public, to.increase pupil
i-transportation servicing effectiveness.'
2.

,

Stagger hours, when practical to do so, based upon bus load levels.

Consoliidate special education start and dismissal times to coordinate,
more losely with regular school schedule's.

3.

'

1

,

Increase the walking distance to school and bus stbps.
walking distance regulatibris.'
,

4".

Strictly enforce

,

Eliminate or combine field and,athletic trips.

Avoid. unnecessary service.

5.

.

6.

Initiateieprogram thatencourages students to walk to school and ride:

7.

Develop fuel economy incentives.

8.

Develop an educational prbgram in fuel economy for bus drivers and bus
maintenance personnel.

,

-

1

,

,

,.ACTIONIPLAN 'FOR DISTRICT 833 ADMINISTRATIVE GOALS 7- 1979-80
.

5outhMashington County Schools

Action Plan
,l.

Appoint fuel Management Committee

2.

Designate an individual to have the responsiblility for heading the program.

3..

Identify School Oistrict fuel saving goals.

4.

Review policies, programs and practices that affect pupil transportation
'fuel use and costs.

5.

Develop recommendations tosave fuel by performing.tasks,more efficient)y.

6.

Evaluate fuel saving measures that lobk promising.

7.,

Develop a plan to carry out the recommendationsthat appear to be the-most
promi:ing for. meeting the,District's fuel saving goals.

8.-

Obtain AdministratiOn and Board endorsement and a total commitment to carry
out the plan.

9.

Init4te the efforts required to implement the program with constant public
relations activities and communication of, the District's goals to the umfmunity.

10.

Measure and evaluate the results during the program operation.

Time Line: At once and continous.

Indicators of Accomplishments:

.,

1.

Savings of fuel.

2-;----Savings in operating expenses for transportation.

a
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Boardman School

Youngstown, Ohio
BY J.A. WILSTEN

This report is basecron maintenance records from July 1,,1970 to January 1., 1979.
The fUel,is based on the average of the past.two:years.

Does not include labor or.

.tires.
t-

Gas

.080

Cost per mile Fuel

.029

Cost'permile Maint.

.092

Total

..221

Diesel,

'Cost per mile Fuel

Cost per mile Maint.
Total

Bus No 1.
2.

:.109'

,.129.

Bought used, from contractor - rebuilt engine twice.

Bought used one year ago.- extensive maintenance cost to service bus
fOr. out use.

.

,
4.

Has been' a very good.gasAcous.

5.

Had engine rebuilt twice warranty.

6.

7.

8.
,15.

Was an experimental bus. We's0ent $2,500 on brakes the first 50,000
miles: 'We'had ,to spend $1,500 to correct the problem, have not touched
the brakes since AUgust.1, 1977.
Bought one year ago.
our use..

Extensive maintenance cost to servicelbus for
I

Rebuilt transmission 50Vunder warrantyat 40400 miles.
Had.problem since it was new .Lost transmission at-32:000 miles
engine at 35,000. Think we found the problem, and hOpe- to work out
adjustments with

20, 21, 26.The,first disel buses. They have traveled 62000 to 75,000
miles and are doing.a good.job..
1

Large buses bought January 1, 1977 are-used an all
.5, 41, 42, 43, 45
They.
are
the, least expensive to operate.
trips.
28.

DOesn't show on this report, but we have ordered a new engine. But
has been off the road three weeks.

BOARDMAN SCHOOL

COST ANALYSIS FUEL AND MAINTENANCE
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BRAKE
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ALL
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PER MI.

,.001,
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I.H.

113,400
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Man.
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G 2
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125,000
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,
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.
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,
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:
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,

.

1.

.

,
.
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.

,
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.
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,
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0
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N/A

.011

.002

.

,005

:

1

,

.

6

I.H,

114,300 .345

Man.

.028

.

.004

.006

.

G 17

G 18

Auto.

Man.

123,80023

G 13

G 16'

170

0

I.H.

106,300

345

Man.

.024

I.H.

80,300

406

Man,

.006

.

.004

.006

.002

.004

'.006

.065

.115

.180/

76,300

.065

.194

.259.

80,300

.081

.098

42,000

.083'

.111

68,800.

,

DV

'.75

I.H,

42;200

170

Auto.

0

N/A

.009

.001

N/A

.008

0

.017

,,

DV

'73

I.H.

68,800

180

4, Auto,

,,,

.000

.028

.

OURKUMMII JummIL

COST ANALYSIS FUEL AND MAINTENANCE
Date:

I

BUS NO,

& TYPE

YEAR

MAKE

MILES

ENG

ALL

CLUTCN

BRAKE

TRANS

MAINT.

MAINT.

MAINT, MAINT.

002

NA

.008

.017

0

ENG,

TRANS. MAINT.

FUEL

TOTAL

PER MI

FUEL&MAINT.

MILES ON

REPORT

REMARK!

DV

021

73

G 22

70

G '23

10

G 24

68

1.H

I.H,

62;1E0

180

Auto.

93,0a

406'

Mans

85,500. 406.

84,344

I

466

Man.

0

.026

.078

.104

62,160

0

.042

.149

.191

93,000

.003

.005

.052

.146

'85,500

.004

.198

,008

.004

.137

.135..

31,100

.008

.008

.212

.045

)jV

D 25

75

I H.

37,300

110

.011

.007

.029

37,300

NA

.119:

0

.090

'Auto.

011

0

.036

75,500,

NA

.120

.004

.084

Auto.

016

0

.027

.080

40,000

NA

.107

0

.015

0

.028

.085"

42,500

0

NA

.113

Auto.

NA

008

013

.079

.092

35 500

0

.032

.146

.1.78

38 606

.75

.125

.360

8,000

.056'

105

161

67,000

.059

.096

155

76,300

DV.
.D 2,6

73

I.H

75,500

180

DV

'027

40,000

75

170 j Auto
DV

170

75

42,500

D29

76

35 500

190

Arto.

73

I H

51,906

406

Man.

.007

.009

004

G 30

69

Ford 109 000

361

Man.

.022

.000

.039

G 31

67

I.H

108,000

345

Man,

A19

.002

.004

G 32

1131000

3041.

Man.

.006

.006

.007

G 33

R

0

67

67

.005

0801

68,000

Man.

.006

.176

345

0

110,000

.024

.096

LH

012

0

80' 000

.014

213

'Man.

.627.

.110

345

103

80,000

002

099

63,700

.004

.006

141

.004

4028

D,V

0'

.000

0

ti

G'34

37,000
G 35

67

I.H.

G 38

66

G;M, 1 99.000

351

G 40

66:

G.M. 100,231

351

Man,

.042

Y

77

3.8

25,300

Man.

.022

,004

007

.004

0

0

/071

.098

.169

56,231

210.

Aut.o.

0

NA

/

006

071

.077

25,300

.018

.075

.093_

25,300

Cum.

D 42. '77

M. 25,300

IWO

,C

UM.

41

,aIMIPP

210

Auto

NA

.00

/
/

,1111%.10

November, 1979'

BOARDMAN SCHOOL

MONTHLY FUEL COMPARISON

.BUS MO.

ENGINE

'

& TYPE

YEAR

MAKE

G-1.

1965

I.H.

G-2

168

Ford

D-3

1975

G-4
D-5

DEC.

SIZE

AVERAGE

,

:aN.

FEB.

MAR,

MAY

APR.

SEPT.

PER MILE

MLLES PER GALLON

AVERAGE COST

4.3

3:5

$.177

OCT',

0

0

3.4

3.7

3.7

3.8,

3.3

.18

5:4

5.9

6.2

6.3

5.4

.103

0,

0

0

0

0

0

6.4

7,1

1.8

7.6

6.8

.080:

4.1

4,4

4.5

6.0

4.8

4,3

2,7

2.5

3.7

3.7

3:6

3p8,

3.2

.193

4.1

4.6

4,8

5.1

5t6

5.1

5.4

4.9

.114

6,9

4.5

4.,7

5,4

5,6

5.9

6.2

5.6

1.6

.110

0

0

0

° 0

0

NEW

6.1

7.2

6.6

.080

3 4

2.5

2.5

0

0'

0

0

0/S'

2.8

'.221

0

2.4

4.0

0

0

361

3,2

3.0

2.7

3.4

I.H.

170

5.5

4.6

4.2

5.2'

1967

I.H.

345

5,4

0'

,0

0

1977

8.8.

210

6.9

6.6

6.0

.6.7

D-6

}973

I.H.

180

5.1

3.8

3.1

G-7

1968

Ford

361

312

2.9

0-8

1975

I.H.

170

5,0

0-9

1975

I.H.

550

MO

(1979

I.H.

180

G-11

1968

I.H.

1975

I,H.

170

5.4

4.9

4.7

5.5

7.6

4.4

0/S

5.8

5.4

.103

,D 12

6-13

1969

Ford

361

4.3

3.1

2.6

3.6

0

0

0/S

0/5

3.4

.182

G-14

1970

I.H.-

406

4.3

3.3

3.1

3.6

3,8

.3.6

6.1

3.7

3.9

.158

D-15.

1975

I.H.

.170

3.8

4.3

4.5

5,1

7:1

5.3

5.6

5.7_

5.3

.109

967

I.H.

345

5.0

4,3

3.6

4.2

4.6

5,1

6.0

0/S

4.6

.134

G-18

1970

I.H.

406

3.3

3

2.9

4.1

4,7'

.4.5

4.d

4.0

3.9

.158

1975

I.H.

170

5.1

4.1

4.4

4.8

5,2

5.6

5.5

6.7

5.2

.119

D-19
0-20

1973

I.H.

170

1

4,4

4.0

5.6

5,2

6.1

5.9

6.0

5.2

.107

1973

I,H.

170

2

5.0

4.7

5.5

5.9

6.4

6.1

6.3

5.6

.100

D-21

1970

I.H.

406

3.6

3.5

3.0

3.4

3.7

3,9

3.6

3.7

3,5

.177

G-22

1970

I,H.

406

3,0

2.6

2.5

0

0

0

2.9

'2.5

2.7

.229

G-23

1963

I,H.

406

J,7

3.4

3.0

3.7

4.4

3.9'

4.2

3.5

3,7

.167

G-24
D-25

1975

I.H.

170

5.0..4,5

4.9

5.7

5.6

7.3

6.4

7.4

5.8'

1973

I,H.

170

5.5

5.1

5.1

5.4

6.5

6.3

6.6

6.1

5.8

.096

D-26

1975

I.H.

17Q

5.6

5.4

6.3

7.7

5.9

6.7

7.3 '.

6, 3

6.4

.0t7

.

406_

.

,

.

tib

0-27

i

139

.

406

,

'

t,

.130

rf)

'

.

'0

.

,.096

1

r

MONTHLY COMPARISON - Continued
,,-/

, 'BUS NO.

.

PER MILE

AVERAGE

ENGINE
SIZE

DEC.

JAN.'

FEB.

MAR.

Ail,

MAY

-SEPT.

OCT.

AVERAGE COST

MAKE

MILES PER GALLON

YEAR

5.8

5.0

4.9

4.3

5,3

7.0

"1.1

6z9

.098

I.H.

170

5.7

1975

5.4-

5,1

4.8

6.1

5:9

6.0

'6.1

.098

I.H.

170

5,7

1975

6.3'

0-29

3.7

3;5-

3.5

Co

3.9

4.0,1

3.5

.167

406

3.7

1973

I.H.

4.0

C-30

Ford

361

3.5

3,4

3.2

3.7

3:9

4.2

4.6

19

4.4

G-31

0/S

4,3

4.0

5.2,

4.9

5.0

4 2

.124

I.H.

345

5.0

1966,

7.7

G-3

,-G-34

3.9

3.1

2.8

4.0

4.9

4.1

0/5

3.9

.193

I.H.

345

3:2

1966

0

`

0

0

0

NEW

.076

180

7.3

I.H.

6,5

1979

8.2

D-35

0

0

,0

0

0

NEW

-0

180

0

I.H.

0

1979

0

D-36

0

0

0

0

0

.081

210,'

0

6.9

OSKdSH

6.9

1979

0

D-37

1979

OSKOSH

2140

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

D-38

1977

B.B.

210

5.9

4.5

5.8

7.4

6.5

6.2

7.1

D-41.

210

6.0

5.2

5.6

6.1

6.7

6.9

210

6.5

3,1

7.8

5.5

6,6

& TYPE

\

D-28

.

..

'

3.8

,

.163

,

0

0

7.1

6.3

.038

7.5

7.4

6.4

.087

6.8

8.6

7,3

6.5,

.086

6:9

8.0

5.7

.098

8.9

7.3

6.7

ONEW

i

18.8.-

0-42

1977

0=43

1977

B.8

D-44

1978

Hendr.

210

NEW

2.3

3.6

6.7

6.3

t.1

1977

6. B.

210

6.6

6.0

0

0

0

4.9

- --

5.2

6.0

6.1

6.2

.094

210

NEW

'5.9

Hendr.

5.6

1978

6.8

D-46

0

6.1

6.0

6.6

6.9

.100

5;9

5.6

Hendr.

210,

7.2

1978

6.6

D-47

3.8

3.3

0

.140

0

6.1

,-'4.4

345

0/S

I.H.

0/S

1967

0

G-48

351

'4.8

3.8

4.6

0

5.1

0/S

.144

G.M.

3.6

4.3

1969

0/S

G-49

0

0

'0

.200

.0

0

3.1

406

3.1

I.H.

0

1969

0

G-50

0

0

0

0

.238

0

2.6

2.1

3.2

I.H.

406

0

1969

3.5

3.1

3.7

.167

3.6

3 7

3.5

3.7

I.H.

406

3.8

1969

4.2

G-52

05

0/S

0

.137

0

0

4.5

406,

3.1

I H.

5.9

1969

0

G-53

0

0

0

0

0/S

0/S

0

Icy.

406

0/S

1969

0

G-54

,5,4

4.8

4.6

5.6

6.0

5.6

361

6.5

Ford

6.2

1976

5.7

G-55

0-45

G-51

,

,

,

Diesel Average

Cost Gas Average

,

.096 per mile
.170 per mile

'

.

Diesel Averag
MPG -

Gas Average

5.8 mpg
3.7 mpg °'

n

.083

0
.110

